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CONCORDIA CHARTER SCHOOL 
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PLAN 


NARRATIVE 
 
WHO WE ARE  
 
Concordia Charter School, Inc., founded in 2004, was established as a K-8 public charter school to 
provide parents in disadvantaged communities with the choice of a high quality education for their 
children in a small, safe and nurturing environment.  Grounded in the belief that education is a social 
justice issue, Concordia strives to deliver educational equity to all students it serves.  
 
The school operates on the campuses of the First Evangelical Lutheran Church in the CANDO 
neighborhood of northwest Mesa, Arizona, and at the Navajo Evangelical Lutheran Mission in Rock 
Point, Navajo Nation. This PMP relates to our Mesa campus only. 
 
The school uses the highly acclaimed Core Knowledge curriculum to provide a high expectations, high 
performance academic environment for its students.  95% of the school’s students qualify for 
Free/Reduced Lunch, a nationally recognized poverty indicator. The school has a minority rate in excess 
of 90% with over 65% of the children classified as English Language Learners (ELL).  
 
While every effort is made to create an effective and efficient classroom learning experience for the 
students during the school day, children who live in economically challenged environments require 
more time to catch up culturally and academically with children who do not face the same challenges. 


HISTORY 


Although the charter was granted in 2005, the school did not open until August, 2007, thus we have only 
four years of operation on which to report.  The Mesa campus originally opened as a K-2 school with 27 
students.  The school remained a K-2 school with 40 students through the 2008/2009 school year as 
none of the three original 2nd graders continued with us for their 3rd grade year.  In 2009/2010, third 
grade was added and the school grew to 57 students.  Fourth grade was added in 2010/2011 and the 
school averaged 68 students.   This year we added fifth grade and enrollment soared to 89.   
 
Because of the small numbers of students in each grade, the upper two grades have been combined i.e.; 
the first two year’s there was a combined 1st/2nd grade class, the third year a combined 2nd/3rd grade 
class and the 4th year a combined 3rd/4th grade class.  To accommodate the various levels of academic 
achievement and abilities in these classes, a well thought out strategic plan was implemented to provide 
the broadest range of differentiated instruction for individual students.  Strategies included small group 
instruction, individually directed learning, and self paced computer assisted instruction. 
 
Our first year of testing for third grade AIMS was during the 2009/2010 school year.  Spring, 2010 was 
our first AIMS testing year and we had only six students in third grade.  Of the six students tested, four 
were classified as ELL and one of those four was also SPED.  Three of these students come from homes 
where no English language is spoken.  Only two of these students started with us during our first year.  
Previously they were kindergarteners at a district school.  Both also came in at pre-K level.  Two student 
came to us after the Christmas break during their first grade year.  One was identified with multiple 
learning disabilities starting in second grade.  She also came to us at pre-K level.  Two students had been 
with us for their second and third grade years.  One student came to us at the start of third grade.   
 
From our first year of testing in 2009/2010, individual students were ranked as follows: 
Reading – 1 FFB, 3 Approaching, 1 Met and 1 Exceeded the State Standard. 
Math – 2 FFB, 2 Approaching, 2 Met the State Standards. 







The school’s efforts for the previous five years to provide and implement a mathematics and 
reading curriculum that improves student achievement: 
 
The school was blessed with a $535,000 USDOE PCSP Start-up Grant.  Those monies were 
carefully spent developing curricular alignment around the Core Knowledge Sequence.  The 
four “S” that form the basis of the Core Knowledge sequence is that a curriculum should be 
Specific, Solid, Sequenced and Shared.   To that end Concordia labored over finding curricular 
adoptions that are research based and include evidence based practices. The school’s initial 
instructional adoption included Saxon Math; Houghton Mifflin California Series language arts 
adoption complemented with the Scholastic Core Knowledge libraries; Pearson’s Core 
Knowledge Social Studies program; and Foss Science Learning kits.  Art and music instruction 
are integral to the well rounded curriculum and is clearly articulated throughout the day to day 
classroom instruction.  Grant monies were also used to provide professional development for 
all teachers in Core Knowledge, SAXON, Differentiated Learning, Six Traits, Developmental 
Assets, My Reading Coach and DIBELS. 
 
After working with the Houghton Mifflin language arts program it was decided by the team that 
it solely was not sufficient for our ELL students.  We began teaching the Spalding Method to our 
Kindergarteners in year three.  All teachers have been trained in the method and it went school 
wide in year four.  The challenges have been incorporating it to the upper grades. The school 
also uses Renaissance Learning’s Accelerated Reader and English in a Flash.  Additional student 
support is offered through My Reading Coach, Lindamood Bell’s Visualizing & Verbalizing, and 
SRA Reading Labs. In addition to classroom instruction and interventions, the school has a 4,000 
volume library of books completely aligned to complement Core Knowledge and Accelerated 
Reader.  All teachers have received training in the proprietary uses of each program. 
 
Concordia uses SAXON Math for its primary mathematics instruction.  In the first two years we 
taught on grade.  Beginning in the third year we began to accelerate the instructional schedule 
and were able to get through the first half of the subsequent grade level.  In year four, the 
instruction was geared to a full year ahead.  Through ability grouping and additional pull out 
assistance, all students are being pushed harder to achieve.  Math instruction is also supported 
through Renaissance Learning’s Accelerated Math and Math in a Flash.  Lindamood Bell’s 
Seeing Stars is also used for those needing further remediation.  Professional development is 
ongoing for all teachers. 
 
Since the first year, our curriculum maps have been created for all grade levels and all subject 
matters.  These curriculum maps were completely aligned to the State Standards and this 
summer all new curriculum maps were developed to align to the new Core Standards.   In 
addition to the curricular mapping, a complete pacing calendar is provided to each teacher for 
their lesson planning.  All teachers are required to provide complete lesson plans for review 
that include state performance objectives and strands. 
 
 
 
 
 







The school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop and implement a plan for 
monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into mathematics and reading 
instruction. 
 
Every classroom teacher as well as the instructors of art, music and library is required to submit 
detailed lesson plans which include performance objectives aligned to the state standards as 
well as specific strands being taught within the standard.  These lesson plans are reviewed 
weekly by the instructional support coordinator.  Classrooms are visited on a daily basis by the 
director and/or the instructional support coordinator to insure that lesson plans and our 
common academic culture is being adhered to. 
 
Teachers have been evaluated annually using several different evaluation tools.  This past year 
a new teacher evaluation tool was adopted to address the requirements of HB 1040 and will be 
used beginning this year.  Drop in observations are done daily to monitor student engagement, 
alignment of instruction and adherence to our classroom management program. 
 
A Core Knowledge curricular inventory is provided to each teacher to assist them in their 
weekly lesson planning.  There is a quarterly review of these curricular inventories to insure 
consistency in following the sequence.  Teacher Performance Pay is partially based on authentic 
student achievement in math and reading and the teachers’ adherence to teaching the Core 
Knowledge sequence. 
 
In the school’s first two years there were only two teachers.  In year three a third teacher was 
added, and a fourth teacher added in year four.   This year we added our fifth teacher.  
Teachers have met on a weekly basis to discuss each child’s progress in not only academics, but 
social and behavioral matters.  The Responsive Classroom management curriculum has also 
been adopted to insure a safe, nurturing and academic approach to behavior based on a 
common core of language and culture. 
 
A plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency: 
 
All students are assessed at the beginning of the school year in both math and reading to 
determine the individual student’s benchmark for assessment. 
 
In the initial two years of operation, the school assessed all students using DIBELS, DRA and the 
Houghton Mifflin assessments for reading. Data was collected on a quarterly basis.  The school 
worked with Dr. Ron Drossman, PEAK School Flagstaff and Dr. Ron Burch, University of Arizona 
to track the performance of our first group of K-2 students.  Each teacher met with the director 
and the consultants to analyze their classroom data.  Appropriate interventions were provided 
for those students failing to meet expected performance levels.  Professional development was 
provided to all teachers in the use of Differentiated Instruction, Working with students with 
Aspbergers, Six Traits in Writing training and My Reading Coach. 
 
In year three an outside contractor was hired to provide all benchmark and progress monitoring 
and year end assessments.  The contractor was also to work with classroom teachers on 
intervention strategies and provide an RTI style pull out program for those students that fall 
below according to performance levels.  The contractor used AIMS Web.  The outside 
contractor did not perform all of the duties agreed upon and was summarily released at the 







end of the school year.  Teachers still maintained all of their own assessment data and worked 
with students both in the classroom and referred students out for additional intervention 
services.  All teachers received Spalding Training. 
 
In the fourth year we went back to all teachers being solely responsible for their reading 
assessments, data collection and analysis.  Additional assessments were added through 
Renaissance Learning’s Star Reading and English in a Flash, as well assessments from My 
Reading Coach, SRA Reading Labs and Lindamood Bell. 
 
All four years, teachers have been responsible for all benchmark testing in mathematics.  The 
primary assessment tool has been the Saxon math assessments.  In year three, the teachers 
began using Renaissance Learning’s Star Math and Math in a Flash.  All teachers received 
training in both implementing SAXON Math and using the Accelerated Math programs.  Data 
was carefully analyzed and students that did not meet the proficiency standards were provided 
with additional assistance and pull out intervention. 
 
For the first three years, all progress assessments were done on a quarterly basis.  In year four, 
the school went to a trimester calendar and all students were assessed twice a trimester.  By 
year four, the data collection was streamlined by the full implementation of the Star Math 
program for all students. For the upcoming year, all students will be assessed on a monthly 
basis and those students still not meeting their target will receive additional support and be 
assessed every two weeks. 
 
For both math and reading, all teachers are responsible for developing daily classroom 
assessments and observations to monitor an individual student’s progress. 
 
The school’s efforts to develop and implement a professional development plan: 
 
All of Concordia’s classroom teachers possess Master’s Degrees and have a minimum eight 
years of classroom instruction experience.  All teachers received training in implementing the 
Core Knowledge Sequence.  All new teachers hired are required to have completed Spalding 
training.  In the first two years teachers were sent to national conferences for Core Knowledge 
and Lindamood Bell. 
 
The past two years’ emphasis on professional development has been to get all teachers 
effectively using the Renaissance Learning products and using Spalding with fidelity in their 
classrooms.  Starting with two teachers the first two years, three teachers in year three and 
four teachers in year four, there is complete collaboration and congeniality among the staff.  
Everyone works as a team to provide their expertise and sharing of prior experiences with 
individual students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







The school’s detailed interpretation of the findings from the data analysis:  
 


Concordia Charter School does not have five years worth of data to report and graph.  We only 
have two.  The first year we had eligible third grade students was 2009/2010.  We have 
interpreted and graphed the data for the two eligible years.  Our findings show that although 
our scores do not land in the targeted area, our students have made significant progress.  As 
stated previously, the majority of our six students came to us well below grade level and with 
limited or no English language.  Even though our graphs show that our students’ scores are 
below the state average, individual student growth is measurable.  The trend during our first 
two testing years is positive.  We are progressing toward the state’s level of adequate academic 
performance.   
 
Our interpretation of our Math scores by student for the past years is as follows:  
 
 *All five students still at Concordia Charter School showed an increase in their raw scale 
score from 6 points to 55 points.  One student is no longer at our school so we cannot evaluate 
her progress.  All of our five students except one showed an adequate increase in their growth 
percentile rank.  Four students showed high growth and one showed adequate growth.  
 
Our interpretation of our Reading scores by student for the past years is as follows:  
 
 *All five students still at Concordia Charter School showed an increase in their raw scale 
score from 26 points to 48 points.  One student is no longer at our school so we cannot 
evaluate her progress. All of our five students except one showed an adequate increase in their 
growth percentile rank.  Three students showed high growth and two showed adequate 
growth.  The one student that did not show adequate growth came to us mid-year, so we did 
not have an entire year to work with this student. 
 
Based on the analysis of our two scoring years, we are confident that our students will continue 
to make individual progress in their academics.  These positive trends will be reflected in future 
years test scores. During this 2011/2012 school year, we plan to increase the trajectory by 
student and the school overall.  


  
A representation of the findings using charts and graphs that are understandable to the 
reviewer and clearly depict the results. 


 
Our AIMS data analysis is depicted in several different graphs.  We have graphed the overall 
data scores for the entire school.  We have graphed the individual student growth in both Math 
and Reading using the two years of data.  We have also graphed individual student scores 
showing their growth percentile rank in both Math and Reading.  These graphs clearly depict 
the results of the progress made from school year 2009/2010 to school year 2010/2011. We 
will continue to aim for the upper quadrant target area to show high status and high growth. 
 We feel confident that if our students continue to show growth at the rate of progress made 
during the first two years of test scores, we will soon meet the level of adequate academic 
performance required by the State and the Board.   
 
 
 







A detailed description of how the plan that is presented is directly linked to the findings  
from the data analysis:  
 
With just two years worth of testing data showing continued student academic progress, the 
logical development of the plan is to adhere to teaching the Core Knowledge Sequence, 
increase fidelity with Spalding method for reading and continue our above grade level 
instruction with Saxon math.  To get all of our teachers on board with the new Common Core 
Standards, we will increase professional development opportunities.  We will continue our 
weekly data meetings.  All of this combined should prove sufficient to continue our students’ 
upward progress towards proficiency in both reading and math. 
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PLAN TEMPLATE 


 
Concordia Charter School - Mesa 


 
INDICATOR:  Mathematics       DURATION OF THE PLAN:  Begins August, 2011 to May, 2013 
 


MEASURE* METRIC* CURRENT STATUS* End Target For This Plan*3 


Mathematics 
Proficiency 


Percent of students who score 
proficient (meet or exceed) in Math 
on the AIMS test or show a 
Student growth percentile (SGP) of 
>34. 
 


3rd grade - We have two 
students out of seven that 
show proficiency.  4th grade – 
We have three students out of 
seven that show proficiency. 


Our student scores must meet or 
exceed the states standard required 
for passing in Math.  The school 
must show sufficient progress of 
student percentile growth in Math 
using the median growth percentile. 


 
STRATEGY I: Provide and implement a Math curriculum that improves student achievement.  


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


1. Review all Saxon Math materials and 
insure teachers have all necessary 
pieces.  Order any items that may be 
missing (such as consumables). 
 


Sept. 1 – 
October 31, 
2011. 


Director 
Instructional Support 
Coordinator 
Teachers 


Comparing all Saxon ISBN numbers 
for each grade level as listed in their 
catalog.  Work with Melody from 
Saxon to ensure all completeness. 


$1000 


2. Provide all Classroom teachers with a 
printout of the current AZ Math 
Standards.  Professional Development 
will take place to insure teachers 
understand how to completely integrate 
the standard with their lessons. 
 


Sept. 15 – 
October 31, 
2011 


Instr. Support 
Coordinator (ISC) 
Teachers 


Each grade level will be reviewed 
individually with the ISC.  
Documented professional 
development training. 


N/A 


3. Verify that curriculum maps align with 
the State Standards, Core Knowledge 
and benchmark Saxon assessments as 
indicated. 


Sept. 15, 
2011- May 
24, 2012 


Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Concordia Charter School curriculum  
map 
 
Timeline of due dates with staff 
checklist when each grade is 
completed will be given to Director. 


N/A 


4. Classroom/Teacher Observations will 
be done on a weekly basis to ensure all 
materials are being taught and 
curriculum map is being followed. 


Sept. 2011 
– May 2013 


Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Classroom observations. Teacher 
evaluations done weekly and bi-
annually.  


N/A 
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5. Review AIMS blueprint to determine 
which strand and concept objectives 
need more study time in core to ensure 
mastery. 


August 
2012 – May 
2013 


Director, Instr. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings –sign in 
sheets.   Minutes from staff 
meetings. 


$1000 


6.  Establish Math Achievement Goals Sept. 15, 
2011 – May, 
2012 


Director, Instr. 
Support 
Coordinator, 
Teachers 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings – sign in 
sheets.  Minutes from staff meetings. 


N/A 


 
STRATEGY II: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into 
instruction. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


1.All teachers will complete weekly 
lesson plans that will detail math 
standard being taught. 
 


Weekly Teachers Lesson will be reviewed weekly to 
ensure all Math standards are being 
met. 


N/A 


2. Review teacher lesson plans weekly 
and provide feedback if necessary. 


Weekly Instructional Support 
Coordinator 


Documented weekly review of plans 
with ISC and teacher. 


N/A 


3. Classroom Observations weekly 
 


Bi weekly Director and Instr. 
Support Coordinator 


Documented classroom observations 
during Math block twice per month.   


N/A 


4. Review Math Achievement Goals Monthly Teachers Teachers will review the goals 
established and progress made in a 
monthly meeting with the ISC. 


N/A 


5.Data Collection and Review 
 


Monthly Teachers Teachers will print and post 
benchmark scores and monthly 
progress reports.  Data will be 
reviewed with students and parents. 


N/A 


 
STRATEGY III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


1. All students will be tested to determine 
benchmark scores at the beginning of 
the school year using Star Math and 
Saxon assessment tools. 


First month 
of each 
school year 


Teachers Star Math assessment reports 
Saxon Assessment report 


N/A 
 


2. Data Collection  
 


Twice per 
grading 
period 


Teachers Teachers will print and post 
benchmark assessment scores. 
Scores will be tracked and posted six 
times per year in the classrooms. 


N/A 
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3. Data Review 
 


Monthly Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Monthly progress meetings will be 
held to review student scores.  Data 
will also be reviewed with students 
and parents. 


N/A 


4. Students who are not at grade level or 
making adequate progress will receive 
interventions – either in the classroom or 
via pull out groups with an aide. 
 


Ongoing 
throughout 
the school 
year. 


Inst. Support  
Coordinator, 
Teachers, 
Classroom  Aides 


Intervention schedule will be 
developed and monitored. 


N/A 


5.  Student Progress Monitoring Ongoing 
throughout 
the school 
year 


Inst. Support  
Coordinator, 
Teachers, 
Classroom  Aides 


Progress monitoring reports. N/A 


6.  Develop individual student progress 
reports to review with parents 


Tri-annually Director and 
Teachers 


Student Progress reports and 
graphs. 


N/A 


 
STRATEGY IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the 
curriculum. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


1. Provide Professional Development in 
Saxon Math and Star Math and to all 
teachers and aides. 
 


First 
trimester – 
August 
2011 – 
October 
2012 


Director, Instr 
Support 
Coordinator, Saxon 
Rep 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings – sign in 
sheets.  Minutes from staff meetings. 


$1000 


2. Provide ongoing training to teachers in 
Math core content areas needing 
assistance as documented from the 2010 
AIMS test. 


Ongoing 
throughout 
the school 
year 


Inst. Support  
Coordinator, 
Teachers, 
Classroom  Aides 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings and progress 
monitoring reports. 


$1500 


3.  Analyze Saxon Math and Star Math 
data to determine achievement gaps and 
areas where teachers may need help. 
 


September 
2011 – May 
2013 


Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Reports from Saxon Math and Star 
Math. 


N/A 


4. After full data review, determine if any 
gaps still exist.  If necessary, provide 
additional staff development. 
 


Ongoing  
throughout 
the school 
year 


Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 


Reports from Saxon Math and Star 
Math.  Progress monitoring reports. 


N/A 


5. Use Mentor teachers to model Math 
instruction. 


Ongoing Teachers Classroom observations. N/A 
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6.  Instructional Support Coordinator will 
provide additional coaching with staff 
members based on findings  from 
classroom observations. 


Ongoing Instructional Support 
Coordinator 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings.  Notes from 
meetings. 


N/A 


 
Using the information entered in the “Budget” columns above, please provide a budget total that incorporates all strategies and action 
steps for each year of the performance management plan’s implementation. For “Year 1”, please specify the fiscal year (e.g., 2011). 
The charter holder may add years, as necessary. 
 


Year 1:        Budget Total __$4500______  Fiscal Year ____2012______ 
Year 2:    Budget Total __$4500______ 
Year 3:    Budget Total __$4500______ 


 
Notes: 
* Provided by ASBCS staff 
1 Academic area to be addressed for improvement 
2 Duration of the plan must align with the timeline presented in the Action Steps 
3 Refer to the Board’s level of adequate academic performance   
4 Repeat these action steps as necessary to include the appropriate number of steps to accomplish the strategy 
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PLAN TEMPLATE 


 
Concordia Charter School - Mesa 


 
INDICATOR:   Reading       DURATION OF THE PLAN:  Begins August, 2011 to May, 2013 
 


MEASURE* METRIC* CURRENT STATUS* End Target For This Plan*3 


Reading Proficiency Percent of students who score 
proficient (meet or exceed) in 
Reading on the AIMS test or show a 
Student growth percentile (SGP) of 
>34. 
 


3rd grade - We have two 
students out of seven that 
show proficiency.  4th grade – 
We have three students out of 
seven that show proficiency. 


Our student scores must meet or 
exceed the states standard required 
for passing in Reading. The school 
must show sufficient progress of 
student percentile growth in 
Reading using the median growth 
percentile. 


 
STRATEGY I: Provide and implement a Reading curriculum that improves student achievement.  


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


1. Review all Houghton-Mifflin materials 
and insure teachers have all necessary 
pieces.  Order any items that may be 
missing (such as assessments and/or 
consumables).   
Review other Reading curriculum 
materials (Spalding Methods, 
Accelerated Reader, Star Reading, My 
Reading Coach, Lindamood-Bell – 
Visualizing and Verbalizing) to 
completeness. 
 


Sept. 1 – 
November 
30, 2011. 


Director 
Instructional Support 
Coordinator 
Teachers 


Comparing all Houghton-Mifflin ISBN 
numbers for each grade level as 
listed in their catalog.  Work with 
Houghton-Mifflin rep to ensure 
completeness. 
Order materials from other 
curriculum sources used if 
necessary. 


$1500 


2. Provide all Classroom teachers with a 
printout of the current AZ Reading 
Standards.  Professional Development 
will take place to insure teachers 
understand how to completely integrate 
the standard with their lessons. 
 
 
 


Sept. 15 – 
November 
30, 2011 


Instr. Support 
Coordinator (ISC) 
Teachers 


Each grade level will be reviewed 
individually with the ISC.  
Documented professional 
development training. 


$1000 
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3. Verify that curriculum maps align with 
the State Standards, Core Knowledge 
and benchmark Houghton-Mifflin 
assessments as indicated. 


Sept. 15, 
2011- May 
24, 2012 


Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Concordia Charter School curriculum  
map 
 
Timeline of due dates with staff 
checklist when each grade is 
completed will be given to Director. 


N/A 


4. Classroom/Teacher Observations will 
be done on a weekly basis to ensure all 
materials are being taught and 
curriculum map is being followed. 


Sept. 2011 
– May 2013 


Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Classroom observations. Teacher 
evaluations done weekly and bi-
annually.  


N/A 


5. Review AIMS blueprint to determine 
which strand and concept objectives 
need more study time in core to ensure 
mastery. 


August 
2012 – May 
2013 


Director, Instr. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings –sign in 
sheets.   Minutes from staff 
meetings. 


N/A 


6.  Establish Reading Achievement 
Goals 


Sept. 15, 
2011 – May, 
2012 


Director, Instr. 
Support 
Coordinator, 
Teachers 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings – sign in 
sheets.  Minutes from staff meetings. 


N/A 


 
STRATEGY II: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into 
instruction. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


1.All teachers will complete weekly 
lesson plans that will detail math 
standard being taught. 
 


Weekly Teachers Lesson will be reviewed weekly to 
ensure all Math standards are being 
met. 


N/A 


2. Review teacher lesson plans weekly 
and provide feedback if necessary. 
 


Weekly Instructional Support 
Coordinator 


Documented weekly review of plans 
with ISC and teacher. 


N/A 


3. Classroom Observations weekly 
 


Bi weekly Director and Instr. 
Support Coordinator 


Documented classroom observations 
during Reading block twice per 
month.   


N/A 


4. Review Reading Achievement Goals Monthly Teachers Teachers will review the goals 
established and progress made in a 
monthly meeting with the ISC. 


N/A 


5.Data Collection and Review 
 


Monthly Teachers Teachers will print and post 
benchmark scores and monthly 
progress reports.  Data will be 
reviewed with students and parents. 


N/A 
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STRATEGY III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


1. All students will be tested to determine 
benchmark scores at the beginning of 
the school year using Star Reading, 
Houghton-Mifflin, DRA, My Reading 
Coach and Spalding assessment tools. 
 


First month 
of each 
school year 


Teachers Star Reading Assessment reports 
Houghton-Mifflin Assessment reports 
DRA Assessment reports 
Spalding Assessment reports 
My Reading Coach reports. 


N/A 
 


2. Data Collection  
 


Twice per 
grading 
period 


Teachers Teachers will print and post 
benchmark assessment scores. 
Scores will be tracked and posted six 
times per year in the classrooms. 


N/A 


3. Data Review 
 


Monthly Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Monthly progress meetings will be 
held to review student scores.  Data 
will also be reviewed with students 
and parents. 


N/A 


4. Students who are not at grade level or 
making adequate progress will receive 
interventions – either in the classroom or 
via pull out groups with an aide. 
 


Ongoing 
throughout 
the school 
year. 


Inst. Support  
Coordinator, 
Teachers, 
Classroom  Aides 


Intervention schedule will be 
developed and monitored. 


N/A 


5.  Student Progress Monitoring Ongoing 
throughout 
the school 
year 


Inst. Support  
Coordinator, 
Teachers, 
Classroom  Aides 


Progress monitoring reports. N/A 


6.  Develop individual student progress 
reports to review with parents 


Tri-annually Director and 
Teachers 


Student Progress reports and 
graphs. 


N/A 


STRATEGY IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the 
curriculum. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


1. Provide Professional Development in 
Houghton-Mifflin, Star Reading, DRA, My 
Reading Coach, Lindamood-Bell – 
Visualizing and Verbalizing and Spalding 
to all teachers and aides. 
 


First 
trimester – 
August 
2011 – 
October 
2012 


Director, Instr 
Support 
Coordinator, Reps 
from other 
curriculum sources 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings – sign in 
sheets.  Minutes from staff meetings. 


$1500 
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2. Provide ongoing training to teachers in 
Reading core content areas needing 
assistance as documented from the 2010 
AIMS test. 
 


Ongoing 
throughout 
the school 
year 


Inst. Support  
Coordinator, 
Teachers, 
Classroom  Aides 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings and progress 
monitoring reports. 


$1000 


3.  Analyze all of the Reading 
Assessment data to determine 
achievement gaps and areas where 
teachers may need help. 
 


September 
2011 – May 
2013 


Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 
Teachers 


Star Reading Assessment reports 
Houghton-Mifflin Assessment reports 
DRA Assessment reports 
Spalding Assessment reports 
My Reading Coach reports 
Progress monitoring reports. 


N/A 


4. After full data review, determine if any 
gaps still exist.  If necessary, provide 
additional staff development. 
 


Ongoing  
throughout 
the school 
year 


Director, Inst. 
Support Coordinator 


Star Reading Assessment reports 
Houghton-Mifflin Assessment reports 
DRA Assessment reports 
Spalding Assessment reports  
My Reading Coach 
Progress monitoring reports. 


N/A 


5. Use Mentor teachers to model 
Reading instruction. 


Ongoing Teachers Classroom observations. N/A 


6.  Instructional Support Coordinator will 
provide additional coaching with staff 
members based on findings from 
classroom observations. 


Ongoing Instructional Support 
Coordinator 


Documented Professional 
Development trainings.  Notes from 
meetings. 


N/A 


 
Using the information entered in the “Budget” columns above, please provide a budget total that incorporates all strategies and action 
steps for each year of the performance management plan’s implementation. For “Year 1”, please specify the fiscal year (e.g., 2011). 
The charter holder may add years, as necessary. 
 


Year 1:        Budget Total _$5000_______  Fiscal Year _2012________ 
Year 2:    Budget Total _$5000_______ 
Year 3:    Budget Total _$5000_______ 


 
Notes: 
* Provided by ASBCS staff 
1 Academic area to be addressed for improvement 
2 Duration of the plan must align with the timeline presented in the Action Steps 
3 Refer to the Board’s level of adequate academic performance   
4 Repeat these action steps as necessary to include the appropriate number of steps to accomplish the strategy 

































Demonstration of Sufficient Progress 


Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission 


142 North Date Street, Mesa, AZ 85201 


480-461-0555 


May 2013 


 


In 2010 Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission opened on the site of the Navajo Evangelical Lutheran 
Mission in Rock Point.  The mission had run a private Christian school on the site since the late 1950’s.  The 
private school was struggling to educate the children at the mission school for at least the last 5 years. The 
school administration was in disarray and few of the teachers or staff held a bachelor's degree at the time 
Concordia was asked to take over.   The school had never participated in any Arizona testing so the only 
students who had ever taken AIMS had transferred in.  There was no current testing data for any student.  
99% of the students are Native American/Navajo. 


In the spring of 2010 Concordia was asked to evaluate the conditions of the private school. On the days of 
the visit only the kindergarten classroom was working on any form of academic instruction. The other 
classes were playing and doing art throughout most of the days. When interviewing staff about what their 
curriculum was we were told that they had been given Core Knowledge books to use. They said they had 
no training or idea what to do with the materials. The principal would bring in new things every month and 
change things around. The site had an abundance of outdated trade books, all donated by well meaning 
folks from across the country.  The school was not without supplies of pencils, paper, colored prints, 
markers, construction paper and every type of art supply one could think of. The school had a nice small 
library of good reading books for children although it was never organized for use.    


After meeting with the mission’s board of directors it was decided that Concordia Charter School-Navajo 
Mission would open in August.   Working tirelessly from May through August, Concordia cleaned out the 
school, hired and trained a teaching staff, had a fire alarm system installed, got internet and telephone 
connectivity, and acquired computers and furniture.   


In late July the teachers were brought on for two weeks of training before school began.  The mission 
school had a partnership with Knox College, located in Galesburg, Illinois.  The partnership continues with 
Concordia, both on the reservation school as well as the Mesa site.  Knox professors provided invaluable 
training in classroom management and reading instruction for all teachers.  Reading Horizons, Saxon Math 
and Core Knowledge training was provided also.  The site director had extensive training in Core 
Knowledge and assisted in aligning the school curriculum to the state standards.   A curriculum map was 
created and a full year teaching calendar was provided to each teacher for planning lessons and 
assessments.   


The majority of the students that were enrolled at the mission school continued on when Concordia took 
over.  School opened at the end of August, 2010 with 67 students.   


 







 


1A Student Median Growth Percentile – Math and Reading 


 Starting with the lower grades, we did Reading Horizon.  Reading Horizon is a computer based learning 
program that works to strengthen decoding skills.  The skills are designed to create a solid framework 
to build to greater literacy abilities through the years. 


 Kindergarten students scored from 0 to0 .3 which labeled them at risk. The first grade students scored 
from 0 to 0.5, placing them at risk 66% of the way through the year.  75% of the Kindergarten students 
became emergent readers by the end of the year. One of the students in this study was run over by a 
car.  The student was out of school for three months and remained at risk.  


 1st grade class - ¼ of the 1st graders tested in the emergent readers range.  The rest of the class tested 
at risk at the beginning of the school year. As the school year progressed they move up to emergent 
readers. 


AIMS Grade 4 looking at 2011 (3rd)  2012 (4th) 


Reading: 


For our primary form of assessment, we used the AIMS state testing standard for grades third to sixth. For the 
2012 4th Grade Class, the class had 66 % of students who Falls far below and 33 % who approached in 2011. 
Comparing those same students in the fourth grade in 2012, 50% Falls far below making an average point 
increase of 33 points. 30% approached with point average increases of 25. The last group of 20% students met 
their AIMS reading with an increased point average of 62.  


In our first two years it was our goal to focus on reading and introduce students to Core Knowledge.  Core 
Knowledge gives them a broader knowledge of the world, culture and science at the same time, in order to 
develop a larger vocabulary. If we had remained at the site for another two years, our projections showed we 
would have seen an increase in points on average of 25 points per year.  It would have been projected that all 
of our students who were at the 60 % Falls Far Below would be at Meets and the 40% those at Meets would 
have risen to Exceeding range. 


Again, using Core Knowledge in History and Science helped the students’ comprehension.  This was especially 
noticed during student discussions and interaction with the teachers.  Their reports improved as the explained 
the purpose of behind historical events showing an increase in language mastery.  By following the Core 
Knowledge outline and introducing students to a rich knowledge of vocabulary increased their reading scores. 
The native students have limited exposure to the outside world and global view points. Concordia brought in a 
culturally rich, rigorous academic curriculum that challenged the native students.  The material taught 
exposed the students to the same concepts the majority of non-reservation students are being taught.   


The Core Knowledge curriculum also introduces authentic classic literature. The exposure to classic literature 
helped the native students develop a more rounded understanding of literature than previously available.  
Previously the students only had access to easy reading materials. The materials the students had were often 
2-3 levels below grade level and rarely challenged the students.  The reading material was switched to on 
grade level materials through Core Knowledge.  Making the adjustment to the harder materials took time to 
scaffold the skills needed to be able to comprehend and comfortably read the new material.    The teachers 
worked with the students to bring their skills up primarily through dialog.  The teachers also employed 
question and answer sessions to provide in depth understanding of the subject matter in the readings.  The 
students at first responded with frustration which changed to a desire to learn.  The learning was evident not 







only in their increased scores but in their ability to converse on a wider range of subject matter. Having an 
exposure to science, history and classic literature helped the students’ vocabulary grow. Not only did their 
vocabulary grow but their understanding of how to use that vocabulary also grew. Our students were able to 
have discussions and talk about what they were learning, they gained a better understanding of the world 
around them and they used the newly learned vocabulary in written and oral work.  


In the first year of testing, the two SPED students Falls Far Below. In the second year of testing, one student 
Approached and one Falls Far Below. Those students made a minimum of a 36 points growth.  


The students’ vocabulary percentage grew on average 11%.  A few students grew as much as 33%.  The largest 
growth was a student who increased 46% overall. 


Graph 1: AIMS Reading 2011 and 2012 
Strands/Concept Results 


2011 3rd Graders to the same student in 2012 as 4th Graders 


 


Graph 2: 


Standards Based Results AIMS 3rd Grade 2011 and 4th Grade 2012 
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Math scores - 80% of the students in the third grade year Falls Far Below with 20% of the students 
approaching in their first year.  In their second year (as fourth graders) 70% of the students Falls far below 
with 30% approaching.  The average percentage of growth from one year to the next was 10% per student.  
The highest percentage of growth was 38%.   


Our main focus for the two years was to focus on Reading which also impacted Math scores and their growth 
in comprehension especially of story problems.  Understanding how to follow directions carried over into their 
Math knowledge and their ability to follow the directions given in Math problems.   


Concordia Charter School uses Saxon Math. An advantage of using Saxon Math is its spiraling curriculum.  If a 
student has missed a concept in a lower grade, a teacher can easily identify and work to bring up a specific 
concept/skill when it is reintroduced in lesson later in the year or in a future grade. 


Graph 3: AIMS 4th Mathematics Strands/Concept Results 


2011 3rd Graders to the same student in 2012 as 4th Graders 
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Standards Based Results Mathematics 


Graph 4: 2011 3rd Graders to the same student in 2012 as 4th Graders 


 


 


Grade 5 - 2011 (4th) as 2012 (5th) 


Reading 


Of the students we followed for two years, 33% of the students Met the goal.  66% of the students were 
Approaching the goal. There was a gain of 30% in their Reading scores. The 33% who Met on AIMS gained an 
average of 29 points growth in their Reading scores.  


As we focused on Core Knowledge, classic literature, history and science, the students understanding of 
Expository Text grew.  Teaching students to identify and analyze what they read became an important part of 
the day. The students were older, so more focus was placed on the structure and elements of expository text.  
This focus was evident with most students rising to 50% from 24% in the 1st year of testing.   At the same time, 
their vocabulary and word usage grew. Students were more able to put what they learned into sentences.  The 
students demonstrated comprehension.  The primary difference was in the students’ ability to relate 
meanings of words to already learned vocabulary.  This became evident in their AIMS scores vocabulary skills 
in Strand1 Concept 4.  The scores rose to an average of 42% from 29% previously.   
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Graph 5: AIMS 5th Strands/Concept Results Reading 


2011 4th Graders to the same student in 2012 as 5th Graders 


 


Graph 6: Standards Based Results AIMS Reading 


2011 4th Graders to the same student in 2012 as 5th Graders 
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Math: Fifth grade Math - 33% of the students were at Falls Far Below, 33% of the students were Approaching 
and 33% of the students Met the goal.  In the second year the students remained with 33% in each category 
remaining the same. The big difference came in how many points they increased and how close they came to 
the next level.  The average point gain was 36 points bringing them from the bottom of the levels closer to the 
top of making the next level.   


Graph 7: AIMS 5th Strands/Concept Results 


2011 4th Graders to the same student in 2012 as 5th Graders 


 


Graph 8: Standards Based Results Mathematics 2011 and 2012 


2011 4th Graders to the same student in 2012 as 5th Graders 
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Grade 6 2001 (5th) as 2012 (6th) 


33% of the students Approached in their first year, 66% of the students were Falls Far Below. In the 
second year 66% of the students Approached and 33% Meet the goal. The students had an average 
point growth of 35 points.  


Of our sixth-grade students, 66% Falls Far Below the average.  33% of the students who Approached.  In the 
second year of testing, 33% Falls Far Below, 33% Approached and 33% Met the standard. 


Graph 9: AIMS 6th Strands/Concept Results Reading 


2011 5th Graders to the same student in 2012 as 6th Graders 


 


Graph 10: Standards Based Results Reading 


2011 5th Graders to the same student in 2012 as 6th Graders 
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Graph 11: AIMS 6th Strands/Concept Results Mathematics 


2011 5th Graders to the same student in 2012 as 6th Graders 
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Graph 12: Standards Based Results Mathematics 


2011 5th Graders to the same student in 2012 as 6th Graders 


 


 


1b SGP Bottom 25%, 2a Percent Passing, 2b Composite School Comparison 


See Section 1a SGP 


 


2c Subgroup ELL 


English is the primary language for all of our students. 


 


2c Subgroup FRL 


100% of our students are Free and Reduced Lunch.  Please see section 1a for intervention used. 


 


2c Subgroup SPED 


The majority of the SPED students had been enrolled in the private mission school for most of their academic 
years. Special Education services were provided sporadically over the years by the local public school district.  
There were no Special Education records available for any student.  Since all students enrolled were far below 
grade level, it took most of the first school year to sufficiently assess students with special needs.  By the end 
of the first year, two students were referred for further evaluation and one student was identified with severe 
visual impairment.  Services were coordinated through the Northern Arizona consortium to begin providing 
services for this student.  The second year the two students that had been referred qualified to receive special 
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education services.  They were both 4th graders. In Reading, the first year, one of the newly identified SPED 
students received Falls Far Below.  In the 4th grade year, the other student received Approaching.  Both 
students each made at least 36 points growth.  The student who received Falls Far Below came within four 
points of Approaching.  The areas we worked on with these students was Strand 1 Reading Process, Concept 4 
Vocabulary, Strand 3 Concept 2, Functional Text, which is following directions, stopping to think before you 
write, slowing down to take time to do what the writer wants you to do.   Learn to answer questions and not 
just guess at them.  


 


3a State Accountability and Overall Rating 


By introducing Core Knowledge, classic literature, history and science, along with a good K-2 phonics program 
allowed students to grow academically.  Their scores reflected the growth.  The exposure to good educational 
material helped develop the students.  The student gained equally in both knowledge and understanding.   In 
the past, the students had only been given remediation to catch up.  Instead of focusing on remediation, we 
brought in a solid curriculum rich in content.  The students at the Navajo school grew overall in all areas.   


The most exciting outcome of Concordia’s two years at Navajo Mission was the professional and personal 
growth of the Navajo teachers. All of them stated that they had never in all their teaching or their own 
education been taught so much about history, science and classic literature. The teachers were also learning 
more.  They wanted to close their own knowledge gaps as they helped the native students understand the 
world and the past.  The teachers took time to study and relate the lessons to the native culture.  


During Concordia’s two years at Navajo Mission, three of our teachers passed the AEPA and two others were 
going to take the test this year. The two teachers needed to retake the exam.  They had failed the history part 
of the test.  Both commented they were going to go study all the Core Knowledge grade levels because they 
had learned so much just from the grade they taught.  They knew if they would study all the grades then they 
would be able to pass this year.  
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AGENDA ITEM: Academic Performance Reviews – DSP Demonstrating Fragmented Systems  


I. Issue 


Concordia Charter School, a non-profit organization that operates Concordia Charter School and 
Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission, failed to demonstrate sufficient progress toward the Board’s 
Academic Performance Expectations and is not in compliance with its charter. 


Background Information 


A.R.S. § 15-183.R requires the Board to ground its action in evidence of the Charter Holder’s 
performance in accordance with the Performance Framework, which includes the Academic 
Performance Expectations of the charter school and the measurement of sufficient progress toward the 
Academic Performance Expectations. The Board’s Academic Performance Framework and Guidance 
document includes an Academic Intervention Schedule that requires the submission of required 
documents when the Charter Holder fails to meet the Board’s Academic Performance Expectations.  


Charter holders that failed to meet the Board’s academic performance standards based on FY2014 
performance data and who operate one or more schools that were assigned  a FY2014 letter grade of D 
as reported by the Arizona Department of Education were required to submit a Demonstration of 
Sufficient Progress (DSP) on January 7, 2015 and complete a DSP site visit. A DSP is used by the Board to 
determine whether a Charter Holder that fails to meet the Board’s academic expectations has 
demonstrated sufficient progress toward the Academic Performance Expectations. Through the DSP 
Report and site visit, Concordia Charter School has failed to demonstrate it is making sufficient progress 
toward meeting the Board’s the Academic Performance Expectations. 


 A.R.S. § 15-183.I.3 states, in part, that the Board may revoke a charter at any time if the charter school 
fails to meet or make sufficient progress toward the Academic Performance Expectations set forth in the 
Performance Framework.   


II. Performance Summary 
 


Area Acceptable Not Acceptable 


Academic Framework ☐ ☒ 


Financial Framework ☒ ☐ 


Operational Framework 
Not Yet Rated 


See Section VIII 
Not Yet Rated 


See Section VIII 


During the five-year interval review of the charter, Concordia Charter School was required to submit a 
Performance Management Plan as an intervention because Concordia Charter School and Concordia 
Charter School - Navajo Mission operated by the Charter Holder did not meet the Academic 
Performance Expectations set forth by the Board. The Charter Holder was unable to demonstrate the 
school is making sufficient progress toward the Board’s expectations through the submission of the 
required information or evidence reviewed during an on-site visit. In the most recent fiscal year for 
which there is State assessment data available, Concordia Charter School received an overall rating of 
“Does Not Meet” the Board’s academic standards. Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission received 
an overall rating of “Falls Far Below” the Board’s academic standards. 


The Charter Holder meets the Board’s Financial Performance Expectations. 
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The Charter Holder does not have compliance matters, as described in the “Adherence to the Terms of 
the Charter” section of this report. 


III. Profile  


Concordia Charter School operates two schools, Concordia Charter School and Concordia Charter School 
- Navajo Mission, serving grades K-6 in Mesa and K-3 in Round Rock.  The graph below shows the 
Charter Holder’s actual 100th day average daily membership (ADM) for fiscal years 2011-2015.  


 


 


The academic performance of Concordia Charter School and Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission 
is represented in the table below. Academic Dashboards for each school can be seen in the portfolio: c. 
Academic Dashboards, i. Academic Dashboard – Concordia Charter School and ii. Academic Dashboard – 
Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission. 


School Name Opened 
Current 


Grades Served 
2012 Overall 


Rating 


2013 Overall 
Rating 


2014 Overall 
Rating 


Concordia Charter School 07/01/2007 K – 6 57.19 / C 38.75 / D 45.00 / D 


Concordia Charter School - 
Navajo Mission 


08/23/2010 K – 3 38.75 / D N/A 33.12 / D 


Concordia Charter School, Inc.’s mission for its charter states, “The mission of Concordia Charter School 
(CCS) is to provide families with a choice for high quality educational opportunities for their children in a 
caring, nurturing environment.”  The Charter Holder’s website indicates its mission is to provide 
educational excellence and equity to the most vulnerable children in Arizona. The website further 
indicates that “Concordia Charter School, Inc., founded in 2004, was established as a K-8 public charter 
school to provide parents in disadvantaged communities with the choice of a high quality education for 
their children in a small, safe and nurturing environment.” 


Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission served grades K-6 in Rock Point from 2010 to 2012, and was 
not in operation for FY 2013. The school currently serves approximately 25 grade K-3 students in Round 
Rock. According to the Charter Holder, a private school had been operated by the Navajo Evangelical 
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Lutheran Mission for over 50 years when Concordia was asked to operate a charter school on the site in 
2010. On November 16, 2012, the Charter Holder sent a letter to the Board requesting a temporary 
suspension of operation Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission during FY2013, as the executive 
director of the Navajo Evangelical Lutheran Mission had decided to return the school site to private 
status, which remains operational today.  The Charter Holder identified a site that could be ready for 
operation in the summer of 2013. The school resumed operation on September 4, 2013 serving grades 
K-3.   


The demographic data for Concordia Charter School and Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission 
from the 2014-2015 school year is represented in the charts below.1  


  


The percentage of students who were eligible for Free and Reduced Lunch, classified as English 


Language Learners, and classified as students with disabilities in the 2014-2015 school year is 


represented in the table below.2  


Category Concordia Charter School  
Concordia Charter School – 


 Navajo Mission 


Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) 94% 70% 


English Language Learners (ELLs) 37% * 


Special Education 11% 3% 
 


IV. Additional School Choices 


Concordia Charter School is located in Mesa near Country Club Drive and Main Street.  There are 68 
public schools serving grades K-6 within a five mile radius of Concordia Charter School. 


The following information identifies additional public schools within a five mile radius of Concordia 
Charter School and the academic performance of those schools. The table below provides a breakdown 
of those schools. Schools are grouped by the A - F letter grade assigned by the ADE. For each letter 
grade, the table identifies the number of schools assigned that letter grade, the number of those schools 
that are charter schools, the number of the charter schools that are meeting the Board’s academic 


                                                 
1
 Information provided by the Research and Evaluation Division of the ADE.  


2
 Information provided by the Research and Evaluation Division of the ADE. If the percentage of students in a non-ethnicity-


based demographic group is not reported to ADE, or is 0% or 100%, the percentage for that demographic group was redacted. 
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performance standard for FY14, and the number of schools serving a comparable percentage of 
students (± 5%) in the identified subgroups.3 


Concordia Charter School  94% 37% 11% 


Letter 
Grade 


Within  
5 miles 


Charter 
Schools 


Meets Board’s 
Standard 


Comparable 
FRL 


(± 5%) 


Comparable 
ELL 


(± 5%) 


Comparable 
SPED 


(± 5%) 


A 18 6 6 0 0 12 


B 20 3 2 0 0 13 


C 26 8 0 2 4 22 


D 4 2 0 0 1 2 


Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission is located in Round Rock, Arizona.  Because there are no 
public schools within a five mile radius of Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission, no analysis of 
nearby schools was completed. 


V.  Success of the Academic Program 


For the past three years both schools operated by Concordia Charter School have not met the Board’s 
academic standards. Both schools have been rated as D by ADE for the two most recent years for which 
data is available. 


From FY2012, when the school’s academic performance was evaluated as a “small school” using three 
years of pooled student data, to FY2013, when the school’s academic performance was evaluated as a 
“traditional school” using only current year data, Concordia Charter School’s Overall Rating points 
declined by 18.44 points. This decline in points resulted in Concordia Charter School’s rating category 
falling from “Does Not Meet” to “Falls Far Below” the Board’s academic performance standard. From 
FY2013 to FY2014 Concordia Charter School improved its Overall Rating by 6.25 points, which resulted in 
the school improving its rating category from “Falls Far Below” back to “Does Not Meet” the Board’s 
academic performance standard. For FY2013 and FY2014 the school was evaluated as Falls Far Below in 
six of eleven measures for which data was available. 


Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission was closed for FY2013, so only data from FY2012 and FY2014 
are included in this analysis. In both years, the school has been classified as a “small school”. This 
classification means that for FY2014 the school’s academic performance was evaluated using pooled 
student data from both of the years in which the school was in operation. The performance of Concordia 
Charter School – Navajo Mission is “Falls Far Below” the Board’s academic performance standards for 
both FY2012 and FY2014. The Overall Rating points have decreased from .25 away from being evaluated 
as “Does Not Meet” the Board’s academic performance standards in FY2012 to 5.88 points away from 
being evaluated as “Does Not Meet” the Board’s academic performance standards in FY2014. For 
FY2014 the school was evaluated as Falls Far Below in seven of nine measures for which pooled 
academic data is available.  


The following is a timeline of activities that have occurred related to the academic performance of 
Concordia Charter School: 


                                                 
3
 Information provided by the Research and Evaluation Division of the ADE. If the percentage of students in a non-ethnicity-


based demographic group is not reported to ADE, or is 0% or 100%, the percentage for that demographic group was redacted.  
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May, 2011: Concordia Charter School was notified that the Charter Holder was required to submit a 
Performance Management Plan on or before September 1, 2011 for the five-year interval review 
because Concordia Charter School, a school operated by the Charter Holder, did not meet the Academic 
Expectations set forth by the Board. 


August, 2011: Concordia Charter School timely submitted a Performance Management Plan (portfolio: 
g. Prior Academic Intervention Submissions and Evaluations - i. Performance Management Plan).  


February, 2013: The Board released FY2012 Academic Dashboards; Concordia Charter School received 
an overall rating of “Does Not Meet” and Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission received an overall 
rating of “Falls Far Below” the Board’s academic standards and both schools did not meet the Board’s 
Academic Performance Expectations. The Charter Holder was assigned a Demonstration of Sufficient 
Progress (DSP) for Concordia Charter School and Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission as part of an 
annual reporting requirement (g. Prior Academic Intervention Submissions and Evaluations – iv. FY2013 
DSP Submission). 


July, 2013:  Following a preliminary evaluation of the FY2013 DSP, Board staff conducted a site visit on 
July 10, 2013 to meet with the school’s leadership and review all evidence provided by the Charter 
Holder.  


September, 2013: The Board released FY2013 Academic Dashboards; Concordia Charter School received 
an overall rating of “Falls Far Below” the Board’s academic standards and Concordia Charter School - 
Navajo Mission did not receive an overall rating because the school was not in operation. Concordia 
Charter School did not meet the Board’s Academic Performance Expectations. The Charter Holder was 
assigned a Demonstration of Sufficient Progress (DSP) as part of an annual reporting requirement 
(portfolio: g. Prior Academic Intervention Submissions and Evaluations - ii. FY2014 DSP Submission).  


February, 2014: Board staff completed a final evaluation (portfolio: iii. FY2013 DSP Final Evaluation) of 
the Charter Holder’s FY2013 DSP and made the evaluation available to the Charter Holder. In that final 
evaluation of the FY2013 DSP, Board staff determined that the Charter Holder’s Demonstration of 
Sufficient Progress was not acceptable in all areas. In areas that were evaluated as not acceptable, Board 
staff provided the Charter Holder with technical guidance. 


March, 2014:  Following a preliminary evaluation of the FY2014 DSP, Board staff conducted a site visit 
on March 6, 2014 to meet with the school’s leadership and review all evidence provided by the Charter 
Holder.  


September, 2014:  Board staff completed a final evaluation (portfolio: g. Prior Academic Intervention 
Submissions and Evaluations - i. FY2014 Final Evaluation) of the Charter Holder’s FY2014 DSP and made 
the evaluation available to the Charter Holder. In that final evaluation of the FY2014 DSP, Board staff 
determined that the Charter Holder’s Demonstration of Sufficient Progress was not acceptable in all 
areas. In areas that were evaluated as not acceptable, Board staff provided the Charter Holder with 
technical guidance.   


September, 2014: The Board released FY2014 Academic Dashboards; Concordia Charter School received 
an overall rating of “Does Not Meet” and Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission received an overall 
rating of “Falls Far Below” the Board’s academic standards. Therefore, Concordia Charter School did not 
meet the Board’s Academic Performance Expectations.  


December, 2014: In accordance with the Board’s Academic Intervention Schedule, the Charter Holder 
was notified of its annual reporting submission requirements including the requirement to submit a 
Demonstration of Sufficient Progress on or before January 7, 2015.  
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VI. Demonstration of Sufficient Progress 


Concordia Charter School timely submitted a DSP Report on January 7, 2015 (portfolio: f. FY2015 DSP 
Submission).  The Charter Holder was provided a copy of the initial evaluation of the DSP Report prior to 
the site visit and informed that areas initially evaluated as not acceptable must be addressed with 
additional evidence and documentation at the time of the visit.  


Following a preliminary evaluation of the DSP, staff conducted a site visit to meet with the school’s 
leadership, as selected by the school, to confirm evidence of the processes described in the DSP and 
review additional evidence to be considered in the final evaluation of the Charter Holder’s DSP 
submission. The following representatives of Concordia Charter School were present at the site visit: 


Name Role 


Margaret Roush-Meier Director- Concordia Charter School 


Mike McCarthy Principal – Mesa Campus 


Esther Davis Site Director – Navajo Mission Campus 


At the site visit, Board staff completed a document inventory for all evidence presented by the Charter 
Holder (portfolio: e. DSP Site Visit Inventory Forms). The Charter Holder was provided a copy of the 
document inventory at the end of the site visit. Following the site visit, Board staff completed a final 
evaluation of the DSP (portfolio: d. FY2015 DSP Final Evaluation). The following is a summary of the final 
DSP Evaluation:  


Evaluation Summary 


Area 
DSP Evaluation 


Meets Does Not Meet Falls Far Below 


Data ☐ ☐ ☒ 


Curriculum ☐ ☒ ☐ 


Assessment ☐ ☐ ☒ 


Monitoring Instruction ☐ ☒ ☐ 


Professional Development ☐ ☐ ☒ 


After considering information in the DSP Report and evidence provided at the time of the site visit, the 
Charter Holder did not demonstrate evidence of a sustained improvement plan that includes 
implementation of a comprehensive curriculum system, a comprehensive assessment system, a 
comprehensive instructional monitoring system, and a comprehensive professional development 
system. Additionally, the data provided by the Charter Holder failed to show improvement year-over-
year for the two most recent school years in 10 out of the 10 measures required by the Board, and 
demonstrated declines in academic performance in some of those measures.  


Based on the findings summarized above and described below, staff determined that the Charter Holder 
did not demonstrate sufficient progress towards meeting the Board’s Academic Performance 
Expectations. 
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Data 


The area of Data is evaluated as Falls Far Below. As evidenced at the DSP site visit, the data provided by 
the Charter Holder failed to show improvement year-over-year for the two most recent school years in 
10 out of the 10 measures required by the Board for Concordia Charter School and 6 out of 6 measures 
for Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission, and demonstrated declines in academic performance in 
some of those measures. For more detailed analysis see Curriculum Inventory (portfolio: e. DSP Site Visit 
Inventory Forms, i. Site Visit Inventory – Data). 


Concordia Charter School  


Question 
Valid and 
Reliable 


Data 


Comparative 
Data 


provided for 
Current 


Fiscal Year 


Comparative 
Data 


Demonstrates 
Growth 


Document 
Inventory 


Item 


Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) - 
Math 


No No No D1 


Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) – 
Reading 


No No No D2 


Student Median Growth Percentile Bottom 
25% - Math 


No No No D3 


Student Median Growth Percentile Bottom 
25% - Reading 


No No No D4 


Percent Passing - Math No No No D5 


Percent Passing - Reading No No No D6 


Subgroup, ELL - Math No No No D7 


Subgroup, ELL - Reading No No No D8 


Subgroup, students with disabilities - Math No No No D11 


Subgroup, students with disabilities - Reading No No No D12 


Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission 


Question 
Valid and 
Reliable 


Data 


Comparative 
Data 


provided for 
Current 


Fiscal Year 


Comparative 
Data 


Demonstrates 
Growth 


Document 
Inventory 


Item 


Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) - 
Math 


No No No D1 


Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) - 
Reading 


No No No D2 


Student Median Growth Percentile Bottom 
25% - Math 


No No No D3 


Student Median Growth Percentile Bottom 
25% - Reading 


No No No D4 


Percent Passing - Math No No No D5 


Percent Passing - Reading No No No D6 
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Curriculum 


The area of Curriculum is evaluated as Does Not Meet. As demonstrated by the evidence provided at the 
DSP site visit, the Charter Holder has consistently implemented a limited curriculum approach. At the 
DSP site visit, the Charter Holder sufficiently demonstrated some of the components of these required 
elements, but failed to sufficiently demonstrate all of the components of the required elements. For 
more detailed analysis see Curriculum Inventory (portfolio: e. DSP Site Visit Inventory Forms, ii. Site Visit 
Inventory – Curriculum). 


Question 
Sufficient 
Evidence 


Document 
Inventory Item 


Evaluating Curriculum 


What is the Charter Holder’s process for evaluating curriculum? 
How does the Charter Holder evaluate how effectively the 
curriculum enables students to meet the standards? 


No C1 


How does the Charter Holder identify gaps in the curriculum? No C2 


Adopting/Revising Curriculum 


What is the Charter Holder’s process for adopting or revising 
curriculum based on its evaluation processes?” 


No C3 


Who is involved in the process for adopting or revising 
curriculum?” 


No C4 


When adopting curriculum, how does the Charter Holder evaluate 
curriculum options to determine which curriculum to adopt? 


No C5 


Implementing Curriculum 


What is the Charter Holder’s process for ensuring consistent 
implementation of the curriculum across the school(s) operated 
by the Charter Holder? 


Yes C6 


What tools exist that identify what must be taught and when it 
must be delivered? How does the Charter Holder ensure that all 
grade-level standards are covered within the academic year? 


Yes C7 


What is the expectation for consistent use of these tools? How 
are these expectations communicated? 


Yes C8 


What evidence is there to demonstrate usage of these tools in the 
classroom and alignment with instruction? 


Yes C9 


Alignment of Curriculum 


How does the Charter Holder know the curriculum is aligned to 
standards? 


No C10 


Adapted to Meet the Needs of Subgroups 


How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum 
addresses the needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 
25%/non-proficient students? 


Yes C11 


How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum 
addresses the needs of English Language Learners (ELLs)? 


Yes C12 


How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum 
addresses the needs of Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) students? 


N/A C13 


How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum 
addresses the needs of students with disabilities? 


Yes C14 
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Assessment 


The area of Assessment is evaluated as Falls Far Below. As demonstrated by the evidence provided at 
the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder has implemented fragmented, ad hoc efforts to assess student 
performance on expectations for student learning, and to evaluate and adjust curriculum and 
instruction based on analysis of student assessment data. The efforts lack intentionality and prior 
planning, and are not consistently implemented. For more detailed analysis see Assessment Inventory 
(portfolio: e. DSP Site Visit Inventory Forms, iii. Site Visit Inventory – Assessment). 


Question 
Sufficient 
Evidence 


Document 
Inventory Item 


Assessment System 


What types of assessments does the Charter Holder use?   Yes A1 


What was the process for designing or selecting the assessment 
system? 


No A2 


How is the assessment system aligned to the curriculum and 
instructional methodology? 


No A3 


What intervals are used to assess student progress? How does the 
assessment plan include data collection from multiple 
assessments, such as formative and summative assessments and 
common/benchmark assessments? 


No A4 


Analyzing Assessment Data 


How does the assessment system provide for analysis of 
assessment data? What intervals are used to analyze assessment 
data?   


No A5 


How is the analysis used to evaluate instructional and curricular 
effectiveness? 


No A6 


How is the analysis used to adjust curriculum and instruction in a 
timely manner? What intervals are used to adjust curriculum and 
instruction? 


No A7 


Adapted to Meet the Needs of Subgroups 


How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment 
needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%/non-
proficient students? 


No A8 


How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment 
needs of English Language Learners (ELLs)?   


No A9 


How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment 
needs of Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) students? 


N/A A10 


How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment 
needs of students with disabilities? 


Yes A11 
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Monitoring Instruction 


The area of Monitoring Instruction is evaluated as Does Not Meet. As demonstrated by the evidence 
provided at the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder has consistently implemented a limited instructional 
monitoring approach. At the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder sufficiently demonstrated the some of the 
components of these required elements, but failed to sufficiently demonstrate all components of these 
required elements. For more detailed analysis see Monitoring Instruction Inventory (portfolio: e. DSP 
Site Visit Inventory Forms, iv. Site Visit Inventory – Monitoring Instruction). 


Question 
Sufficient 
Evidence 


Document 
Inventory Item 


Monitoring the Integration of Standards 


What is the Charter Holder’s process for monitoring the 
integration of standards into classroom instruction? How does the 
Charter Holder monitor whether or not instructional staff 
implements an ACCRS-aligned curriculum with fidelity? 


Yes M1 


How does the Charter Holder monitor the effectiveness of 
standards-based instruction throughout the year? 


Yes M2 


Evaluating Instructional Practices 


What is the Charter Holder’s process for evaluating the 
instructional practices? How does this process evaluate the 
quality of instruction? 


Yes M3 


How does this process identify individual strengths, weaknesses, 
and needs?   


Yes M4 


Providing Analysis and Feedback to Further Develop Instructional Quality 


How does the Charter Holder provide feedback on strengths, 
weaknesses, and learning needs based on the evaluation of 
instructional practices?   


No M5 


How does this Charter Holder analyze this information? What 
does the data about quality of instruction tell the Charter Holder? 
What has the Charter Holder done in response? 


No M6 


Adapted to Meet the Needs of Subgroups 


How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is 
meeting the needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 
25%/non-proficient students? 


No M7 


How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is 
meeting the needs of English Language Learners (ELLs)? 


No M8 


How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is 
meeting the needs of Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) students? 


N/A M9 


How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is 
meeting the needs of students with disabilities? 


No M10 
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Professional Development 


The area of Professional Development is evaluated as Falls Far Below. As demonstrated by the evidence 
provided at the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder has implemented no efforts to provide professional 
development that is aligned with instructional staff learning needs, focuses on areas of high importance, 
addresses the needs of relevant subgroup populations, and supports high quality implementation; and 
monitoring follow-up to support and develop implementation of the strategies learned. For more 
detailed analysis see Professional Development Inventory (portfolio: e. DSP Site Visit Inventory Forms, v. 
Site Visit Inventory – Professional Development). 


Question 
Sufficient 
Evidence 


Document 
Inventory Item 


Professional Development System 


What is the Charter Holder’s professional development plan? Yes P1 


How was the professional development plan developed? No P2 


How is the professional development plan aligned with 
instructional staff learning needs? 


No P3 


How does this plan address areas of high importance? No P4 


Supporting High Quality Implementation 


How does the Charter Holder support high quality 
implementation of the strategies learned in professional 
development sessions?    


No P5 


How does the Charter Holder provide the resources that are 
necessary for high quality implementation? 


No P6 


Monitoring Implementation 


How does the Charter Holder monitor the implementation of the 
strategies learned in professional development sessions? 


No P7 


How does the Charter Holder monitor and follow-up with 
instructional staff to support and develop implementation of the 
strategies learned in professional development? 


No P8 


Adapted to Meet the Needs of Subgroups 


How does the professional development plan ensure that 
instructional staff receives the type of development required to 
meet the needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 
25%/non-proficient students? 


No P9 


How does the professional development plan ensure that 
instructional staff receives the type of development required to 
meet the needs of English Language Learners (ELLs)? 


No P10 


How does the professional development plan ensure that 
instructional staff receives the type of development required to 
meet the needs of Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) students? 


N/A P11 


How does the professional development plan ensure that 
instructional staff receives the type of development required to 
meet the needs of students with disabilities? 


No P12 
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VII. Viability of the Organization 


The Charter Holder meets the Board’s financial performance expectations set forth in the Performance 
Framework adopted by the Board. Therefore, the Charter Holder was not required to submit a financial 
performance response. 


VIII. Adherence to the Terms of the Charter 


Does the delivery of the education program and operation reflect the essential terms of the educational 
program as described in the charter contract? 
Yes. Based on the available information in the current fiscal year, the Charter Holder’s education 
program, in operation, reflects the essential terms as described in the charter contract. 


Does the Charter Holder adhere with applicable education requirements defined in state and federal 
law? 
Yes. Based on the available information in the current fiscal year, the Charter Holder adheres with 
applicable education requirements defined in state and federal law. 


Do the Charter Holder’s annual audit reporting packages reflect sound operations? 
Yes. As reported in the current fiscal year, the Charter Holder complies with applicable laws, rules, 
regulations and provisions of the charter contract relating to the fiscal year 2014 annual audit reporting 
package. 


Is the Charter Holder administering student admission and attendance appropriately? 
Yes. Based on the available information and as reported in the current fiscal year, the Charter Holder 
complies with applicable laws, rules, regulations and provisions of the charter contract relating to 
administering student admission and attendance. 


Is the Charter Holder maintaining a safe environment consistent with state and local requirements? 
Yes. Based on the available information in the current fiscal year, the Charter Holder complies with 
applicable laws, rules, regulations and provisions of the charter contract relating to maintaining a safe 
environment. 


Is the Charter Holder transparent in its operations?  
Yes. Based on the available information in the current fiscal year, the Charter Holder complies with 
applicable laws, rules, regulations and provisions of the charter contract relating to transparency of 
operations. 


Is the Charter Holder complying with its obligations to the Board?  
Yes. Based on the available information in the current fiscal year, the Charter Holder complies with 
applicable laws, rules, regulations and provisions of the charter contract relating to its obligations to the 
Board. 


Is the Charter Holder complying with reporting requirements of other entities to which the Charter 
Holder is accountable? 
Yes. Based on the available information in the current fiscal year, the Charter Holder complies with 
applicable laws, rules, regulations and provisions of the charter contract relating to operational 
requirements monitored by other entities to which the Charter Holder is accountable. 
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Is the Charter Holder complying with all other obligations? 
Yes. Based on the available information in the current fiscal year, the Charter Holder complies with 
applicable laws, rules, regulations and provisions of the charter contract relating to all other obligations. 


IX. Board Options 


Option 1: The Board may vote to issue a Notice of Intent to Revoke the Charter Holder’s charter 
contract unless the Charter Holder enters into a Consent Agreement to restore the charter to acceptable 
performance. Staff recommends the following language provided for consideration: I move that, having 
considered the statements of the representatives of the Charter Holder today and the academic 
performance, the fiscal compliance, and legal and contractual compliance of the Charter Holder, the 
Board has sufficient basis to issue a Notice of Intent to Revoke the charter of Concordia Charter School 
on the grounds that the Charter Holder failed to meet or make sufficient progress toward the Academic 
Performance Expectations set forth in the Performance Framework as reflected in the Staff Report, the 
Inventory Documents, and the DSP Final Evaluation. Data and analysis provided by the Charter Holder 
does not demonstrate improved academic performance based on data generated from valid and reliable 
assessment sources. Additionally, the Charter Holder was unable to provide evidence that it has 
consistently implemented a sustained improvement plan that includes a comprehensive curriculum 
system, a comprehensive assessment system, a comprehensive monitoring instruction system, or a 
comprehensive professional development system. 


All that taken into consideration, the Board directs staff to work with Concordia Charter School to create 
a Consent Agreement for the purpose of restoring the charter to acceptable performance using the 
Consent Agreement Template contained in the portfolio. The terms of the consent agreement to be 
negotiated include only the terms concerning the data that will be reported to the board and the 
methodology used to calculate that data. All other terms contained in the template must be accepted. 
Among other terms, these terms require that the Charter Holder shall complete and submit a 
Performance Management Plan that Meets the Board’s evaluation criteria no later than June 30, 2015.  


I further move that if the terms of a Consent Agreement cannot be reached by June 30, 2015 the Board 
issue a Notice of Intent to Revoke the charter for the reasons previously stated and that:  


 Within 48 hours of receipt of the Notice the charter operator shall notify staff and 
parents/guardians of registered students of the Notice of Intent to Revoke and the Notice of 
Hearing and provide a school location where the copy may be reviewed;  


 Within 20 days of receipt of the Notice the charter operator shall provide copies of all 
correspondence and communications used to comply with the preceding provision; and  


 Within 20 days of receipt of the Notice the charter operator shall provide the Board with the 
names and mailing addresses of parents/guardians of all students registered with the school.  


Option 2: The Board may vote to implement heightened monitoring of this Charter Holder.  The 
following language is provided for consideration: I move that, having considered the statements of the 
representatives of the Charter Holder today and the academic performance, the fiscal compliance, and 
legal and contractual compliance of the Charter Holder, the Board has sufficient basis to issue a Notice 
of Intent to Revoke the charter of Concordia Charter School on the grounds that the Charter Holder 
failed to meet or make sufficient progress toward the Academic Performance Expectations set forth in 
the Performance Framework as reflected in the Staff Report, the Inventory Documents, and the DSP 
Final Evaluation. Data and analysis provided by the Charter Holder does not demonstrate improved 
academic performance based on data generated from valid and reliable assessment sources. 
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Additionally, the Charter Holder was unable to provide evidence that it has consistently implemented a 
sustained improvement plan that includes a comprehensive curriculum system, a comprehensive 
assessment system, a comprehensive monitoring instruction system, or a comprehensive professional 
development system. 


All that taken into consideration, the Board directs staff to implement heightened monitoring of 
Concordia Charter School. Specifically, the Charter Holder shall 1) submit a revised PMP that Meets the 
Board’s evaluation criteria no later than June 30, 2015, using a template provided by Board staff and 2) 
submit evidence of the implementation of a sustained improvement plan that includes implementation 
of a comprehensive curriculum system, a comprehensive assessment system, a comprehensive 
instructional monitoring system, and a comprehensive professional development system, along with 
data and analysis to demonstrate changes in academic performance at quarterly intervals (September 
15, December 15, March 15, June 15) until the Charter Holder’s Academic Dashboards demonstrate 
improved academic performance or until further consideration of the Charter Holder’s academic 
performance by this Board. If Concordia Charter School does not submit an acceptable PMP, does not 
submit evidence of the implementation of comprehensive systems at the quarterly monitoring, or if the 
academic performance of the schools operated by the Charter Holder does not improve as reported at 
quarterly monitoring or through the Academic Dashboard, the Board will again review the performance 
of this Charter Holder and may impose disciplinary action at that time. 


Option 3: The Board may vote to continue monitoring the Charter Holder through the Academic 
Intervention Schedule as set out in the Academic Performance Framework and Guidance document.  
The following language is provided for consideration: I move that the board direct staff to continue 
monitoring Concordia Charter School through the Academic Intervention Schedule as set out in the 
Academic Performance Framework and Guidance document. If the academic performance of the 
schools operated by the Charter Holder, as reported on the Academic Dashboard, does not improve, the 
Board will again review the performance of this Charter Holder and may impose disciplinary action at 
that time. 


 


 








Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Report 


Demonstration of Sufficient Progress 


DSP Report 


Charter Holder Name: Concordia Charter School, Inc 


School(s): Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission 


Date Submitted: 01/07/15 


Purpose of Demonstration of Sufficient Progress (check one): 


X Annual Monitoring 


o Interval Review 


o Renewal 


o Failing SchOol 


o Expansion Request 


Academic Dashboard Year (check all that apply): 


o FY2013 


X FY2014 


Directions: 
A. Locate and download "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Process and Instructions" from the Board's 


website or the Help files on ASBCS Online. Read the instructions carefully and view the DSP Online 
Technical Assistance presentation before starting. 


a. To locate the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Process and Instructions" on the Board's 
website: 


i. Go to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools website (www.asbcs.az.gov) 
ii. Locate the "For Charter School Operators" section in the middle of the page. 
iii. Select the "Performance Expectations & Reviews" link. 
iv. Select the "Academic Interventions" tab. 
v. Scroll down to the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress" section. 
vi. Locate and download the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Process and 


Instructions" . 


b. To locate the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Process and Instructions" on ASBCS Online: 
i. Go to ASBCS Online (http://online.asbcs.az.gov) 
ii. Log in using the user name and password of the Charter Representative 


iii. If you do not remember your password, locate the "Forgot Password" icon on the log in 
page and click it to reset your password. You will receive an email from the ASBCS 
System Administrator (charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov) with instructions. 


iv. Locate the "Help" section of the Dashboard. 
v. Select "Online Help" 
vi. Locate and download the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Process and 


Instructions" . 


c. To locate the DSP Online Technical Assistance presentations on the Board's website: 


1 







Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Report 


i. Go to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools website (www.asbcs.az.gov) 


d. 


H. Locate the "For Charter School Operators" section in the middle of the page. 
Hi. Select the "Performance Expectations & Reviews" link. 
iv. Select the "Academic Interventions" tab. 
v. Scroll down to the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress" section. 
vi. Locate and click the link for the DSP Online Technical Assistance presentation you wish 


to view. 


B. Complete the template by providing a clear and concise written answer for each question. The 
suggested word count is no more than 400 words per question. In addition, list the names of all 
documents that serve as evidence of implementation of the process described in the answer. Reference 
evidence listed in the Charter Holder's Performance Management Plan when listing evidence of 
implementation. 
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Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Report 


Concordia Charter Mission 


2012 2014 
Small Small 


Elementary School (K-6) Elementary School (K to 3) 
------~ ... _-_.- .. " ._----


Measure 
Poiuts 


Weight Measure 
Points 


Weight Assigned 


SGP 
I Math 


I Reading 


Math NR 0 NR 0 
SGP Bottom 25% 


I Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0 


Proficiency Measure Points Weight Measure Points 
Weight Assigned 


I Math I 7.5 
Percent Passing 


Reading I 7.5 
... 


Composite School Math 7.5 


Reading 7.5 


Math 0 
Subgroup ELL 


Reading 0 


Math 7.5 
Subgroup FRL 


Reading 


Math NR 0 NR 0 
Subgroup SPED· 


I Re\lding NR 0 0 NR 0 0 


. State Accountability Measure Points Weight Measure Weight 


State Accountability 5 


Overall Rating 
Scoring for Overall Rating 
89 or higher: Exceeds Standard 
<89, but> or = to 63: Meets Standard 


100 <63, but> or = to 39: Does Not Meet 
Standard 
Less than 39: Falls Far Below Standard 


Area I: Data 
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Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Report 
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thatd()'riot'rn~thll~oardis acild~micstandar'd$f6reifh~r·()fthetWolllostrecei1b/ears'!he·C~arter· 


·F!dltlerini.st·PTQVideCQrnpaiative year~ver-year~aiaandar\alysisg~l1etatl!d.from·Yalidilnd+ifliil61~ ..•. 
as$~Sni!!ntFurc~that~!!~onstl'il~es.·ande'.lilluatestlie .. Chan~ein.ac;ademlcP!!rforrn~ncefllrajt ...... . 
·re~uiTedrT1easuresforatleastthetw?indstrecentsc!1ooiNea~.TfieCliarterHolilerml!Stiptoyiliedilta.' 
fl)1"·ea~h·sch()oroperate~bytheCharter Holder·thatdoesnot.meettheBoar~'sacaderl1icel!Pectations·· 
anilmust:, ". ... ...•. ..•. ". ... ... . . ... ... ....• .... . .... .... .... . ..' .' .. '. ... ..' .•...• '. ... .•.. , .. 


o ,~lear:lylab~laHdatat(). demo":$atewhich measl,lre(~Jitaddr~sses, 
o .llr()lIided~~'generated'frorn.va.n~.al1il)tenableaSsesSll)entsourees, 


·0 ',liil1itaU'ilatato~o'rn()rethanonepligeperme!lSUTeperCOl1tentPerscflnol,and 
··otedactall'stUdentidentifiable.Jilformatibil. 


Only 1 student tested in 2014 so no comparative data is available. 


Student performance data is gathered from AIMS/Stanford testing, STAR Math and Reading benchmark 
assessments and local classroom testing. Our data is compiled and compared to assure reliable data. As 
areas of weakness are identified they are used to adjust strategies to improve performance. 


, ····3 •• )N~~ana.lysls~;I.s~lie·CIi!l~rflolderc()nCluCti!df()reachi1le~5tiret~~f doesnot",ei!ttlie 
I .. , ' .. ," 'B(jard~sacadii",icjJerfornianl:eexpl!ctatiiJns? Whataretlieres",itsfi'oi1lthe analySis? ....... . 


Analysis of the 2014 Spring AIMS by the team identified continued improvement in reading, and a small 
improvement in Math. Staff spent time using the breakdown to do a student by student analysis of the 
concept results to identify particular weakness by grade and by student. Staffing shifts resulted to 
strengthen the math instruction and additional one on one/small group instruction was added to the 
schedule. 
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Area II: Curriculum 


. ....... . "> '" . 
•••••••• Ev.:IIuating Curricu!l!m· .' . ' .. ' .. 


1. What is the Charter Holder's process for evaluating curriculum? ,",ow does the Charter Holder 
evaluate how effectively the curriculum enables students to meet the standanls? 


CCS uses the award winning Core Knowledge List documents that serve as evidence of 
Sequencethat aligns with Common Core and the implementation of this process: 
effective implementation of our continuous 1. Daily/weekly lesson plans 
improvement plan. The principal collects and 2. Curriculum maps 
reviews lesson plans to ensure compliance. 3. Pacing guides 
Curriculum maps, pacing guides and standards 4. Formative assessment 
checklists are updated based on data results. 5. Summative assessment 
Changes are made to insure implementation. 


2. How does the Charter Holder identify gaps in the curriculum? 


Using classroom observation and benchmark List documents that serve as evidence of 
testing when areas of weakness are identified, implementation ofthis process: 
they are used to create goals and strategies to 1. Pop in observations 
improve performance. Plans are adjusted 2. Data discussions 
accordingly. 3 . Benchmark testing results 


.... . . '.'« .>;/;. .l· .• ··.Acl9Pti ... glR~Vi$ir:jgCurficl,Il.ul'ri .• ..•..•...... ........ ..' .. .... 


3. What is the Charter Holder's process for adopting or revising.clirriculum based ori its 
eval\lation .processes?' . 


Core Knowledge and Saxton Math are defined in List documents that serve as evidence of 
our charter contract. We do not change our implementation of this process: 
curriculum, only refine our strategies. Using end 1. Charter Contract 
of year data results, the classroom schedule and 2. Core Knowledge &Saxton Math schedule 
pull out programs, strategies are adjusted to 3. Staffing needs 
reflect areas that need improvement. 


·4. Who is involved in the process for adopting or revising curriculum? 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
Core Knowledge and Saxton Math are defined in implementation of this process: 
our charter contract so only strategies are revised. 1. Data review 
Administrative team with input from 2. Staff survey results 
teachers/aides and parents. 3. Parent survey results 
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5. When adopting curriculum, how. does the Charter Holder evaluate curriculum options to 
determine which curriculum to adopt? 


Concordia Charter School has adopted Core List documents that serve as evidence of 
Knowledge and Saxon Math as the basis of our implementation of this process: 
curriculum and are defined in our contract. 1 . CCS Charter Contract 


..... . ... . ..... 
. ....... • · ... ··· .. ·lmpleme!ltingCurric:olum ...••...... .... .'. . .... 


6. What is the Charter Holder's prOcess forel)suringcC)nsistentimplementation of the curriculum 
across the school(s) operated by the Charter Holder? 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): Both List documents that serve as evidence of 
schools ( Mesa and Navajo Mission) are consistent implementation of this process: 
and supported in development and use of the 1. Charter Contract 
adopted curriculum along with charter contract. 2. Core Knowledge &Saxton Math schedule 


3. Staffing Needs 


7. What tools exist that identify what must be talJght and when itmlJstbe delivered? How does 
" . - ,- ,- '. - ,'-: - - - - -


the Charter Holder ensure that all grade-lijvel standards·are covered within the academic 
year? 


Core Knowledge and Saxon Math are a completely List documents that serve as evidence of 
scripted program with lesson plans, pacing guide implementation ofthis process: 
and maps that address state standards and l. Standards and Common Core are listed on 
Common Core. Core Knowledge language arts daily lesson plans and in the guide books 
integrates science and social studies throughout 2. End of the unit Assessments Core 
their language arts curriculum. Principal visits and Knowledge 
observations ensure compliance and testing data 3. Every 10 lesson Assessment in Saxon 


verifies the effectiveness of the instruction. 


S. What is theexpectatilln for consistent use of these tools? How are these expectations 
commlJnicated? .. . 


The principal reviews lesson plans and they are List documents that serve as evidence of 
included in the informal and formal classroom implementation ofthis process: 
observations. The expectations are part of the new l. In-service training 
school year in-service and staff meetings on a 2. Evaluation tool 
regular basis. Fidelity in using CK and Saxon Math 3. Classroom observation 
is required. 


9. What evidence is there to demonstrate IJsage of these tools in the classroom and alignment 
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with instruction? 
Each teacher is expected to do lesson plans and List documents that serve as evidence of 
curriculum mapping. Those are evaluated by the implementation ofthis process: 
principle to ensure fidelity. Data dialogue 1. Lesson plans daily and weekly 
discussions evaluate end of unit assessment 2. Curriculum maps 
results, 3. End of the unit Assessments Core 


Knowledge 
4. Every 10 lesson Assessment in Saxon 


.. :--.... . ..• --c ---- ----- ·Al\gnrnent(jf<;l.Irricqlum •.••..... . .... . ...... 
. . '. . . 


10. How does the Charter Holder know the curriculum is aligned to standards? 


Core Knowledge program suggested lesson plans List documents that serve as evidence of 
show alignment to standards and teachers align implementation of this process: 
lessons in Saxon Math to reflect ACCRS alignment. 1. Program on line lesson plans 


2. ADE web site 


i··-----;.-- ····.····.·· ••. JIi.~ .• ;!I·p~E!d.to.I\n~~t.j~I1't!N~e~s.~fs~.l:!g~QL!ps(Adt;lr(1~sa!t'reievahtl1leasures) ' ... ..... 


11. How hils the ChilrterHolder ensured thatthecurriculum addresses the needs of students with 
I· proficiency in the bottom 25%/noncproficient students? 


Concordia Charter School, using data from List documents that serve as evidence of 
mUltiple sources writes the classroom schedule to implementation ofthis process: 
reflect and address the needs of all students 1. 2014/15 Instructional Schedule 
especially the lower 25%. Pull out programs are 2. SPED programs development 
also written to address these students 


12. How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum addresses the needs of English 
Language Learners (ELls)? . 


According to our PHOTE we have no students this n/a 
year who would meet the ELL/SEL instruction 
model. 


13. HowhastheCharterHolder ensured thatthecurriculum addresses the needs of Free and 
Reduced lunch (FRL) students? 


Our population is 92% FRL students so all of our List documents that serve as evidence of 
decisions address their needs. Students are in class implementation ofthis process: 
with less than 15 students and ability grouped to 1. Sample of instruction 
insure their needs are being meet. 2. Student schedules 
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14. How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum addresses the needs of students with 
disabilities? 


Concordia Charter has the services of a SPED List documents that serve as evidence of 
contractor who works with our population. She implementation ofthis process: 
assures services are provided and instructional 1. Updates IEP 
programs meet the needs of each student. 2. Instructional materials 


3. Parent/teacher meetings 
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Area III: Assessment 
... .... 


• ... ....... . .. ·>"Assessrnent System ...... . . .. . . . . . .... .. 


1. What types of assessments. does the· Charter Holder use? 
Student performance data is the driving force for List documents that serve as evidence of 
our assessment systems. CK chapter tests, STAR implementation ofthis process: 
benchmark testing, AIMS, and Stanford 10 scores, 1. Saxon Unit test results 
SPED membership, Socio/Ethnic and parent 2. Core Knowledge Unit testing results 
background are all part of the process. Gender, 3. Star Testing 
attendance and time at CCS are also factors. Gaps 4. Feedback from SPED and classroom 
are identified by results and instruction is adjusted 5. Data Dialogue meetings 
to bridge these gaps. Results from last year's STAR 
testing mirrored our AIMS resulting showing 
strong fidelity. 


2. What was the process for designing or selecting the assessment system? 
Student performance data is the driving force for List documents that serve as evidence of 
our assessment system. CK chapter tests, Saxon implementation of this process: 
Math assessments, STAR benchmark testing, AIMs, 
and Stanford 10. 1. Ma ndated tests 


2. Research based school benchmark testing 
3. End of chapter testing in CK and Saxon 


3. How isthe assessment system aligned to the curriculum and instructional methodology? 
Both curriculum and instruction follow the Core List documents that serve as evidence of 
'Knowledge and Saxon format. All school implementation ofthis process: 
assessments reflect the fidelity to both. 1. Benchmark tests 


2. Classroom testing 
3. CK/Saxon testing 


4. Whatintervals are used to assess student progress? How does. the asseSSnientplan include 
data collection from mUltiple assessments, such as formative and summative assessments and 
common/benchmark.assessments? 


All data from assessments are addressed monthly List documents that serve as evidence of 
directly with teachers using a data dialogue format implementation ofthis process: 
as suggested by ASCD model. Reports are 1. STAR reading testing and data 
generated by trimester for students and parents. 2. STAR math testing and data 
The expectation is for monthly STAR reading and 3. AIMS spring test results 
math assessments with 3 benchmarks per year. 4. Classroom formative and summative test 
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State testing data is collected annually . results weekly. 


... •..... .... ... Analyzillg.Assessment[)3ta. ...• . ..•....... .. < •. . . 


5. How does the assessment systern· provide for analySis of aSSllSsment data? What intervals are 
used to analyze assessment data? 


STAR benchmark testing produces feedback with List documents that serve as evidence of 
individual results, areas of strength and areas of implementation of this process: 
weakness for additional instruction and plans. 1. STAR results vs AIMS standard 


2. Annual growth report 
3. Student Diagnostic Report 


6. How is the analysis used to evaluate instructional and curricular effectiveness? 
Using the Student Diagnostic Report, pull out List documents that serve as evidence of 
groups are adjusted 3 times per year and staff may implementation ofthis process: 
suggest individual work by students. 1. Staff assignments 


2. Teacher grouping list 


7. How is the analysis used to adjust curriculum and instruction in a timely manner? What 
intervals are used to adjust curriculum and instruction? . . 


Results are analyzed by the principal monthly and List documents that serve as evidence of 
instruction is adjusted 3 times per year as needed implementation of this process: 
to meet the needs of the students and to align 1. Staff professiona I development 
with the school improvement plan. 2 . Data Discussion/planning 


/ .. .. ··>~.!'I~RtE!!'IiplYI~~~~.b:~~~~d~(#Sul:lgr~LJPS •. (ActcttesSdll(e/~v{Jot measures) ..• · •.. . ... 
8. How is the assessment syStem adapted to meet the. assessrnentneeds of students with 


proficiency in thebottDm 25%/noncproficientstudentS? 
All students who perform below grade level are List documents that serve as evidence of 
given 30-45 minutes daily in small groups ( 3 or implementation of this process: 
less) by certified teachers on staff. Students' ±. list of students who qualify for pull out or 
weaknesses are identified by multiple testing small group extra instructions. 
formats and instruction is driven by those results. 2. Samples of instructional materials forthe 
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All instruction is aligned to the state standards. identified group. 


9. How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment needs of English Language 
Learners (ELls)? 


According to our PHOTEs we have no students this n/a 
year who would meet the ELL/SEL instruction 


10. How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment needs of Free and Reduced 
Limch (FRL) students? 


All but two students at CCNM is FRL so all 
instruction and assessment reflects that dynamic. No additional identification requirements 


11. How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment needs of students with 
disabilities? . 


Contracted SPED director assures that teachers are List documents that serve as evidence of 
accommodating special needs students and implementation of this process: 
adheres to IEP restraints and needs. l. SPED and IEP identified to all teachers. 


2. Pull out program and calendar. 


Area IV: Monitoring Instruction 


..' ; .... ;> •..•..•••. ··.·.·1YI9nitC)ri;~g~h~li1Itt!gtati9nof·$taijd~fc:t5 .•.•..•..... ' .. ' . '" 


1. What is the Charter Holder's.process for monitoring the· integration of standards into 
classroom instruction? How does the Charter Holder monitor whether or not instructional 
staffimplementS an ACCRS·aligl"!ed curriculum with fidelity? 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Expectations are for the classroom teacher to implementation of this process: 
produce weekly lesson plans that shows the state l. Principal will check documents on a 


standards and are aligned with Core Knowledge regular basis and will monitor expectations 
and Saxon Math. Curriculum maps and standards on each classroom observation 
checklists are monitored regularly. 2. Annual evaluations reflect use of 


standards based criteria and best practice 
in relation to standards based instruction. 


2. How does the Charter Holder monitor the effectiveness of standards-based instruction 
throughout the year? 


Monitoring of the effectiveness of our programs is List documents that serve as evidence of 
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accomplished throughout the school years with implementation ofthis process: 
formative and summative assessment, STAR 1. Testing data results 
benchmark testing and state mandated testing. 2. Informal observation feedback 
Classroom observation and teacher input are also 3. Formal evaluations 
considered. 


...... .: ........ . Evaluating Instructional Practices . . ... . .. - . 


3. What is the Charter Holder's procesS for evaluating instructionalpractices? How does. this 
process evaluate the quality of instruction? 


CCS has a formal teacher evaluation and List documents that serve as evidence of 
observation program. We rate teachers using the implementation ofthis process: 
FAME scale. Any teacher that receives a Falls Far 1. ees Observation and Evaluation Form 
below will be put on an improvement plan to 
improve instruction. Two main areas of evaluation 
are Effective Instruction and Instructional practice. 


4. How does this process identify individual.strengths, weaknesses, and needs? 
A. Designing and Planning Effective List documents that serve as evidence of 


Instruction implementation of this process: 
B. Teacher Instructional Practice 1. ecs Observation and Evaluation Form 
C. Student Achievement and Growth 


· •• ·····.·PrQ~idil)gj~l1aly~i$andF~edbilc~t()·f.urthl!rDI!.v.elpp·lnstruq,i()nal.guality 
5. How does the Charter Hcilder provide feedback onstri!ngths, weaknesses, arid learning needs ,- - - - - , 


based on the evaluation of instructionaillractices? 
Teachers will have regularly scheduled meetings List documents that serve as evidence of 
with the principal and a formal meeting after implementation of this process: 
formal evaluation is complete. During these 1. Formal and informal observation feedback 
sessions teachers will explore and define 
identifiable behaviors that are indicators of 
success. In addition they review achievement 
data, assess plans for student success, set goals 
and monitor student progress. 


6. How does the Charter Holdi!r analyze thisiilfOrmation? What does the data about quality of 
instruction tell the Charter Holder? What has the Charter Holder done in' response? 


Professional development is developed and List documents that serve as evidence of 
implemented on a regular basis. Every Friday is implementation of this process: 
early release so staff can discuss and plan and 1. Friday professional development calendar 
changes or improvement to instruction. 
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j);daptedto· MeE!tthE! Needs. O:fSu~groUpS(Addressall rf!/evant measures) ... 


7. Howlloe~theCharter Holder monitor instrudion to ensure .it is meeting the needs of students 
with prOTlCiimcy in the bottom 25%/non"proficienutudents? 


All students who perform below grade level are List documents that serve as evidence of 
given 30-45 minutes daily in small groups ( 3 or implementation of this process: 
less) by certified teachers on staff. Student's ± List of students groupings 
weaknesses are identified by multiple testing 2. Samples of instructional materials for the 
formats and instruction is driven by those results. identified group. 
All instruction is aligned to the state standards. 


8. tlow does tile CharterH.older rnonitorinstruction to ensure it is meeting the needs of English 
I.arigQ;ige Lt!arners(ELLs)? 


According to our PHOTEs we have no students this n/a 
year who would meet the ELL/SEL instruction 


9, HOiNcliles'theCharterHolder monitor instruction to ensure it is meeting the needs ofFree and 
Reduceil.Lirrich(FRL) $tudents? ... 


All but two students at CCNM is FRL so all No additional documents required. 
instruction and assessment reflects that dynamic. 


10. HOwclo.esthe Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is meeting the needs of students 
. with disabilities? .. . 


Contracted SPED director assures that teachers are List documents that serve as evidence of 
accommodating special needs students and implementation of this process: 
adheres to IEP restraints and needs. 


1. SPED and IEP identified to all teachers. 
2. Pull out program and calendar. 


Area V: Professional Development 


I.>· •• ••·••· 
....> .. ... .. Professio!ial[)eve1opr'llenf5ystem ..... ......... . .... 


. 1 .. :WhatistheCharterHolder'sprofeSsionaldevelopmeritplan? 
Each school year begins with a full week on pre- List documents that serve as evidence of 
service developed by the principal in response to implementation of this process: 
the data collected from the previous school year 1. Calendar of 2014/15 Pre-service 
using all available resources. In addition most 2. Calendar of PD during current year 
Friday afternoons include current needs 
professional development. 


2. How was the professional development plan developed? 


Professional development is based on the List documents that serve as evidence of 
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com prehensive needs assessment using student implementation of this process: 
data and the results of the staff survey at the end 1. PD planning calendar 
of the previous year. While each staff member has 
individualized goals based on their student 
performance, group PD could include strategies, 
planning and improved instructional methodology. 


3. How is the professional development plan aligned with instructional staff learning needs? 
Using formal and informal observations and List documents that serve as evidence of 
evaluation, the principal develops a PD plan that implementation of this process: 
meets the needs of the staff and also adherence to 1. Data review 
the school improvement plan. PD is fluid and is 2. PD calendar 
adjusted to reflect current data review that would 
suggest a needs change. 


4. How does this profeSSional development plan address areas of high importance? 
Using current data and research on best practices, List documents that serve as evidence of 
PD is adjusted to follow current needs assessment. implementation of this process: 


1. Data review 
2. PD calendar 
3. Current best practice 


.. .... : '. " ' ........ :' ..•. ..' .•••... ·~l,ipportii:lgiiig.,Q.uaIiWlmplemenfatioo . .' ..... ' ... . ' .. : . . 
5. How doestheCharter.Holder support high quality implementation ofthe strategies learned in 


professional developmeritsessions? 
Principal ( as professional development trainer) List documents that serve as evidence of 
supports the strategies by classroom observations implementation of this process: 
and teacher meetings. Pop in paper supports the 1. PD calendar 
previous training session's lessons. 2. Pop In observation form 


6. How does the Charter Holder provide the resources that 'are necessary for high quality 
implementation? . 


CCS has budgeted for Professional Development List documents that serve as evidence of 
and has several donors that support PD needs implementation of this process: 
financially. 1. Annual budget allocation 


2. Outside donor list 
3. Conference attendance for staff 


.... ...... .... Monitoring.lmplementation ...... :.' .. 
. . 
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7. How does the Charter Holder monitor the implementation of the strategies learned in 
professional developl1'lentsessions? 


Professional development is based on the List documents that serve as evidence of 
comprehensive needs assessment using student implementation ofthis process: 
data and the results ofthe staff survey at the end l. One on one observation follow up 
of the previous year. While each staff member has 2. Data review 
individual goals based on their student 3. Staff evaluation tools 
performance, group PD could include strategies, 
planning and improved instructional methodology. 


8. How does the Charter Holder monitor and follow-up withinstl:\lctional staff to support and 
develop implementation ofthestrategies learned in professional development? 


Using formal and informal observations and List documents that serve as evidence of 
evaluation, the principal develops a PD plan that implementation of this process: 
meets the needs of the staff and also adheres to 
the school improvement plan. PD is fluid and is l. PD calendar 
adjusted to reflect current data review that would 2. Pop in observations 
suggest a needs change. 


.«< •.. i'\\lI;lptedt9<M~ef;tl)fl.!ilfll!llsof$lIbgroups(Addre5Sdlrrelevcint measures) •••• < 
. 9. How does. tile· professional devel()pmerii:<planen~utetl)at'ii1strudionalstaff.receivesthetyjle 


of development. required to meettheneeidsofstudents with proficiency in the bottom 
Z5%/noncproficieritstudei1ts? .. 


All students who perform below grade level are List documents that serve as evidence of 
given 30-45 minutes daily in small groups ( 3 or implementation of this process: 
less) by certified teachers on staff. 
Students'weaknesses are identified by multiple l. List of students groupings 
testing formats and instruction is driven by those 2. Samples of instructional materials for the 
results. All instruction is aligned to the state identified group. 


10. How.does the.professional developl1'lent plan ensurflthat instructional staff receives the type 
of developmentrequirl!!d to meet the needs of English.LangllageLearners (ELls)? .. 


According to our PHOTEs we have no students this nla 
year who would meet the ELL/SEL instruction 


U, How does the professional development . plan· ensure that instructional staff receives the type 
of development required to meet the needs of Free and Reduced Lunch (FRLlstudents? 
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All but two students at CCNM is FRL so all No additional identification requirements 
instruction and assessment reflects that dynamic. 


12. How does the professional developmerrt plan ensure that instructional staff receives the type 
of development required to meet the needs of students with disabilities? 


Contracted SPED director assures that teachers are List documents that serve as evidence of 
accommodating special needs students and implementation of this process: 
adheres to IEP restraints and needs. 


1. SPED and IEP identified to all teachers. 
2. Pull out program and calendar. 
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DSP Report 


Charter Holder Name: Concordia Charter School 


School(s): Mesa 


Date Submitted: 1/7/2015 


Purpose of Demonstration of Sufficient Progress (check one): 


X Annual Monitoring 


D Interval Review 


D Renewal 


D Failing School 


D Expansion Request 


Academic Dashboard Year (check all that apply): 


X FY2013 


X FY2014 


Directions: 
A. Locate and download "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Process and Instructions" from the 


Board's website or the Help files on ASBCS Online. Read the instructions carefully and view the 
DSP Online Technical Assistance presentation before starting. 


a. To locate the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Process and Instructions" on the 
Board's website: 


i. Go to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools website (www.asbcs.az.gov) 
ii. Locate the "For Charter School Operators" section in the middle of the page. 
iii. Select the "Performance Expectations & Reviews" link. 
iv. Select the "Academic Interventions" tab. 
v. Scroll down to the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress" section. 
vi. Locate and download the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Process and 


Instructions". 


b. To locate the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Process and Instructions" on ASBCS 
Online: 


i. Go to ASBCS Online (http://online.asbcs.az.gov) 
ii. Log in using the user name and password of the Charter Representative 
iii. If you do not remember your password, locate the "Forgot Password" icon on 


the log in page and click it to reset your password. You will receive an email 
from the ASBCS System Administrator (charterschoolboard@asbcs.az.gov) with 
instructions. 


iv. Locate the "Help" section of the Dashboard. 
v. Select "Online Help" 







vi. Locate and download the "Demonstration ot Sutticient Progress Process and 
Instructions". 


c. To locate the DSP Online Technical Assistance presentations on the Board's website: 


i. Go to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools website (www.asbcs.az.gov) 
ii. Locate the "For Charter School Operators" section in the middle of the page. 
iii. Select the "Performance Expectations & Reviews" link. 
iv. Select the "Academic Interventions" tab. 
v. Scroll down to the "Demonstration of Sufficient Progress" section. 
vi. Locate and click the link for the DSP Online Technical Assistance presentation 


you wish to view. 
d. 


B. Complete the template by providing a clear and concise written answer for each question. The 
suggested word cou,nt is no more than 400 words per question. In addition, list the names of all 
documents that serve as evidence of implementation of the process described in the answer. 
Reference evidence listed in the Charter Holder's Performance Management Plan when listing 
evidence of implementation. 


Area I: Data 


Charter Holders with multiple schools must complete the Data area for each school that received an 


Overall Rating of "Does Not Meet", "Falls Far Below" or "No Rating" on the current Academic 


Dashboard.' The Charter Holder must copy and paste the entire Data area for each school. 


School Name: __ Concordia Charter School _____ _ 


Data 
'Measure Meets. Required for 


Exceeds eNo 
Report 


Student Median Growth 
D X D X D 


Percentile (SGP) - Math 


Percentile 
D X X D D 


Student Median Growth 
Percentile (SGP), Bottom 25%,- D D D D X 


Math 


Student Median Growth 
D D D D X 


Percentile (SGP), Bottom 25%,-


1 If the Charter Holder is completing the DSP process as part of an amendment or notification request, follow the 
directions provided in the amendment or notification instructions. 







Reading 


Improvement - Math 
0 0 0 0 X 


(Alternative High Schools Only) 


Improvement - Reading 
0 0 0 0 X 


(Alternative High Schools Only) 


Percent Passing - Math 0 X 0 X 0 


Percent Passing - Reading 0 X 0 X 0 


Subgroup, ELL - Math 0 X 0 X 0 


Subgroup, ELL - Reading 0 X 0 X 0 


Subgroup, FRL - Math 0 X 0 X 0 


Subgroup, FRL - Reading 0 X 0 X 0 


Subgroup, students with 
0 0 0 0 X 


disabilities - Math 


Subgroup, students with 
0 0 0 0 X 


disabilities - Reading 







Loncordla Lharter ~chool 


2012 2013 2014 
Small Traditional Traditional 


Elementary School Elementary School (K Elementary School (K 
(K-5) to 6) to 6) 


Measu Points Weig Measur Points Weig Measur Points 
Weig 1. Growth Assign Assign Assign re 


ed 
ht e ed ht e ed ht 


Math 25 
1a. SGP Readi 


25 
ng 


lb. SGP Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0 


Bottom Readi 
25% NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0 


ng 


2. Measu Points Weig Measur Points Weig Measur Points Weig Assign Assign Assign 
Proficiency re ed ht e ed ht e ed ht 


2a. Math 7.5 


Percent 
Passing Readi 


7.5 
ng 


2b. 
Composi 


I Math 7.5 


te School Readi 
Compari 7.5 ng 
son 


2e. Math 3.75 


Subgrou 
Readi pELL 3.75 
ng 


2e. Math 3.75 


Subgrou 
Readi pFRL 3.75 
ng 


2e. I Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0 


Subgrou Readi NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0 pSPED ng 







3. State 
Accountabili 
ty 


3a. State 
Accountability 


Overall 
Rating 
Scoring for Overall 
Rating 
89 or higher: Exceeds 
Standard 
<89, but> or = to 63: 
Meets Standard 
<63, but> or = to 39: 
Does Not Meet 
Standard 
Less than 39: Falls 
Far Below Standard 


2012 
Small 


Elementary School 
(K-5) 


re 


Points 
Weig 


ht 
Measu 


Assign 
ed 


2013 
Traditional 


Elementary School (K 
to 6) 


Measnr 
e 


Points 
Assign 


ed 


Weig 
ht 


Area I: Data 


2014 
Traditional 


Elementary School (K 
to 6) 


Measnr 
e 


Points 
Assign Weig 


ed ht 


5 


100 
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xassessment.so.ur,ces.that:.demonstrates'an(hevaluates·the\cn~ngE!'ln·academlC';peliormalJcefot.all·.i,' .. :i·.····· 
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·'requlri!t!cme~.stJrElsfor,a.t\least:tJie:tWQ;n:l.o.st;:re~enti5C.h9AI:Ye~rs;:thEl;ctja~fe(l'Io'(jerccmust!prov.ide,datai 
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Insert data here: • Unable to import data from AZ Dash school site. 
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2. 


3. 


4. 
5. 
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AZ Dash reports to include all data needed to assess current teaching and learning goals 
Star Reading and Math ( example data below) to include monthly classroom and benchmark 
testing with diagnostic information on each student. 
AZ Dash Teacher AIMS Dashboards. 
Section of teacher evaluation includes data and assessment results. 
2014 AIMS Results 


MATH READING Writing 


.2011 


.2012 


.2013 


.2014 







II<!p4lrt Optims 


Stale Performance Report - Class 
Arizona AIMS 


Prinb!dTuesday.Ja"""Y 7.2014 5:26:119 PM 


~riingP"""""'GnluI' A11~ .. tomuRI 
GRlup By: Class 
Sud By: Scaled Score (DI!sconding) 


Class: Bachman 4th Grade 
1i!acher:: Bachman. Usa _4 


PlllllwayfD ProIiciem:y- GlBde 4 
5511 ----------


loIB 


lm --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------


45Q ---------------------------------------------


4IlO _________________________ 2Ia1eTost2!!1"-___ _ 


350 --------------------.~-=-----------


• :oJ -------~_= -----------------------


~~~--------~~~~~~-------~ 
1lug-13 s.-13 0I:l-13 __ 13 Deo-13 Jar>.14 FEb-1!4_-14 Apr-14 ~14 


• Anrage Scaled SIXIn!5 (55) iJ1dude sI.udents who have aI: IeiIst one:!imli!'" a b!!stperiad.1f iii student has lnfJIe 


than orne SCDf1! in a test periDd. the last me is U5ed. 
_ Trend :line is stJIislicaly ICiIcuIiIted after IhIH: or JJ'KJre 'tests to !Shcnt the direGtiDnl the :SQDA!5 are mcMng. 


"''-;- _ T..t 2111415 Ill_ S1l\R ReadingSllQle{3B8 55) thai is ~ ~nl1I> th_pvIicienoy th_oId 
I"'t. (Meels standanf) on Ihe AIMS given .. 5pring. 


_ P_aylo_cy_~.._.filr-.. whDminimallyach ..... p-"I .. III.A1MS-""_ 
5CDI'e beIowlhis. rine indiCi1te5 fhereowe studeAIs who will need to improve at .. higher-r.detban awerageto reach 
proficiency by the stile test. An average $ICIII2 abmIe 1his line DIicates 'SOllIe., or ma)be all students are a.iJove the 
""""'"'Y 1I>1'IvIk:iency_ Usellie_ below to idenIiIystOOe ... ","D maybenllifil fimlexlJilhelp. 


Rea!a.'Uh l1U1g STAR to U'leAIUS wa& IiI5t ~ an .DIe 211012. ~ In the diE IIe6I aMertl1ildaie ar:e nul rerIltdB1 FlY 
guadI/II::I! IrtajJrellng dolt; W'hI!n til!! ~ l!It ChiIng!!&. &ee b'!term!!Ina PErrtI~ !!&!pOrIs IlIIIII!rS.lM n!6IMRe&. 







,--, 
\ ) School: Concordia Charter School-Mesa Reporting Period: 8/6/2013 - 5/23/2014 


Class: Brown 3rd Grade 
Teacher: Brown, Michael 
Grade: 3 


700 Pathway to Proficiency - Grade 3 


State Test 2014 


400L-------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 Dec-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14 


Average Scaled Scores (SS) include students who have at least one score in a test period. If a student has more 
than one score in a test period, the last one is useQ. 


_ Trend line is statistically calculated after three or more tests to show the direction the scores are moving. 


* 
Slate Test 2014 is the STAR Math score (569 SS) that is approximately equivalent to the proficiency threshold (Meets 
Standard) on the AIMS given in spring. 


_ Pathway to Proficiency shows typical growth for students who minimally achieve proficiency on the AIMS. An average 
score below this line indicates there are students who will need to improve at a higher rate than average to reach 
proficiency by the state test. An average score above this line indicates some, or maybe all students are above the 
Pathway to Proficiency. Use the tables below to identify students who may benefit from extra help. 
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~ 
Grade: 3 - Teacher: Brown, M. 


Class: Brown 3rd Grade 


Pathway to Proficiency - Grade 3 
450 "-""~.--~-~-~-.-".~"~"--""~-~---. -------


400 


350 ............ " ........... " ........ " ........................ " .................................................................................................................................... " ................................................ . 


(SChool Year) 


• .State Test 2::0:;;14;-__ 


250 


200 r'--w''''''''--


150~----------------------------------------------------~ 


Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 Oec-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14 


.. Enterprise Test 


- Trend line is statistically calculated after three or more tests to show the direction the scores are moving. * State Test 2014 is the STAR Reading score (317 SS) that is approximately equivalent to the proficiency threshold 
(Meets Standard) on the 2014 AIMS given in the spring. 


~~ Pathway 10 Proficiency represents typical growth for a student who minimally achieves proficiency on the AIMS. A 
test score below the pathway indicates the student will need to improve at a higher than average rate to reach 
proficiency. A score above indicates the student is on the pathway to score at or above proficient. 







) School: Concordia Charter School-Mesa le~HUi:lu,.rc:ulualy .... , .............. 1.1"""1 'VI 


Test Time: 18 minutes 25 seconds 


Report Options 
Use Trend Score: Use trend score for student's suggested skills 


C) 


STAR Reading Scores 


SS: 334 (Scaled Score) 


PRo 32 (Percentile Rank) 


2.8 (Grade Equivalent) 


Reading Level) 


ORF: 78 (Estimated 


DOlllain Scores 


Foundational Skills 
and Word Recognition: 78 


Reading: Literature 
Key Ideas and Details: 71 
Craft and Structure: 77 


Class: Brown 3rd Grade 
Teacher: M. Brown 


Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 66 
Reading: Informational Text 


Key Ideas and Details: 69 
Craft and Structure: 74 
Range of Reading and Level ofText Complexity: 66 


i 
Recommendation 


2.5-3.5 (Zone of Proximal Development) 


prepared 


78 words per minute correctly on grade 


Domain scores, ranging 0-100, estimate Neri's percent of 
. mastery on skills in each domain at a third grade level. 
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() 


~(jIIUUI: vUIIt,;UI Ultt vliet! It:1 OI"iIIUUI-IVICOCl 


-Grade: 3 ... Teacher: Brown, M . 
Class: Brown 3rd Grade 


. '-l"'-.•... ;:;I • _ •• _-- ~- -


Pathway to Proficiency - Grade 3 


550 .~., 


450 ,., ., ""''''. "".. " 


300 ............ ·_-' 


(School Year) 


150L-----------------------------------------------------~ 
Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 Dec-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14 


.. Enterprise Test 


- Trend line is statistically calculated after three or more tests to show the direction the scores are moving. '* State Test 2014 is the STAR Reading score (317 SS) that is approximately equivalent to the proficiency threshold 
(Meets Standard) on the 2014 AIMS given in the spring. 


-"'- Pathway to Proficiency represents typical growth for a student who minimally achieves proficiency on the AIMS. A 
test score below the pathway indicates the student will need to improve at a higher than average rate to reach 
proficiency. A score above indicates the student is on the pathway to score at or above proficient. 
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Report Options 
Use Trend Score: Use trend score for student's suggested skills 


Grade: 3 
Class: Brown 3rd Grade 
Teacher: M. Brown 


Test Time: 18 minutes 6 seconds 


... • ••••• _~ .............. H ................ _ ..................................................... _ ........................................................ _ .................. _" ... ... _ _ ..... H. ... 'H __ "" .... H ... ' _ MH ••• H _,,_ •••••• M •••• _ H.. • •••• 


STAR Reading Scores . i 
SS·~482iScaiedScore)·- .. ·MeetsStandard········i_Scaiecj"Sc~;eisbasedonthe·difficuiiyof que~io;:;~··l 


i and the number of correct responses. ! .................................................................................... -.--........................................................ ~-........•........ ., •..... _._._-_.-.-_._. __ .. __ . __ ............ ; 
PR: 71 (Percentile Rank) ~cored greater than 71% of students nationally in the j 
........................................................ _ .......... _ .......................... __ ._ ............. ---1 same grade. '. .' .-1 
GE: 4.4 (Grade Equivalent) i_test performance is comparable to that of an average ! 


i fourth grader after the fourth month ofthe school year. : 
_·· .. ······_ ...... _ ... _ .... ••••••••• .. ·._ .... __ M .............. _ ... ___ • __ • ___ • __ • ____ • ___ ... _ .... _ ..... _. __ ...... _ ...... _.-+.:..-_____ .. _, .. _,,_ . _ . _ .. _ .. -1 
IRL: 4.0 (Instructional Reading Level) ~ould be best served by instructional materia.ls i 
Esi:oRF~115·iEsii;;;aiedoraiReadingFiuency)········~_~~~i~!ii~~~~5g;:;~;i::' minuie'oo;;ectiy-;;~'9;ad;;"\ 


: level appropriate text. . 


Domain Scores ! 
Re;di~g;F-;;;:;~d;ti~~;d·Skiii;;--·-···-·-··········-··TDomai~sco~es:ranging fro';;-0-:'-100, estimate R~by's percent1 


Phonics and Word Recognition: 94 i of mastery on skills in each domain at a third grade level. 
Reading: Literature ' 


Key Ideas and Details: 91 
Craft and Structure: 93 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: 89 


Reading: Informational Text 
Key Ideas and Details: 91 
Craft and Structure: 92 


~;~i~~;:::::i:::~::~~::~:;~:::l~:i:y: 89 .. 1........ .. ""_.._..........._................1 
Reading Recommendation i 


I~~~:~~:~=~·~(~~~~~·.~f~~~~.~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~·.·:··:~~~~~==~t~~~~~~~~;;,f=~f~~~!~~~] 







J School: Concordia L;naner :;cnool-lViesa ...... t-'U •• II 'li! .... , ............... _- '''' _ ........ _ .... . 


) 


Report Options 
Reporting Parameter Group: All Demographics [Default] 
Group By: Class 
Sort By: Last Name 


Class: Bachman 4th Grade 
Teacher: Bachman, Lisa 
Grade: 4 


Pathway to Proficiency· Grade 4 
--~-~----. 


750 


Ui 
!2. 
I!! 
0 


" Ul 
"0 


'" 
650 ~~---


iii 
" Ul 
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:IE 
a:: 
~ 
Ul 


500L---------------------------------------------------------~ 
Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 Dec-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14 .. Average Scaled Scores (SS) include students who have at least one score in a test period. If a student has more 


than one score in a test period, the last one is used. . 


_ Trend line is statistically calculated after three or more tests to show the direction the scores are moving. 


* 
State Test 2014 is the STAR Math score (636 SS) that is approximately equivalent to the proficiency threshold (Meets 
Standard) on the AIMS given in spring. . 


Pathway to Proficiency shows typical growth for students who minimally achieve proficiency on the AIMS. An average 
score below this line indicaies there are students who will need to improve at a higher rate than average to reach 
proficiency by the state test. An average score above this line indicates some, or maybe all students are above the 
Pathway to Proficiency. Use the tables below to identify students who may benefit from extra help. 







) School: Concordia Charter School-Mesa Reporting Period: 8/6/2013 - 5/23/2014 


Class: San Juan 5th/6th Grades 
Teacher: San Juan, Jesus 
Grade: 5 


• 


Pathway to Proficiency· Grade 5 
850, .................................................................................................................................................................................................. c .......................................................................................................................... , 


750 


State Test 2014 


600 


550L-------------------------------------------------------~ 
Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 De0-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14 


Average Scaled Scores (SS) include students who have at least one score in a test period. If a student has more 
than one score in a test period, the last one is used. 


_ Trend line is statistically calculated after three or more tests to show the direction the scores are moving. 


* 
State Test 2014 is the STAR Math score (698 SS) that is approximately equivalent to the proficiency threshold (Meets 
Standard) on the AIMS given in spring. 


Pathway to Proficiency shows typical growth for students who minimally achieve proficiency on the AIMS. An average 
score below this line indicates there are students who will need to improve at a higher rate than average to reach 
proficiency by the state test. An average score above this line indicates some, or maybe all students are above the 
Pathway to Proficiency. Use the tables below to identify students who may benefit from extra help. 







Insert Improvement - Math data here: 


(Alternative High Schools Only) 


Insert Improvement- Reading date here: 


(Alternative High Schools Only 


Insert Academic Persistence data here: 


(Alternative Schools Only) 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): Student performance data is gathered from 
AIMS/Azelia/Stanford testing, STAR Math and Reading benchmark assessments and local classroom 
testing. Our data is compiled and compared to assure reliable data. As areas of weakness are identified 
they are used to adjust strategies to improve performance. 


·WbatarialysiS:h~5,.the.C:~<lrterHQI.dericQ.riClu~teclfor·eachl'nea~ur~;that·cI!lesnotnilletthe •• •· .• 
. vl3oa.~~academic.p.erforma~cl!expectationsjwhata~~.th~ires~It§fromthaari~lvsis?···. . 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): Analysis of the 2014 Spring AIMS by the team identified 
continued improvement in reading, and a small improvement in Math. Staff spent time using the 
breakdown to do a student by student analysis of the concept results to identify particular weakness by 
grade and by student. Staffing shifts resulted to strengthen the math instruction and additional one on 
one instruction/tutoring was added to the schedule. 







Area II: Curriculum 


..• ' .. >< .i,C"> .................... i:.~\l.cdu~ti~g·ql.lrri~l.i@Tl .. ....... •.....• ••. ,', i • ···.··.·.c ......•. 
1~· •. ·.\Nh~t.is.t~e·~6art:erHjll~er'sPrjlcessfil.ri~Y~llI,a~ing;curri¢~.lti",?.~iI\V'l!oesth~Ch~~il~ .•. Hbll!e~.·'." 


. ... .eVilh;~teh()w effeciiv~lythecurricujume';~bl~s~iU:c:ien1:~.tolTleet.the~tand~rds? ...••..... ' ....••...•..•.•.... 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): CCS List documents that serve as evidence of 
uses the award winning Core Knowledge sequence implementation ofthis process: 
that aligns with Common Core and the effective L Daily/weekly lesson plans 
implementation of our continuous improvement 2. Curriculum maps 
plan. The principal collects and reviews lesson 3. Pacing gUides 
plans to ensure compliance. Curriculum maps, 4. Formative assessment 
pacing guides and standards checklists are 5. Summative assessment 
updated based on data results. Changes are made 
to insure implementation. 


c · •. ·.;.2.iH9o/:~Oe$~6~~6~rter'H9Ideril!elltlfv.gap$·iritl\~.curriCLd\l!'"l.? ·....//c ./. .• .... . ...••..•..•.•.•..•.•.....••....•.•.•.....• 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Using classroom observation and benchmark implementation of this process: 
testing when areas of weakness are identified, L Pop in observations 
they are used to create goals and strategies to 2. Data discussions 
improve individual student performance. Plans are 3. Benchmark testing results 
adjusted accordingly. 4. State testing results 


i, •..•.•.... .:t ., .·.i}!; i~~QPt!~g~Jl~~i~\iijgei.l~~194.IYm?><> .... ··rii .......•••.•.•.... 


• ' .···ic3:·.What;is;i:he.~ha rt:etHolderls'lIrocessfpr'ildpllthigfor;revis,rigcurricolumpase!:liln' its'·· i,', '.' .....••••. 
. .• ·•·· •.•• :5~~~I&~·ti9~;Pr'~¢~s~~~F.:'·.·.·.·...:.t:.; •. ·;'1';;1'.;:';2'(' •..• ,.)( ...•..••.••.•..•• ~/ ...C'.· ...•...• ( .....••....•..•..•...•••.••.••......... 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): Core List documents that serve as evidence of 
Knowledge and Saxon Math are defined in our implementation ofthis process: 
charter agreement. We do not change our 1. Charter Contract 
curriculum, only refine our strategies. Using end of 2. Core Knowledge schedule 
year data results, the classroom schedule and pull 3. Staffing needs 
out programs strategies are adjusted to reflect 
areas that need improvement. 


I ·.···.·.·.···.4.) ""hp is'invol"ed in the prOCessfor.adopting.prirevisingcorricull.lm?;.· •....•........ .. i .' ..... ... .......c ."c i / 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): Core List documents that serve as evidence of 
Knowledge and Saxon Math.are defined in our implementation of this process: 
charter so only strategies are revised. L Data review 
Administrative team with input from 2. Staff survey results 
teachers/aides and parents. 3. Parent survey results 







I 
I '. .' S;Wl1enadClpting curriculum,howdoe5tlie~~artertlol~er evaluateclJrricu IIJII1OPti()n~ to ...•... 


• ··.··c:letermin~whicl1.curriculumtoadopt? /.,·...i. ......• . .' .................. ' " ............. ' ........... ' ..... . 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Concordia Charter School has adopted Core implementation of this process: 
Knowledge and Saxon Math as the basis of our 1. CCS charter contract 
curriculum and are defined in our contract. 


.....•...•• . · .. · ..• · .. ·•· ... i.·· "'>. ···:·.·Irt1pl~m~!t~ing.·¢!lr,';i~~I!Jrri<.· .•..... ...... i.·....... i·.· .. .. '.: . 
.•.. . ·.·i·.~ ... ·>\Ntia~i~ •. ~~':.~I1~.'1~r.'"'Qlde.~sprllc~~~:fCl~:~ns.~H~~fo~~.i~!~?filtlpl~T~n~a~i~I1··()ftlie.¢IJi"ri~ulu'" ... 
. ' ..••.......•. :acro5stheschool(5)()perate~.·bY .• the(:hal"te.,!Holc:ler:?<;i> ·i).' .:' .. '< . ......... •.... · .. "F··. 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): Both List documents that serve as evidence of 
schools ( Mesa and Navajo Mission) are consistent implementation of this process: 
and supported in development and use of the 1. Daily/weekly lesson plan 
adopted curriculum. 2. Observations 


3. Testing results 
4. Data discussions 


1 .• ·•· ••• ••· •• ·;.rc~~~~t:~i$r~~idl~~~~uer,~~iW~t~ir~~~:~~~~t~~~~1~~~~~~~~~~~!~~i~i:~;~~~:;~i~oe.5 •..••. 
I., •..•... '.:.'le~r?:.< .....;').;....... .•••.. ..../.·· .••.• >·.... .. ·;.. .. ···;i; •• ·;·..r.·.·· ....;.. y... ..... ' .......... ': .•.. ' •. ·.· .. r. ..' ' .... ~ 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): Core List documents that serve as evidence of 
Knowledge/Saxon Math are a completely scripted implementation of this process: 
program with lesson plans, pacing guide and maps 1. Standards and Common Core are listed on 
that address state standards and common core. daily lesson plans and in the guide books 
CK language arts integrates science and social 2. CK end of unit assessments 
studies throughout their language arts curriculum. 3. Saxon 10 lesson assessments 
Principal visits and classroom observations 
ensure compliance and testing data verifies the 
effectiveness of the instruction . 


• ' 
•....••............. · ..• · ..•... 8 .....•.•.•.•......•.•. Wti.~~.i.S .. ·.·~.h. e. ,;~~.p .•. e.· •.•... ct.i .•..••••. ·~ .•. t.i ... o ..•... n ....• ·.1 .. i ...• Il ... ·· ... r ...•...•. c ..•...... o ..... · .. n .•.. ~ ... i.5.~ ..... ~.n ..••.. t ... · ....•.. u ...••. s. e.; .•. ·.o.·.· .•. i.f. t ....•. ~ ... ~.~.··.e .••. · ... ;t() .•. ? .. · .. 15.· ...•..•. ? ....•.•.. ,.· •..••. H .... · •.. o ... ;w.· ••... :a ... r .... e ........ · ..... t ... h. e5 .... e;e .•...... x .•...... #eF.~ ..•. ~. ~io.· ..• ' .. n.' .. 5." ••••••••••• / ..•.. ....: •... i.commllnlcated?· •• .... :..... .,< .....>.. .: .. '....':': ' .......... ; .. .....:. .:. ':' .. " .: ., ...... ;. 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
The principal reviews lesson plans and they are implementation ofthis process: 
included in the informal and formal classroom 1. In-service training 
observations. The expectations are part of the new 2. Evaluation tool 
school year in-service and staff meetings on a 3. Classroom observation 
regular basis. Fidelity in using CK and Saxon Math 


~~------------~------------------------------~ 
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1 .. •·· •• ••.· .. ···witl)il)strLl~tion?. • ...•.....•.•.•................ ,.:. ., •.•. : .. : •......•.......•...•. :.................... ... ...................... . 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): 
Each teacher is expected to do lesson plans and 
curriculum maps, Data dialogue discussions to 
evaluate end of unit assessment results. 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation of this process: 


1. Lesson plans daily and weekly 
2. Curriculum maps 
3. End of unit CK assessments 
4. Saxon 10 lessons assessment 


·· ...... l();;.How,does.tlie.c:i1arferHolcierki'lCJwtJ1ecuh;i~~l~mlifialigi'led~ostaIiClard~? .•...•. : .•.. :............< ....•.•.•.. ' .. 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Core Knowledge program suggested lesson plans implementation of this process: 
show alignment to standards and teachers align 1. Program on line lesson plans 
lessons in Saxon Math to reflect ACCRS alignment. 2. ADE web site 


"<'.> :iAdaptEidtoM~~~,~b~;~~~d~,igf··$~ligtQL.p~(A~cire;s.pll·relevaht,m/?asures)·. ....... .... ..... . . 
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...•. · .•.. '.· .•.. /pr!)ficielJcy.in.th'e.·b~ttcim~S%tn'l~'prOfi~i~ni:~tij~e~i~?·.;.; .. />;.··.··.··.·, ;'.' i • • i." '. 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Concordia Charter School, using data from implementation of this process: 
multiple sources writes the classroom schedule to 1. 2014/15 Instructional Schedule 
reflect and address the needs of all students 2, ELL/SPED programs development 
especially the lower 25%. Pull out programs are 3. ASPIRE after School PRgram 
also written to address these students . 


.•.••.... ·•· .. ··1.2;iI:l9l,V~a~[th~.<fha.rter~9iMtei'l.s~~e~?fMti1hei~~~~lc;,l.Il~ma~~t~~~!l~;!l\eneeCl~!)fiEl)gli~~.. ..... . . 
.•..•.•. ; '·.ii.ahgu "g.!ll!~ m/iir\;:(EI.($ )1;'. ·.;:;/.··:·.,· •. ·· •• · •• ·;· •. n··;:·;i,;·.~;:7.i;····;i;. '.' 'i' '.' ..........\ .......« 'i· ... ·.: '.: .... .. ...... . ..... .';" . 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Using the ADE template for ELL/SEL instruction, implementation ofthis process: 
our schedule reflects the additional time required 1. Feedback from ELL monitoring visit from 
for our language learners. spring 2014 


2. Revised 2014/15 schedule 







I ..•...••. · .•• ~3·.·~:Jt~:~t~~f:f~~~~I~:~~i~Ur~~;i~~~;~~!!;~tri~r\~miad~re~~.~$i~~j~~~;~~~F~~e;n~ ••••..•.....•.••• 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): Our List documents that serve as evidence of 
population is 98% FRL students so all of our implementation of this process: 
decisions address their needs. Over 50% of our 1. List of students receiving additional time 
students are given additional reading or math 2. Schedule of pull outs 
instruction using pull outs, either small group or 3. Sample of instruction 
one on one. 


i •. ·.....;14;.(1:I951t.H~s:~~.~f!l!Jrt~.r:Ii~ld~f~l!.n~~r~#Jt"~!·tb.~i~Htri~\iI!!·&1<!.~.~r~~~~.~;t,,~ .•. '1~l!q~·~.f.$t.9.d~~t5.51tith < 
•.•. • :/';"';?d i$a I:Jliitilis?;t(;,{'··;.·::··.~·.. iX·.·'C··. i ?:· •• ·);. .i ••. (it·Z·)/·?<:···::··.·.;<).:i]:· .. ·•• •. i{. i.··.···.··. ····.7 .< .•........... ; ..... it ii. 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Concordia Charter has the services of a SPED implementation of this process: 
contractor who works with our population. She 1. Updates IEP 
assures services are provided and instructional 2. Instructional materials 
programs meet the needs of each student. 3. Parent/teacher meetings I 







,",rea III: Assessment 


I· •. ··· "'j .... · ..• ·.· •••• ··i·;.... ..<.......... • i.~ssess:rl'!'.~~~l$y$t~·ITt<>i;,.·.· ...•..... , ' ................... ·.···· .. <.i,.·.··.·.··· 
1. ····WhattYP!!sof,assessn1entsdoestheChalte~iHolder.use? ..•.. . .: ...•. .... i·'. . .' ............................................ . 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): implementation of this process: 
Student performance data is the driving force for 
our assessment system. CK chapter tests, STAR 
benchmark testing, AIMS, Stanford 10 and Azelia 
scores, ELL and SPED membership, Socio/Ethnic 
and parent background are all part of the process. 
Gender, attendance and time at CCS are also 
factors. Gaps are identified by results and 
instruction is adjusted to bridge these gaps. 
Results from last year's STAR testing mirrored our 
AIMS results showing strong fidelity. 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation of this process: 


I. Test results 
2. Classroom testing results 
3. Feedback from SPED and classroom 
4. Data Dialogue meetings 


L ......... 2,.:WhatW~s.the.proc!!ssf()rdesignjng·oi.~eleC1;ing·tli!!asse~srl'ierft.syStem?· .... ..' ....... i····· '. '. '.' ./ •.•. " 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Student performance data is the driving force for implementation of this process: 
our assessment system. CK chapter tests,Saxon 1. Mandated tests 
Math assessments, STAR benchmark testing, AIMS, 2. Research based school benchmark testing 
Stanford 10 and Azelia. 3. End of chapter testing in CK and Saxon 


"'-- ".3; Howistlie ·assessmentsYstern.a Iign~dtotliecLirricUIIl.",iniUnstruction"l)rnetliodology?· ..... < .. 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Both curriculum and instruction follow the Core implementation of this process: 
Knowledge and Saxon Math format. All school 1. Benchmark tests 
assessments reflect the fidelity to both. 2. Classroom testing 


3. CK/Saxon testing 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): All 
data from assessments are addressed monthly 
directly with teachers using a data dialogue format 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation of this process: 


1. STAR reading testing and data 







as suggested by A~UJ model. Keports are 
generated by trimester for students and parents. 
The expectation is for monthly STAR reading and 
math assessments with 3 benchmarks per year. 
State testing data is collected annually. 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): 
STAR benchmark testing produces feedback with 
individual results, areas of strength and areas of 
weakness for additional instruction and plans. 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words):Using 
the Student Diagnostic Report, pull out groups are 
adjusted 3 times per year and staff may suggest 
individual work by students. After school program 
focus is changed to meet the current needs and 
the Improvement plan is evaluated annually. 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): 
Results are analyzed by the principal monthly and 
instruction is adjusted 3 times per year as needed 
to meet the needs of the students and to align 
with the school improvement plan. 


l. ~ I AK matn testmg and (lata 
3. AIMS spring test results 
4. Classroom formative and summative test 


results weekly. 


list documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation ofthis process: 


1. STAR results vs AIMS standard 
2. Annual growth report 
3. Student Diagnostic Report 


list documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation of this process: 


1. Staff assignments 
2. After school program focus 
3. Schedule changes 


list documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation ofthis process: 


1. Staff professional development 
2. Data Discussion/planning 







.. ·..profiC:ieI1CY!in .. theibottom25%tnol1"PJOficientstudents?;!>!.! •... ! ., . ... _-= . < _ ........ . 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
All students who perform below grade level are implementation of this process: 
given 30-45 minutes daily in individual or small 1. List of students who qualify for pull out or 
groups ( 3 or less) by certified teachers on staff. small group extra instructions. 
Student weaknesses are identified by multiple 2. Samples of instructional materials for the 
testing formats and instruction is driven by those identified group. 
results. All instruction is aligned to the state 
standards . 


•..••..•. ····j\!;i~t~~~~~~~$;m~?~ify~~t~_;~:~ff;1it:~;!U~~~~~~;~~~~S~7er~!~!~~~~()fE,n~li.s~~!ng~a~~t ....•.•..••.• 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Students identified as ELL are given additional implementation of this process: 
times on instruction using the ADE SEI model. This 1. Schedule reflects SEI model 
instruction focuses on vocabulary, grammar, 2. ILLP sheets on all eligible students 
conversation and reading . 


. · .. -·.·!....t~·!~!~~;,~~~~t!C~~Wf~~~y;~~m~~~.~~~:~i~~j~j.;~~:~~~~j[!~~~~~~~jr!.~{:t.a~~·~~~~.c~~ ••.•. ! ... ' 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
All but one student at CCS is FRL so all instruction implementation of this process: 
and assessment reflects that dynamic. N/ A 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Contracted SPED director assures that teachers are implementation of this process: 
accommodating special needs students and 1. SPED and IEP identified to all teachers. 
adheres to IEP restraints and needs. 2. Pull out program and calendar. 


Area IV: Monitoring Instruction 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): 
Expectations are for the classroom teacher to 


lesson that shows the state 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation ofthis process: 


1. I I will check documents on a 







_~_.' __ ' __ ...... _ .... ...... ~ ........ ....... .... nt ...... "' ...... ......... " ... " .... 


its alignment with Common Core. Curriculum 
maps and standards checklists are monitored 
regularly. 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 
Monitoring of the effectiveness of our programs is 
accomplished throughout the school years with 
formative and summative assessment, STAR 
benchmark testing and state mandated testing. 
Classroom observation and teacher input are also 
considered. 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): CCS 
has a formal teacher evaluation and observation 
program. We rate teachers using the FAME scale. 
Any teacher that receives a Falls Far below will be 
put on an improvement plan to improve 
instruction. Two main areas of evaluation are 
Effective Instruction and Instructional 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): 
A. Designing and Planning Effective 


Instruction 
B. Teacher Instructional Practice 
C. Student Achievement and Growth 


I coulal ua;)l;) ClIIU Will IIIUIII LUI eAfJ~l.Ld lIuns 


on each classroom observation 
2. Annual evaluations reflect use of 


standards based criteria and best practice 
in relation to standards based instruction. 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation of this process: 


1. Testing data results 
2. Informal observation feedback 
3. Formal evaluations 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation of this process: 


1. CCS Observation and Evaluation Form 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation ofthis process: 


1. CCS Observation and Evaluation Form 







words):Teachers will have regularly scheduled 
meetings with the principal and a formal meeting 
after formal evaluation is complete. During these 
sessions teachers will explore and define 
identifiable behaviors that are indicators of 
success. In addition they review achievement 
data, assess plans for student success, set goals 
and monitor student progress. 


implementation of this process: 
1. Formal and informal observation feedback 


"'6<!f!~W·~Pe'~~h~:l;ha~~f)f!o,!~~r.,a~aIVZ~JI'l.i~ii,ri~?riyi~tip~tWI'l"t··~o.t!~J~~"c1a,ta,a~o,\ltqU~litYOf('.,'. 
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Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Professional development is developed and implementation of this process: 
implemented on a regular basis. Every Friday is 1. Friday professional development calendar 
early release so staff can discuss and plan and 
changes or improvement to.instruction . 
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Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
All students who perform below grade level are implementation of this process: 
given 30-45 minutes daily in individual or small 
groups ( 3 or less) by certified teachers on staff. 
Students weaknesses are identified by multiple 
testing formats and instruction is driven by those 
results. All instruction is aligned to the state 
standards. 


1. List of students who qualify for pull out or 
small group extra instructions. 


2. Samples of instructional materials for the 
identified group. 


"";;E::i'::~;~~~!g~:~~~~~t$i~t~r~t~rc1~?:;t;%tri;;K~~U~i[~:Z\~~~~~~~tjji~)i~·?'~t~~~g;m~~:~#s~f;.~n¥n~.~ •.•.. 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): list documents that serve as evidence of 
Students identified as ELL are given additional implementation of this process: 
times on instruction using the ADE SEI model. This 
instruction focuses on vocabulary, grammar, 
conversation and reading. 


'. 


1. Schedule reflects SEI model 
2. ILLP sheets on all eligible students 


::11,"· H., .... 9,~.~3·~s.!,~;~~I'l~rt~ .. ~glM~i'rr..'.~,.~it9r.:j~~tr!lf~!O~>!e;~!),~~~e.it:!srr.~~~iijg.~6!!.n.eecl,s.Qf;~r~~.·a;11cI 
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Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Our population is 98% FRL students so all of our implementation of this process: 
decisions address their needs. Over 50% of our 







'StUdents are given additional reading or matn 
instruction using pull outs, either small group or 
one on one. 


.1. LI:lL UI IUCIILIII'!;;\,.1 "I. ............... ... 


2. Pull out and small group schedule 
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Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Contracted SPED director assures that teachers are implementation of this process: 
accommodating special needs students and 
adheres to IEP restraints and needs. 1. SPED and IEP identified to all teachers. 


2. Pull out program and calendar. 


Area V: Professional Development 


";i.> .• :;;'i'·ii· ;.ii· ... ;·jifi{~~~f~~slg~~I.lQ.~~~1.9900~lli;~¥~~~m/c. .. >.: .. '" '" ..•....•.••... ;....... .)_ 
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Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Each school year begins with a full week on pre- implementation of this process: 
service developed by the principal in response to 1. Calendar of 2014/15 Pre-service 
the data collected from the previous school year 2. Calendar of PD during current year 
using all available resources. In addition most 
Friday afternoons include current needs 
professional development. 


.. 


";" .•... :z:; :liciw.~ils:theprof~s~i!'in~l:d!!iielqRmeni:plaridev¢!()p¢d?:') ':"2.:.':': :.' .• J'-2'-"-/'.. ....... .. 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Professional development is based on the implementation ofthis process: 
comprehensive needs assessment using student 1. PD planning calendar 
data and the results of the staff survey at the end 
of the previous year. While·each staff member has 
individualized goals based on their student 
performance, group PD could include strategies, 
planning and improved instructional methodology. 


··:)3;:;;"'()Wisithii·iPrllf·e~si()~~I.clevel()pmeJ'itypl~II~I!gnep witbi.l'Istr4C.t\onal staff learninll o.eecls?······· '.' 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Using formal and informal observations and implementation of this process: 
evaluation, the principal develops a PD plan that 1. Data review 
meets the needs of the staff and also adherence to 2. PD calendar 
the school improvement plan. PD is fluid and is 
adjusted to reflect current data review that would 
suggest a needs change. 







.... _. __ . '---';";J-._-- ----.- -.-.... ". --- ------,. 


Using current data and research on best practices, 
PD is adjusted to follow current needs assessment. 


implementation ofthis process: 
1. Data review 
2. PD calendar 
3. Current best practice 


I . "'\' .•. " '.' ....;<: ..... .siJ(ipQr~ing.!",!,g6fci~~litVxlmp,l~in~ri.tatiOIl' ..... ....• ).. 
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Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Principal ( as professional development trainer) implementation of this process: 
supports the strategies by classroom observations 1. PD calendar 
and teacher meetings. Pop in paper supports the 2. Pop In observation form 
previous training sessions lessons. 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
CCS has budgeted for Professional Development implementation of this process: 
and has several donors that support PD needs 1. Annual budget allocation 
financially. 2. Outside donor list 


3. Conference attendance for staff 


.' ······7; ·'~()'!!:#!ie~~~.~~~ai:t¢t;l!~l~~:~!In'QnJf!l·B~Ii~:'i~~!~I:r!§~t~t(ori~fi~Ii~·5trll~eglEis!Eiar?e~·in •• i~·· .;'.';' .' 
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Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Professional development is based on the implementation ofthis process: 
comprehensive needs assessment using student 1. One on one observation follow up 
data and the results of the staff survey at the end 2. Data review 
of the previous year. While each staff member has 3. Staff evaluation tools 
individualized goals based on their student 
performance, group PD could include strategies, 
planning and improved instructional methodology 


1;,.;~··.d;~~~;~~~~~~~::i=~.~e{'~~~:;~ZS~I~~~~;~~~;W!~~¢i~i~~~:~~tlbt~!~t;;~p~rtil?d.· ... ·.·.> 
Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Using formal and informal observations and implementation of this process: 







evaluation, the principal develops a PD plan that 
meets the needs of the staff and also adheres to 1. PD calendar 
the school improvement plan. PD is fluid and is 2. Pop in observations 
adjusted to reflect current data review that would 
suggest a needs change. 
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1/;.;:··);·i~~j~~~~T~fjJ~K~~!U:~~s~~Wn!!~~l~i~id.~;0:~~y~.~~~~'\V~t~.t~~~flci!!rjcY.inth!!. ~C!t~;;rn.;···!·········· ..•.......... 
Answer (suggested word co~nt is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
All students who perform below grade level are implementation of this process: 
given 30-45 minutes daily in individual or small 1. List of students who qualify for pull out or 
groups ( 3 or less) by certified teachers on staff. small group extra instructions. 
Student weaknesses are identified by multiple 2. Samples of instructional materials for the 
testing formats and instruction is driven by those identified group. 
results. All instruction is aligned to the state 
standards . 
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Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Students identified as ELL are given additional implementation ofthis process: 
times on instruction using the ADE SEI model. This 
instruction focuses on vocabulary, grammar, 1. Schedule reflects SEI model 
conversation and reading. 2. ILLP sheets on all eligible students 


•·· .. · •.. ··;1~;t!ic;iw.;dQ~if~he.pi:q(~$~il:!i1i1ldev,eloprOeh~ipl;ih~!1s9~i(~Ii~~iil'l~~rij~tiqh~l$t~ft,;~ec:ei'ves,.ihe ... tYpe. 
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Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): List documents that serve as evidence of 
Our population is 98% FRL students so all of our implementation of this process: 
decisions address their needs. Over 50% of our N/ A 
students are given additional reading or math 
instruction using pull outs, ~ither small group or 
one on one. 







Answer (suggested word count" 'tUv ,,_. __ • 


Contracted SPED director assures that teachers are 
accommodating special needs students and 
adheres to IEP restraints and needs. 


implementation UI 1..1 ..... r-"-


1. SPED and IEP identified to all teachers. 
2. Pull out program and calendar. 


1 


1 


1 


1 


1 


, 1 


,I 


1 


1 







Area VI: Graduation ndl.1C \11 


word count is 400 words): 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): 


Answer (suggested word count is 400 words): 


Answer word count is 400 words}: 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation of this process: 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation of this process: 


List documents that serve as evidence of 
implementation of this process: 


List documents that serve as eVidence of 
implementation of this process: 







Area VII: AcaaemlC t'erSlstem;~ \11 dIJIJII\"dUIC/ 


...•..•. .f,.··sys~~ih:fQr.K;E!!!piOg.~t(ad~n1s;M()tivated\1II1d~~g~g!!~in Schoo'· . ....... . . '. 
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ARIZONA  STATE  BOARD  FOR  CHARTER  SCHOOLS
Annual Monitoring Summary Review


Five-Year Interval Report Back to reports list


Interval Report Details


Report Date: 03/31/2015 Report Type: Annual Monitoring


Charter Contract Information


Charter Corporate Name: Concordia Charter School
Charter CTDS: 07-85-30-000 Charter Entity ID: 89556


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 01/24/2006


Authorizer: ASBCS Contractual Days:


Number of Schools: 2 Concordia Charter School: 180
Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission: 180


Charter Grade Configuration: K-8 Contract Expiration Date: 01/23/2021


FY Charter Opened: 2008 Charter Signed: 01/24/2006


Charter Granted: 01/10/2005 Corp. Commission Status Charter Holder is in Good
Standing


Corp. Commission File # 1118784-3 Corp. Type Non Profit


Corp. Commission Status
Date 05/12/2011 Charter Enrollment Cap 175


Charter Contact Information


Mailing Address: 142 N. Date St.
Mesa, AZ 85201


Website: http://www.concordiacharter.org


Phone: 480-461-0555 Fax: 480-461-0556


Mission Statement: The mission of Concordia Charter School (CCS) is to provide families with a choice for high
quality educational opportunities for their children in a caring, nurturing environment.


Charter Representatives: Name: Email: FCC Expiration Date:


1.) Ms. Margaret Roush-Meier mroushmeier
@concordiacharter.org —


Academic Performance - Concordia Charter School


School Name: Concordia Charter School School CTDS: 07-85-30-101


School Entity ID: 89557 Charter Entity ID: 89556


School Status: Open School Open Date: 07/01/2007


Physical Address: 142 North Date St.
Mesa, AZ 85201


Website: —


Phone: 602-564-7380 Fax: 602-564-7381


Grade Levels Served: K-6 FY 2014 100th Day ADM: 98.702


Academic Performance Per Fiscal Year


Concordia Charter School


2012 2013 2014
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Small
Elementary School (K-5)


Traditional
Elementary School (K to 6)


Traditional
Elementary School (K to 6)


1. Growth Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight Measure Points
Assigned Weight


1a. SGP
Math 37 50 25 35 50 25 33 25 25
Reading 56 75 25 27 25 25 53 75 25


1b. SGP Bottom 25%
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0


2. Proficiency Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight Measure Points
Assigned Weight


2a. Percent Passing
Math 36 /


51.2 50 7.5 20.5 /
65.9 25 7.5 25.6 /


63.9 25 7.5


Reading 51 /
66.1 50 7.5 69.2 / 77 50 7.5 65.1 /


77.7 50 7.5


2b. Composite School
Comparison


Math -8.6 50 7.5 -31 25 7.5 -21.7 25 7.5
Reading -7.8 50 7.5 7.7 75 7.5 3.1 75 7.5


2c. Subgroup ELL
Math 17 /


30.2 50 3.75 5.9 / 45.8 25 3.75 10.5 /
37.4 25 3.75


Reading 42 /
37.7 75 3.75 52.9 /


53.2 50 3.75 47.4 /
49.6 50 3.75


2c. Subgroup FRL
Math 31 /


43.3 50 3.75 14.7 / 57 25 3.75 25.6 /
53.8 25 3.75


Reading 51 /
61.7 50 3.75 67.6 /


69.3 50 3.75 65.1 /
69.6 50 3.75


2c. Subgroup SPED
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0


3. State Accountability Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight Measure Points
Assigned Weight


3a. State Accountability C 50 5 D 25 5 D 25 5


Overall Rating Overall Rating Overall Rating Overall Rating


Scoring for Overall Rating
89 or higher: Exceeds Standard
<89, but > or = to 63: Meets Standard
<63, but > or = to 39: Does Not Meet
Standard
Less than 39: Falls Far Below Standard


57.19 100 38.75 100 45 100


Academic Performance - Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission


School Name: Concordia Charter School - Navajo
Mission


School CTDS: 07-85-30-103


School Entity ID: 90776 Charter Entity ID: 89556


School Status: Open School Open Date: 08/23/2010


Physical Address: ¼ mile E of Hwy 191 and  N of Navajo 12
Round Rock Chapter House
Round Rock, AZ 86547


Website:
—


Phone: 9282077959 Fax: 928-659-4255


Grade Levels Served: K-3 FY 2014 100th Day ADM: 15.155


Academic Performance Per Fiscal Year


Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission


2012
Small


Elementary School (K-6)


2014
Small


Elementary School (K to 3)
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1. Growth Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight


1a. SGP
Math 19 25 25 19 25 25
Reading 39 50 25 39.5 50 25


1b. SGP Bottom 25%
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0


2. Proficiency Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight


2a. Percent Passing
Math 13 / 50 50 7.5 23.1 / 52.1 25 7.5
Reading 9 / 66.4 50 7.5 15.4 / 70.7 25 7.5


2b. Composite School
Comparison


Math -36.5 25 7.5 -31.7 25 7.5
Reading -60.1 25 7.5 -59 25 7.5


2c. Subgroup ELL
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0


2c. Subgroup FRL
Math 12 / 42.1 50 7.5 20.8 / 46.4 50 7.5
Reading 7 / 61.3 50 7.5 12.5 / 63.8 25 7.5


2c. Subgroup SPED
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0


3. State Accountability Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight


3a. State Accountability D 25 5 D 25 5


Overall Rating Overall Rating Overall Rating


Scoring for Overall Rating
89 or higher: Exceeds Standard
<89, but > or = to 63: Meets Standard
<63, but > or = to 39: Does Not Meet Standard
Less than 39: Falls Far Below Standard


38.75 100 33.12 100


Academic Performance - Eastern Sky Community Charter School


School Name: Eastern Sky Community Charter
School


School CTDS: 07-85-30-102


School Entity ID: 89601 Charter Entity ID: 89556


School Status: Closed School Open Date: 07/01/2007


Physical Address: 455 1st Avenue
Holbrook, AZ 86025


Website: —


Phone: 928-225-1537 Fax: 928-536-5718


Grade Levels Served: K-8 FY ??? 100th Day ADM: —


Academic Performance Per Fiscal Year


There are no Academic Performance Frameworks for this school.


Financial Performance


Charter Corporate Name: Concordia Charter School
Charter CTDS: 07-85-30-000 Charter Entity ID: 89556


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 01/24/2006


Financial Performance


Concordia Charter School
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Near-Term Measures
Fiscal Year 2013 Fiscal Year 2014


Going Concern No Meets No Meets
Unrestricted Days Liquidity 234.31 Meets 68.54 Meets
Default No Meets No Meets


Sustainability Measures (Negative numbers indicated by
parentheses)


Net Income $488,649 Meets ($183,899) Does Not Meet
Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio 13.07 Meets (1.77) Does Not Meet
Cash Flow (3-Year
Cumulative) $603,501 Meets $136,869 Does Not Meet


Cash Flow Detail by Fiscal
Year FY 2013 FY 2012 FY 2011 FY 2014 FY 2013 FY 2012


$502,384 $11,609 $89,508 ($377,124) $502,384 $11,609


Meets Board's Financial Performance Expectations


Charter/Legal Compliance


Charter Corporate Name: Concordia Charter School
Charter CTDS: 07-85-30-000 Charter Entity ID: 89556


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 01/24/2006


Timely Submission of AFR


Year Timely
2014 Yes
2013 Yes
2012 Yes
2011 Yes
2010 Yes


Timely Submission of Budget


Year Timely
2015 Yes
2014 Yes
2013 Yes
2012 Yes
2011 Yes


Special Education Monitoring Detail


SPED Monitoring Date 01/14/2013 Child Identification In Compliance


Evaluation/Re-evaluation: In Compliance IEP Status: In Compliance


Delivery of Service: Procedural Safeguards: In Compliance


Sixty Day Item Due Date — ESS Compliance Date: 01/28/2013


Audit Compliance


Charter Corporate Name: Concordia Charter School
Charter CTDS: 07-85-30-000 Charter Entity ID: 89556


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 01/24/2006


Timely Submission of Annual Audit


Year Timely
2014 Yes
2013 Yes
2012 Yes
2011 Yes
2010 Yes
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Audit Issues Requiring Corrective Action Plan (CAP)


There were no CAP Issues for fiscal years 2010 to 2014.


Repeat Issues Identified through Audits


There were no repeat findings for fiscal years 2010 to 2014.
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Academic Performance


Edit this section.


Concordia Charter School


2012
Small


Elementary School (K-5)


2013
Traditional


Elementary School (K to 6)


2014
Traditional


Elementary School (K to 6)


1. Growth Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight Measure Points
Assigned Weight


1a. SGP
Math 37 50 25 35 50 25 33 25 25
Reading 56 75 25 27 25 25 53 75 25


1b. SGP Bottom 25%
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0


2. Proficiency Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight Measure Points
Assigned Weight


2a. Percent Passing
Math 36 /


51.2 50 7.5 20.5 /
65.9 25 7.5 25.6 /


63.9 25 7.5


Reading 51 /
66.1 50 7.5 69.2 / 77 50 7.5 65.1 /


77.7 50 7.5


2b. Composite
School
Comparison


Math -8.6 50 7.5 -31 25 7.5 -21.7 25 7.5


Reading -7.8 50 7.5 7.7 75 7.5 3.1 75 7.5


2c. Subgroup ELL
Math 17 /


30.2 50 3.75 5.9 /
45.8 25 3.75 10.5 /


37.4 25 3.75


Reading 42 /
37.7 75 3.75 52.9 /


53.2 50 3.75 47.4 /
49.6 50 3.75


2c. Subgroup FRL
Math 31 /


43.3 50 3.75 14.7 / 57 25 3.75 25.6 /
53.8 25 3.75


Reading 51 /
61.7 50 3.75 67.6 /


69.3 50 3.75 65.1 /
69.6 50 3.75


2c. Subgroup SPED
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0 NR 0 0


3. State Accountability Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight Measure Points
Assigned Weight


3a. State Accountability C 50 5 D 25 5 D 25 5


Overall Rating Overall Rating Overall Rating Overall Rating


Scoring for Overall Rating
89 or higher: Exceeds Standard
<89, but > or = to 63: Meets Standard
<63, but > or = to 39: Does Not Meet
Standard
Less than 39: Falls Far Below Standard


57.19 100 38.75 100 45 100
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Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Final Report 


Charter Holder Name: Concordia Charter School 


School Name: Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission 


Required for: 4th Year Review  


Final Report Completed: September 12, 2014 


Academic Dashboard: FY13 


Overview: 


The academic performance of Concordia Charter School (CCS) did not meet the Board’s academic 
performance expectations set forth in the performance framework adopted by the Board. A 
Demonstration of Sufficient Progress (DSP) was submitted by the charter representative on December 
13, 2013.  


Following a preliminary evaluation of the DSP, staff conducted a site visit on March 6, 2014 to meet with 
the school’s leadership, as selected by the school, to confirm evidence of the processes described in the 
DSP and review additional evidence to be considered in the final evaluation of the Charter Holder’s DSP 
submission. The following representatives of Concordia Charter School were present at the site visit: 


Name Role 


Esther Davis Site Administrator 


Margaret Roush-Meier Charter Representative 


 


The DSP submitted by Concordia Charter School for Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission (NM) 
was required to address the areas (curriculum, monitoring instruction, assessment, and professional 
development) for the measures for which the Charter Holder was required to provide a response. The 
Charter Holder was provided a copy of the initial evaluation prior to the site visit and informed that 
areas initially evaluated as not acceptable could be addressed with additional evidence at the time of 
the visit. The Charter Holder also had 48 hours following the site visit to submit relevant evidence. 


After considering information in the DSP, evidence provided at the time of the site visit, and additional 
evidence submitted following the site visit, the Charter Holder has not provided evidence of a sustained 
improvement plan that includes implementation of a curriculum that contributes to increased student 
growth and proficiency, implementation of a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona’s College 
and Career Ready (ACCR) Standards into instruction, implementation of a plan for monitoring and 
documenting increases in student growth and proficiency, or implementation of a professional 
development plan that contributed to increased student growth and proficiency.  


As the school had suspended operation for FY2013, the Charter Holder was not able to demonstrate 
improved student performance compared to the prior year, but the Charter Holder provided data and 
analysis that demonstrates academic performance including student proficiency meeting standards 
based on data generated from valid and reliable assessment sources. The Charter Holder provided 
reports from the STAR Reading and STAR Math benchmark assessments from February 2014 showing 9 
of 9 students in grades 1-3 meet standard in Math, and 8 of 9 students meet standard in Reading.  


The Charter Holder stated that school currently serves no ELL students and that 100% of students qualify 
for free or reduced-price lunch. 
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Based on the findings summarized above and described below, staff determined that the Charter Holder 
did not demonstrate sufficient progress towards meeting the Board’s academic performance 
expectations. 


A description of the findings for each required area as evaluated is provided below: 


Curriculum: 


In the area of curriculum, the DSP for Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission was evaluated as 
“Approaches.”  


The Charter Holder provided evidence of implementation of a curriculum aligned with Arizona’s College 
and Career Ready Standards (ACCR Standards), evidenced by pacing guides aligned to ACCR Standards, 
but did not provide evidence of a sustained improvement plan that includes a system to create/adopt, 
evaluate, and revise curriculum that contributes to increased student growth and proficiency. Rather, 
the Charter Holder provided evidence of a fragmented approach to create, implement, evaluate, and 
revise school curriculum aligned with ACCR Standards. The approach lacks cohesiveness or alignment 
with other school improvement efforts. The Charter Holder’s DSP in the area of curriculum is not 
acceptable. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of a systematic process the school 
uses to create/adopt curriculum. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate how and when the school 
evaluates curriculum options, what findings the school makes about curriculum options, and 
who is involved in the curriculum adoption process. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Curriculum Map” documents for the K-1 and 2-3 
classrooms, which serve as pacing guides and lesson plans. These documents identify 
ACCR Standards for Saxon Math lessons and for Core Knowledge ELA units and lessons, 
and daily schedules, but do not demonstrate how and when the school evaluates 
curriculum options, what findings the school makes about curriculum options, and who 
is involved in the curriculum adoption process. The Charter Holder described creating 
these documents and having teachers use standards alignment documents from the 
textbook publishers to ensure standards alignment during the summer in-service week, 
as evidenced by the “Teacher Training Week back to school” document, but was not 
able to provide further evidence of the process used to create these maps. These 
documents demonstrate an approach to creating curriculum that lacks cohesiveness or 
alignment to other school improvement efforts. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Teacher Training Week back to school.” This document 
provides an agenda for an undated 5 day period, including sessions on Core Knowledge, 
Saxon Math, Special Education, and Renaissance Place (STAR Math, STAR Reading). The 
sessions on Core Knowledge and Saxon Math include guiding questions to help teachers 
understand expectations for using the “Curriculum Map” and implementing the 
curriculum, but do not provide evidence that the curriculum maps were created or 
adopted during the sessions. The Charter Holder stated that teachers were not required 
to sign in, so this document does not provide evidence regarding who is involved in the 
curriculum adoption process. This document, with the “Curriculum Map” documents, 
demonstrates an approach to creating curriculum that lacks cohesiveness or alignment 
to other school improvement efforts. 


o The Charter Holder was not able to provide any evidence regarding the adoption of Core 
Knowledge ELA, Saxon Math, and ALEKS Math curriculum, but indicated that they have 
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used the same curriculum at the Mesa site for many years. This does not provide any 
evidence regarding a system to adopt curriculum. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence that the school has a system in place for 
implementing the curriculum consistently across the school. Sufficient evidence will 
demonstrate the school utilizes tools that identify what must be taught, the expected pacing, 
strategies, methods, and activities, and communicated expectations for the consistent use of 
these tools. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Curriculum Map” documents, which serve as pacing 
guides and lesson planning documents. These documents identify ACCR Standards for 
Saxon Math lessons and for Core Knowledge ELA units and lessons, with daily class 
schedules for the multi-age classrooms.  The document provided covers 13 weeks of 
lessons. The Charter Holder stated that both Saxon Math and Core Knowledge were 
highly scripted curriculum, so the identification of a specific Saxon Math lesson or Core 
Knowledge chapter indicates the methods and activities to be used in the classroom 
using the curricular text. The “Curriculum Map” documents combined with documents 
from the “Core Knowledge Units 3-4,”provide evidence that the school utilizes tools that 
communicate expectations to teachers, which are monitored through the use of the 
“Informal Classroom Observation” forms described below. These documents 
demonstrate evidence of a system to implement curriculum consistently across the 
school. 


o The Charter Holder provided documents from the teacher edition of “Core Knowledge 
Unit 3-4” for grade 3. These documents include lesson strategies, methods, and 
activities, including formative and summative assessments, as well as providing 
alignment between lesson objectives and ACCR Standards. When combined with the 
“Curriculum Map” documents described above, these documents show that the school 
uses tools that identify what must be taught, the expected pacing, strategies, methods, 
and activities, and communicated expectations for the consistent use of these tools. 
These documents demonstrate evidence of a system to implement curriculum 
consistently across the school. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Informal Observation Forms” demonstrating monthly 
observations of teacher instructional practice. These documents include items indicating 
“Pertinence – following daily curriculum map.” These documents provide evidence that 
school leaders monitored consistent implementation of the curriculum. When combined 
with the “Curriculum Map” and the “Core Knowledge Units 3-4,” these documents 
demonstrate evidence of a system to implement curriculum consistently across the 
school. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of a systematic process for 
evaluating and revising curriculum. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate how the school 
evaluates how effectively the curriculum enables students to master the standards, identifies 
gaps in the curriculum, and demonstrates how the school is addressing curricular gaps. 


o The Charter Holder was not able to provide any evidence regarding the evaluation and 
revision of curriculum, but indicated that they have changed the Core Knowledge 
curricular materials to the new Core Knowledge ELA materials after piloting them for 
several years at the Mesa site, and changed the computer-based supplemental 
curriculum used at the Navajo Mission site to align to the curriculum used at the Mesa 
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site due to increased internet bandwidth availability. This does not provide any evidence 
regarding a system to evaluate and revise curriculum. 


 The Charter Holder must demonstrate implementation of a curriculum aligned to the ACCR 
Standards. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Curriculum Map” documents, which serve as pacing 
guides and lesson plans. These documents identify ACCR Standards for Saxon Math 
lessons and for Core Knowledge ELA units and lessons, with daily class schedules for the 
multi-age classrooms. These documents demonstrate evidence of implementation of a 
curriculum aligned to ACCR Standards. 


o The Charter Holder provided documents from the teacher edition of “Core Knowledge 
Unit 3-4” for grade 3. These documents provide alignment between lesson objectives 
and ACCR Standards. These documents, when combined with the “Curriculum Map,” 
demonstrate implementation of a curriculum aligned to ACCR Standards.  


 The Charter Holder must demonstrate implementation of a curriculum adapted to meet the 
needs of subgroup populations. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate there is curriculum 
intended to provide differentiated materials, activities, and/or strategies for struggling students 
within the subgroups. 


o The Charter Holder provided “STAR Reading Instructional Planning Report” for a student 
in grade 2 for December 10, 2013. This document provides the benchmark assessment 
scale score, whether the score meets standard, the projected results for this student, 
grade level equivalencies for key skills aligned to ACCR Standard domains. The 
document also identifies focus skills for intervention. The Charter Holder stated that 
one-on-one and small group instruction is provided based on the Instructional Planning 
Report. This document provides evidence that there is curriculum intended to provide 
differentiated materials, activities, and/or strategies for struggling students within the 
subgroups. These documents demonstrate evidence of implementation of a curriculum 
adapted to meet the needs of subgroup populations. 


o The Charter Holder provided “ALEKS Pie Report for a Single Student” for October 2013 
and February 2014. These online reports list sequential online assignments in a specific 
math domain aligned to the ACCR Standards based on assessed needs. The program 
does not permit the student to access a lesson unless the student has mastered the 
prior one, or the teacher assigns it. The Charter Holder stated that site leaders review 
these documents about every ten days to ensure students are making progress on math. 
These documents provide evidence that students were given opportunities to engage in 
individualized computer-based curriculum aligned to assessed learning needs. These 
documents demonstrate evidence of implementation of a curriculum adapted to meet 
the needs of subgroup populations. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Curriculum Map” documents, which include daily 
schedules. The schedules show times for direct instruction of each grade in the K-1 and 
2-3 classrooms. The Charter Holder stated that when students from one grade level are 
receiving direct instruction, students from the other grade level are participating in 
differentiated one-on-one or small group instruction, or provided opportunities to 
engage in individualized computer-based curriculum aligned to assessed learning needs. 
These documents, when combined with the “STAR Reading Instructional Planning 
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Report” and the “ALEKS Pie Report for a Single Student,” demonstrate evidence of 
implementation of a curriculum adapted to meet the needs of subgroup populations. 


Monitoring Instruction: 


In the area of monitoring instruction, the DSP for Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission was 
evaluated as “Approaches.”  


The Charter Holder provided evidence of monitoring the integration of ACCR Standards into instruction 
and evaluating the instructional practices of teachers through monitoring daily pacing guides aligned to 
ACCR Standards and informal classroom observations, but did not provide evidence of a sustained 
improvement plan that provides for some analysis and feedback to further develop the system. Rather, 
the Charter Holder provided evidence of an approach to monitoring the integration of ACCR Standards 
into instruction and evaluating the instructional practices of teachers. The Charter Holder’s DSP in the 
area of monitoring instruction is not acceptable. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of a system to monitor the 
integration of ACCR Standards into instruction. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate that the 
school ensures all grade level standards are taught within the school year in all classrooms and 
that teachers implement an ACCR Standards-aligned curriculum with fidelity. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Informal Evaluation Form” for both K-3 instructional staff 
members starting in October 2013. This document is a checklist with columns for 
monthly documented teacher observations, and rows for rating 31 areas of instructional 
practice. These documents include an item “Pertinence – following daily curriculum 
map.” The item was completed monthly for both teachers staring in October. This 
document provides evidence that the school leader monitored teachers’ adherence to 
the “Curriculum Map” document described below. These documents demonstrate 
evidence of a system to monitor the integration of ACCR Standards into instruction. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Curriculum Map” documents, which serve as pacing 
guides and lesson plans. These documents identify ACCR Standards for Saxon Math 
lessons and for Core Knowledge ELA units and lessons, and daily schedules. These 
documents present expectations for teachers regarding implementation of curriculum, 
and, when combined with the “Informal Evaluation Form” described above, provide 
evidence that the school ensures that teachers implement an ACCR Standards-aligned 
curriculum with fidelity. These documents demonstrate evidence of a system to monitor 
the integration of ACCR Standards into instruction. 


o The Charter Holder was not able to provide evidence that the school ensures all grade 
level standards are taught within the school year in all classrooms. The Charter Holder 
stated that the teachers had used standards-alignment documents from textbook 
publishers Saxon Math and Core Knowledge in the preparation of the “Curriculum Map” 
documents described above, but had not prepared documents (e.g. standards checklist) 
to ensure that all grade level standards for both grades taught in the mixed-grade 
classrooms were included in these documents. This does not provide any evidence 
regarding a system to monitor the integration of ACCR Standards into instruction. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of a system to evaluate the 
instructional practices of teachers. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate that the school 
evaluates the quality of instruction and identifies the strengths, weaknesses, and learning needs 
of teachers. 
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o The Charter Holder provided “Informal Evaluation Form” for both K-3 instructional staff 
members starting in October 2013. This document is a checklist with columns for 
monthly documented teacher observations, and rows for rating 31 areas of instructional 
practice.  On each of these 31 areas, the documents provides columns for the site leader 
to indicate, by month, whether the teacher was rated as acceptable or needs 
improvement, or whether that practice was not observed during the observation. These 
documents included evidence of progressive improvement month by month of 
identified learning needs, and provided evidence that the school leader monitored 
instructional practices of teachers. However, the document did not provide a rating 
scale to indicate what level of performance constituted an acceptable level; the school 
leader stated that she determined whether a teacher’s performance was acceptable or 
needed improvement based on her experience. These documents demonstrate an 
approach to evaluating the quality of instruction and identifying the strengths, 
weaknesses, and learning needs of teachers. 


o The Charter Holder provided a blank copy of the “Teacher Appraisal” form, and stated 
that the site visit had occurred before the first of two annual formal teacher evaluations 
had been conducted. The document included many areas addressing the instructional 
practices of teachers, and provided a rating scale for evaluating the quality of instruction 
and identifying the strengths, weaknesses, and learning needs of teachers. This 
document demonstrates that the school is at the beginning stages of implementing a 
system for evaluating the quality of instruction and identifying the strengths, 
weaknesses, and learning needs of teachers. The school has created tools, which if 
implemented correctly, would provide a process or system for evaluating the 
instructional practices of teachers, but did not provide evidence of the implementation 
of these tools. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence that school leaders conduct some analysis and 
provide some feedback to further develop the system. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate that 
teachers receive the feedback, have access to the resources necessary to address identified 
weaknesses and learning needs, and/or the school ensures teacher development is ongoing. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Informal Evaluation Form” for both K-3 instructional staff 
members starting in October 2013. This document is a checklist with columns for 
monthly documented teacher observations, and rows for rating 31 areas of instructional 
practice.  On each of these 31 areas, the documents provides columns for the site leader 
to indicate, by month, whether the teacher was rated as acceptable or needs 
improvement, or whether that practice was not observed during the observation. 
However, the Charter Holder was not able to provide evidence that teachers received 
feedback based on the informal observations; the site leader said that feedback was 
provided verbally. These documents do not provide evidence that school leaders 
conduct some analysis and provide some feedback to further develop the system. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Staff In-Service Sign-In Sheets” for 14 dates in the 2013-
2014 school year listing the topic covered on that date. The topics identify streaming 
video lessons available from teachingchannel.org. The Charter Holder stated that the 
many topics were chosen based on teacher learning needs identified through the 
informal evaluation form, but did not provide evidence linking specific trainings to 
identified teacher learning needs. These documents provide evidence of the beginning 
stages of ensuring that teachers have access to resources necessary to address 
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identified weaknesses and learning needs, and that the school ensures teacher 
development is ongoing. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of a system to evaluate the 
instructional practices of teachers that addresses the needs of students with proficiency in the 
bottom 25%, ELL students, FRL students, and students with disabilities. Sufficient evidence will 
demonstrate that the school evaluates the quality of instruction and identifies the strengths, 
weaknesses, and learning needs of teachers in relation to meeting the needs of students with 
proficiency in the bottom 25%, ELL students, FRL students, and students with disabilities. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Informal Evaluation Form” and “Teacher Appraisal” to 
provide evidence of the implemented system to evaluate the instructional practices of 
teachers that addresses the needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%, ELL 
students, FRL students, and students with disabilities. However, none of the assessment 
areas on either document differentiate between the needs of students within subgroups 
and the needs of students outside of subgroups. These documents do not provide 
sufficient evidence to demonstrate implementation of a system to evaluate the 
instructional practices of teachers that addresses the needs of students in subgroups. 


Assessment: 


In the area of Assessment, the DSP for Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission was evaluated as 
“Meets.”  


The Charter Holder provided evidence of a sustained improvement plan that includes implementation of 
a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. Specifically, the Charter Holder provided 
evidence of comprehensive assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures aligned 
with the curriculum and instructional methodology that includes data collection from multiple 
assessments. The Charter Holder’s DSP in the area of assessment is acceptable. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of the implementation of a comprehensive 
assessment system. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate the school regularly and timely 
assesses students in a manner that is aligned with the curriculum in order to monitor student 
progress. 


o The Charter Holder provided “STAR Reading Student Report” and “STAR Math Student 
Report.” These documents show 5 testing dates between October 2013 and February 
2014. The Charter Holder stated that students are assessed every three weeks, which is 
confirmed by the dates listed on the reports. The reports included individual student 
grade level equivalency for skills aligned to specific ACCR Standard domains, and, for 
Reading, oral reading fluency. These documents provide evidence that demonstrates 
the school regularly and timely assesses students in a manner that is aligned with the 
curriculum in order to monitor student progress These documents demonstrate 
evidence of the implementation of a comprehensive assessment system. 


o The Charter Holder provided “STAR Math Screening Report Arizona AIMS” and “STAR 
Reading Screening Report Arizona AIMS” documents for grades 1, 2, and 3 for December 
2013 and February 2014. These documents provide a graphic representation of each 
student’s performance on a specified benchmark assessment as compared to a cut 
score that indicates expected progress towards meeting the state assessment standard.  
The document also provided each student’s scale score, whether that score exceeded, 
met, approached, or fell far below the benchmark cut score, and the predicted 
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benchmark score at the time of the state test. The Charter Holder stated that they used 
these reports to identify students who need intervention. These documents 
demonstrate the school regularly and timely assesses students in a manner that is 
aligned with the curriculum in order to monitor student progress. These documents 
demonstrate evidence of the implementation of a comprehensive assessment system. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Weekly Unit Assessments – CKLA” for grades 2-3, Unit 3, 
lessons 1-15. This document is a spreadsheet including individual student scores on 
curricular assessments in reading, writing, and spelling. This document identifies rubric 
scores for curricular assessments from the Core Knowledge ELA curriculum, with a rubric 
score of 5 indicating mastery. These documents provide evidence that demonstrates 
data collection from multiple assessments. This document demonstrates evidence of the 
implementation of a comprehensive assessment system. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Saxon Math Assessments” for grades 2-3. This document 
is a spreadsheet providing rubric scores for curricular assessments from the Saxon Math 
curriculum, with a rubric score of 5 indicating mastery. These documents provide 
evidence that demonstrates data collection from multiple assessments. This document 
demonstrates evidence of the implementation of a comprehensive assessment system. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence that data from these assessments is analyzed and 
utilized. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate how and when the school analyzes assessment 
data, what findings the school makes from assessment data, who is involved in the analysis of 
assessment data, and how that analysis is used to inform and adapt instruction. 


o The Charter Holder provided “STAR Reading Student Report” and “STAR Math Student 
Report” documents showing 5 testing dates between October 2013 and February 2014. 
The site leader stated that she reviews these reports with the two classroom teachers. 
The reports included individual student grade level equivalency for skills aligned to 
specific ACCR Standard domains, and, for Reading, oral reading fluency. These 
documents demonstrate the process of how and when the school analyzes assessment 
data.  


o The Charter Holder provided “STAR Reading Instructional Planning Report” for one 2nd 
grade student. The document identifies ACCR Standards in ELA by grade level 
equivalency, and indicates focus standards for intervention. The Charter Holder 
described using the assessment data to form small groups for differentiated instruction, 
and that the groups are formed as needed. This document demonstrates what findings 
the school makes from assessment data, who is involved in the analysis of assessment 
data, and how that analysis is used to inform and adapt instruction. 


o The Charter Holder provided “ALEKS Pie Report for a Single Student” for one 2nd grade 
student for October 2013 and February 2014. This document identifies areas in which 
the program diagnosed math learning needs, and indicated the student’s progress in 
addressing those needs over time. The documents identify a sequence of lessons in 6 
conceptual domains, in which the student must achieve mastery level on a lesson before 
being able to move to the next lesson addressing that domain. The graphic indicator and 
list of lessons allow teachers to monitor progress in areas of assessed need. The Charter 
Holder stated that these reports are monitored every ten days. This document 
demonstrates how and when the school analyzes assessment data, what findings the 
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school makes from assessment data, and how that analysis is used to inform and adapt 
instruction. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of an assessment system that 
meets the needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%, ELL students, FRL students, 
and students with disabilities. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate how the assessment system 
assesses students within the subgroups according to their needs. 


o The Charter Holder provided “STAR Reading Instructional Planning Report” for a student 
in grade 2 for December 10, 2013. This document provides the benchmark assessment 
scale score, whether the score meets standard, the projected results for this student, 
grade level equivalencies for key skills aligned to ACCR Standard domains. The 
document also identified focus skill for intervention. The Charter Holder stated that one-
on-one and small group instruction is provided based on the Instructional Planning 
Report. This document provided evidence that there is curriculum intended to provide 
differentiated materials, activities, and/or strategies for struggling students within the 
subgroups. This document demonstrates how the assessment system assesses students 
within the subgroups according to their needs. 


o The Charter Holder provided “ALEKS Pie Report for a Single Student” for one 2nd grade 
student for October 2013 and February 2014. This document identifies areas in which 
the program diagnosed math learning needs, and indicated the student’s progress in 
addressing those needs over time. The documents identify a sequence of lessons in 6 
conceptual domains, in which the student must achieve mastery level on a lesson before 
being able to move to the next lesson addressing that domain. The graphic indicator and 
list of lessons allow teachers to monitor progress in areas of assessed need. The Charter 
Holder stated that these reports are monitored every ten days. This document 
demonstrates how the assessment system assesses students within the subgroups 
according to their needs. 


Professional Development: 


In the area of professional development he DSP for Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission was 
evaluated as “Falls Far Below.”  


The Charter Holder did not provide evidence of a sustained improvement plan that includes 
implementation of a professional development plan based on identified teacher learning needs. Rather, 
the Charter Holder provided evidence of the beginning stages of a professional development plan that is 
usually external and determined without regard to an overall school plan. The Charter Holder’s DSP in 
the area of professional development is not acceptable. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of a comprehensive professional 
development plan. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate that the plan was developed to address 
teacher learning needs and areas of high importance. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Staff In-Service Sign-In Sheets” for 14 dates in the 2013-
2014 school year listing the topic covered on that date. The topics identify streaming 
video lessons available from teachingchannel.org. The Charter Holder stated that the 
many topics were chosen based on teacher learning needs identified through the 
informal evaluation form, but did not provide evidence linking specific trainings to 
identified teacher learning needs. These documents indicate that professional 
development is usually external and determined without regard to an overall school 
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plan. These documents do not provide sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the plan 
was developed to address teacher learning needs and areas of high importance. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Teacher Training Week back to school,” which provides an 
agenda for an undated 5 day period. The document includes guiding questions used 
during the training sessions on Core Knowledge and Saxon Math, but do not provide 
information on what material was covered. Sessions on Special Education and 
Renaissance Place (STAR Math, STAR Reading) were identified, but no guiding questions 
were provided. The Charter Holder stated that teachers were not required to sign in, 
and that curricular materials and technology were used in the training, but no materials 
were provided for review. This document does not provide sufficient evidence to 
demonstrate that the plan was developed to address teacher learning needs and areas 
of high importance. 


o The Charter Holder stated that one teacher had been sent to a Core Knowledge 
conference in Phoenix during the summer of 2013, but did not provide any evidence to 
support this. This does not provide any evidence regarding the implementation of a 
comprehensive professional development plan. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of a system that supports high 
quality implementation of the information and strategies learned through the professional 
development plan. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate how the Charter Holder provides access 
to resources necessary to implement the information and strategies, and/or otherwise supports 
teachers in planning to and implementing the information and strategies. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Staff In-Service Sign-In Sheets” for 14 dates in the 2013-
2014 school year listing the topic covered on that date. The topics identify streaming 
video lessons available from teachingchannel.org. The Charter Holder stated that the 
many topics were chosen based on teacher learning needs identified through the 
informal evaluation form, but did not provide evidence linking specific trainings to 
identified teacher learning needs. These documents indicate that professional 
development is usually external and determined without regard to an overall school 
plan. These documents do not provide sufficient evidence to demonstrate how the 
Charter Holder provides access to resources necessary to implement the information 
and strategies. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Teacher Training Week back to school,” which provides an 
agenda for an undated 5 day period. The document includes guiding questions used 
during the training sessions on Core Knowledge and Saxon Math, but do not provide 
information on what material was covered. Sessions on Special Education and 
Renaissance Place (STAR Math, STAR Reading) were identified, but no guiding questions 
were provided. The Charter Holder stated that teachers were not required to sign in, 
and that curricular materials and technology were used in the training, but no materials 
were provided for review. This document does not provide sufficient evidence to 
demonstrate how the Charter Holder provides access to resources necessary to 
implement the information and strategies. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of a system to follow-up on and 
monitor the implementation of the strategies and information learned through the professional 
development plan. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate how implementation is observed and 
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evaluated and how the school ensures teacher development is ongoing in relation to the 
information and strategies learned through the professional development plan. 


o The Charter Holder did not provide any evidence to demonstrate a system to follow-up 
on and monitor the implementation of the strategies and information learned through 
the professional development plan.  


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of implementation of a comprehensive professional 
development plan that meets the needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%, ELL 
students, FRL students, and students with disabilities. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate how 
the professional development plan addresses teacher weaknesses and learning needs and areas 
of high importance in relation to students within the subgroups according to their needs. 


o The Charter Holder provided “Teacher Training Week back to school,” which provides an 
agenda for an undated 5 day period, including a session on Special Education. The 
documents identifies that the training will cover “records and requirements” for Special 
Education Reports, but does not provide information regarding how the professional 
development plan addresses teacher weaknesses and learning needs and areas of high 
importance in relation to students within the subgroups according to their needs. This 
document does not provide evidence of implementation of a comprehensive 
professional development plan that meets the needs of students within the subgroups. 


Data: 


Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission provided data and analysis that demonstrates academic 
performance including student proficiency meeting standards based on data generated from valid and 
reliable assessment sources. As the school had suspended operation during FY2013, the school was not 
able to demonstrate increased growth and proficiency compared to prior years. However, Concordia 
Charter School – Navajo Mission did provide evidence of student proficiency in meeting performance 
standards benchmarked by the assessment vendor to statewide AIMS performance levels for all 
students in Math and 8 of 9 students in Reading, including students in subgroups. 


The Charter Holder’s DSP in the area of data is acceptable. 


 The Charter Holder must provide evidence of the effectiveness of their systems in each of the 
areas discussed above through the presentation of valid and reliable data and data analysis that 
demonstrates improved student growth and proficiency. Sufficient evidence will demonstrate 
the school’s performance on the AIMS assessment, as reflected in the dashboard, is and will 
continue to improve as compared to prior years. 


o The Charter Holder provided “STAR Math Screening Report Arizona AIMS” and “STAR 
Reading Screening Report Arizona AIMS” documents for grades 1, 2, and 3 for December 
2013 and February 2014. These documents provide a graphic representation of each 
student’s performance on a specified benchmark assessment as compared to a cut 
score that indicates expected progress towards meeting the state assessment standard.  
The document also provided each student’s scale score, whether that score exceeded, 
met, approached, or fell far below the benchmark cut score, and the predicted 
benchmark score at the time of the state test. The reports showed that all students in 
Math and 8 of 9 students in Reading had met benchmarked standards, and a 
comparison of the two showed that all had made appropriate growth during the school 
year, including the one student approaching in Reading. These documents demonstrate 
the effectiveness of their systems in each of the areas discussed above through the 
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presentation of valid and reliable data and data analysis that demonstrates improved 
student growth and proficiency. 
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Demonstration of Sufficient Progress 
Concordia Charter School – Mesa 


142 North Date Street, Mesa, AZ 85201 


480-461-0555 


May 2013 


Introduction 


Concordia Charter School, Inc., founded in 2004, was established as a K-8 public charter school 
to provide parents in disadvantaged communities with the choice of a high quality education 
for their children in a small, safe and nurturing environment.  Grounded in the belief that 
education is a social justice issue, Concordia strives to deliver educational excellence and equity 
to the most vulnerable students in Arizona.  


 The school operates on the campus of the First Evangelical Lutheran Church in the CANDO 
neighborhood of northwest Mesa, Arizona.  Two years ago Concordia was asked to take over a 
50 year old private school at the Navajo Evangelical Lutheran Mission in Rock Point, Navajo 
Nation. Unfortunately, the school site is no longer available to house Concordia Charter School 
– Navajo Mission and operations have been temporarily suspended until a new school site can 
be found.  


 The school uses the highly acclaimed Core Knowledge curriculum to provide a high 
expectations, high performance academic environment for its students.  95% of the school’s 
students qualify for Free/Reduced Lunch, a nationally recognized poverty indicator. The school 
has a minority rate in excess of 90% with over 65% of the children classified as English Language 
Learners (ELL).  


 While every effort is made to create an effective and efficient classroom learning experience 
for the students during the school day, children who live in economically challenged 
environments require more time to catch up culturally and academically with children who do 
not face the same challenges. 


1a. Overall Student Growth Percentile 


One of our primary focuses this year was to improve our math scores.  To increase student 


growth in mathematics, we introduced additional teaching tools and strengthened our existing 


strategies.   Our existing strategies include using the Saxon Math curriculum and teaching the 


students a year above grade level to align with Arizona state standards.  Teaching Saxon a full 


grade level higher began during 2011-2012 school year.   We saw significant improvement in 


our math scores according to STAR Math from Renaissance Learning 2011-2012 from 2010-


2011.  The increase ranged from 12% to 27% (Appendix A) in our normal curve equivalent 


percentile in all grades with the exception of 2011-2012’s Grade 3.  Third grade saw a drop off 


of 7% (Appendix A –Class of 2022) from 2010-2011.  The drop-off in third grade was a result of 


30% of that year’s 10 students requiring more effective educational and behavioral plans being 
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developed and implemented throughout the year.   Mathematics data shows 3% growth from 


spring 2011 to 2012 in overall percentile for our 2013’s 5th Grade class.  We also had growth of 


5.75% overall percentile in math from spring 2011 4th graders to spring 2012 4th graders (see 


Appendix B - Math AIMS 2011 4th Grade and Math AIMS 2012 4th Grade).   


 


In addition to the full implementation of Saxon math now aligning more closely to state 


standards, Renaissance Learning software program and assessments continued.  The programs 


used were Accelerated Math, Math in a Flash, and the assessments were done using STAR 


math.  In addition to these computerized methods of instruction, we added ALEKS Math.  ALEKS 


is designed to quickly assess current knowledge and skills of a student and design questions to 


further and develop new skills.  ALEKS tests on past content to ensure students have retained 


topics considered to be mastered.  In 2012-2013, more attention and focus was given to raise 


individual standards not just overall performance.  Since almost all of the students entering 


2012 were behind grade level in every mathematics standard, attention was first paid to the 


standards that were our students’ greatest strengths.  Appendix E has the graphs from 2012-


2013 STAR testing for 2nd and 3rd grades.   (Please note that the total number of students 


changed from the beginning of the year for several reasons including moving out of state, 


transfers and absences during the testing date window.) 


 


Our strengths for second grade were AZ 1.1, AZ 1.2, AZ 2.3 and AZ 3.1.  In most standards, we 


were able to move almost all students except 1.3, 2.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 4.4 where students 


continue to struggle throughout the grades.  As the newly revamped curriculum committee 


meets this year, a concerted effort will be made to supplement the Saxon material in those 


areas as well as providing Professional Development, teacher resources to have more growth 


across all the standards. 


Students entered into a new model of differential learning by ability groups this year as well.  In 


this pilot grouping program, we saw the growth listed below in the chart labeled “Ability 


Grouping Percentile Rank Increase from August 2012 to March 2013 – Math” 
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As you can see 30 of the 39 students in the pilot math program improved their percentile 


ranking.  In one case a student increased by 60%. 
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Student Growth Percentile in Mathematics is improving each year.  Now as we continue to 


maintain the areas we are strong in and give a solid foundation at the younger grades, we will 


see great improvement overall in the next coming years.   To monitor growth, we will be 


continuing our regular testing windows to monitor the students’ performance.  Each of those 


testing sessions was followed by data review and differentiated instruction review with 


teachers.  More time for review of the data with both teachers and students following each 


testing period is needed.  We will also be implementing a more rigorous approach to innovation 


and strategy sharing to improve teaching in areas not well covered in current curriculum.  


Teachers will be attending the Core Knowledge Conference in Phoenix this June as their first of 


many professional development opportunities for 2013-2014 academic year.  Some of the 


learning goals for the conference will be an emphasis on improving innovation and more readily 


identifying areas where more scaffolding will be needed for our students to fully master a 


standard. 


 


1b. Student Growth Percentile Bottom 25% 


There are three main factors for our students who perform in the bottom 25% of student growth 


percentile.  Those factors are SPED population, English Language Learners, and poverty.  Since Concordia 


class sizes range from a maximum of 23 students to 10 students often we are talking about only 2-3 


students per grade being in this category.  Since each of these categories is given their own section, 


greater details will be provided in section 2c Subgroup ELL, Subgroup FRL, and Subgroup SPED. 


 


Determining which of the three factors are impacting a student’s learning takes a lot of time.  Each 


student in the SGP bottom 25% has to be worked with individually at great length.  In a few cases, it has 


taken multiple years to finally see significant and at grade level performance.  


 


Professional development of our teachers has been around the three factors.  Teachers spent a great 


deal of time learning adjust teaching styles, attitudes, and expectations to meet the SPED, ELL and 


poverty needs of students. Our SPED director has spent a tremendous amount of hours this year 


educating teachers on signs to identify and mitigate the factors.  The SPED director also worked directly 


with teachers to implement in class and pull-out strategies for students as well as hire a SPED Aide.   Our 


Director of Development works closely with the community to ensure the basics of clothing, food and 


shelter are met as well as the more advanced needs that our families cannot afford such as basic dental, 


eyeglasses and medical treatment to increase well-being.  We are also very fortunate to have a very 


loving and supportive group of parents.  Our parents’ group has begun meeting regularly this past year.  


With the parents meeting regularly, an increase in communication with the school has occurred.  The 


conversation has led to greater understanding and broader approaches to meet the needs their children 


face.  The increased parental involvement has also lead to greater partnership in how we can work 


together to provide for those needs. 
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Overcoming the struggles faced by our students in the SGP bottom 25% group are often very complex 


and take years of consistency, diagnosis and several strategies to see real student growth and 


performance increases. 


 


2a. Percent Passing 


Most of the strategies we are using to increase student performance were covered in section 1a.   


However that information only covered mathematics.   We have also seen great progress in our reading 


program as well.  In Appendix D, we have our AIMS reading results for 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 school 


years.  Comparing 2010-2011 3rd graders to 2011-2012 3rd graders, you can see we improved greatly in 9 


out of the 11 standard areas.  Comparing 2010-2011 4th graders to 2011-2012 4th graders, you can see 


we improved greatly in 8 out of 9 standard areas.  Comparing 2010-2011 4th graders to 2011-2012 5th 


graders, you can see we improved in 6 out of 9 standard areas.  This year we have continued to see 


growth in reading based on our STAR testing.  Below we have the results from our 5th Grade Class.  As 


you can clearly see all students by March 2013 in the 5th grade were performing at or above mastery 


expectation in all standards. 


  


Our fourth grade also made great progress as well.  Below are their results from STAR reading tests.  


With the exception of a few students, the 4th graders improved significantly and with the majority going 


above mastery. 
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In addition to increased standard awareness and data analysis by teacher monitoring, we also tried a 


pilot program for both Math and Reading for ability grouping across grade levels for grades 3rd – 6th 


grade.  For the most students we saw good growth.  See the graph on the next page labeled “Ability 


Grouping Percentile Rank Increase from August 2012 to March 2013 - Reading”.   The data is taken 


from STAR reading testing from Renaissance Learning.  There were 39 total students in the program.  30 


of the 39 students increased their percentile ranking in reading in this differentiated, small group 


learning environment. 


To also improve reading scores this year, the school library was ordered by Accelerated Reading level.  


The reordering made it easier for the students to find books at their reading level.  It was also an easier 


way for the students to see the improvements they were making as they got to move to new sections of 


the library.  In a couple of cases, the students were more motivated to improve to be able to check out a 


particular book.  Therefore, they worked harder to get to a higher level where that book was located. 


 


Reading scores were also impacted by donations from private individuals and organizations.  Once again 


Concordia held a Scholastic Book fair thanks to a grant.  The grant money provided the opportunity for 


each of our students to buy $10 worth of books at no cost to their families.  Several times during the 


year, the school received donations of used books that were passed out to the students to take home to 


increase recreational reading.  


 


Thanks to our active parents’ group and several of our teachers’ willingness to work longer hours, we 


started a homework club and parents’ self-guided English classes.  Several of our parents suggested the 


homework club, we call Aspire, because they felt unable to help their children at home in the way they 


would like.  Some of our parents felt inadequate in their ability to understand and speak English.  


Therefore, helping their children do their homework was hard for them.  By providing the homework 


club, we have seen a rise in homework being more effective and allowing for more individualization with 
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students who struggle with a particular concept.  The parents also got together to form a self-guided 


computer English course.  This is the same course many of our students use -- called My Reading Coach.  


The parents started in the winter coming for 30 minutes a day Monday to Friday.  Just seeing the 


parents take an interest in learning English and being able to practice reading with their children 


provided further encouragement to both students and parents. 


 


Our reading program has also been enhanced this year by our volunteer program.  While the program is 


still just in beginning stages, even working with the volunteers as little as 2 hours per week we saw great 


improvement for one of our ELL, SPED students. 
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2b. Composite School Comparison 


Please see ways we are implementing strategies to improve in sections 1a, 1b, 2a 


 


2c. Subgroup ELL 


We have implemented several strategies to improve mathematics as seen in section 1a.  Since 


65% of our students are ELL, much of the strategies are the same.  For our ELL students 


especially, and for all of our students, we have been focusing on getting more manipulatives 


used, and by having more visual and tactile learning lessons incorporated each day.  Since many 


of the ELL students come to us so far behind, we have started providing basic English 


vocabulary flash cards for students to take home and practice with their families. We regularly 


check to make sure the flash cards have not been lost to provide more if needed.  We hosted a 


family math night this year whose sole purpose was to teach families different math games 


they can play together at home.  We have been incorporating more time into the academic day 


to access computer based learning games. We obtained 10 kindle fire tablets to provide more 


opportunity for students to practice learning with technology.  We have also been providing 


lists of the games and suggested websites to parents for the students to continue at home.  The 


three lowest students in math in kindergarten are all ELL.  Each of their parents reported that 


their child was not able to attend Headstart.  Therefore, we have been making sure all incoming 


kindergarteners and incoming/continuing first graders are invited and encouraged to come to 


summer school.  This year will be our 3rd year of offering 4 extra weeks during June to help 


bring our students’ skill levels up to their peers.  We currently have over 60 students registered 


with over 20 of them being incoming kindergarteners.  Our main goal is to improve skills and 


bring students up to mastery at a younger age.  Therefore we will have less catching up to do as 


the students advance through the years and are being held to higher expectations without the 


basics to build upon. 


 


2c. Subgroup FRL 


We again employ all the strategies mentioned above in the other sections to improve math and 


reading scores for the 95% of our students who are qualified to receive Free and Reduced 


Lunch.  For many of those 95%, there are also basic needs that are not met such as lack of 


adequate clothing, food, school supplies and in some cases sleep.  The students also lack proper 


medical care and limited knowledge of social services available.  Often poverty is not only 


financial for our students but it also includes a poverty of life experiences.   


 


We provide uniforms for our students to wear during the academic day and often we also 


provide donated clothes for home.   Most of our students’ school supplies are donated by local 


organizations and individuals as well as the teachers.  We provide our students with two 


healthy meals every school day.  In addition to our breakfast and lunch programs, we also 
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participate in the Fresh Fruits and Vegetable Program which not only raises awareness about 


proper nutrition it also exposes the students to fruits and vegetables from around the world 


again helping them with their reading when learning about other cultures.  The students have 


had the opportunity to learn about everything from the usual cucumbers, apples and melons to 


longan berry, persimmons, and dragon fruit each week for their snack time. 


 


Opportunities such as access to a regular doctor, dental care, eye exams, are limited for our 


students.  We provide family nights once a month to address medical care issues as well as have 


contacts with area dental clinics, doctors and eye care professionals to provide free check-ups, 


dental work and eyeglasses for our students.  Also there are many needs the students and 


families encounter from legal services to social services of various kinds.  Two times a week 


there is a social worker on site at the Food Bank which is housed in another part of the church 


we rent space from.  The social worker is available for families to visit.  Also on the church site 


this year is another social worker who works with our families as well as those in the 


community to provide classes on nutrition, financial management, etc.  


 


 To help increase exposure to life outside of Mesa, Arizona, we employ several strategies.  


Many of our students have never travelled outside of Mesa let alone out of state.  We 


especially see an impact on reading comprehension when concepts, metaphors and ideas have 


to be explained at great length from lack of exposure to the larger world.  One of the ways we 


address this is on a daily basis is by using Core Knowledge Curriculum.  Core Knowledge 


curriculum enriches our students’ cultural, historical, scientific and social knowledge. Field trips 


are employed to increase cultural awareness and exposure.  Last year the students travelled to 


Rock Point, Arizona to experience life on the Navajo Reservation.  Educational field trips are the 


typical museum, farm, science museum, musical concerts, and other similar trips.   


 


2c. Subgroup SPED 


Special Education Overview - 2012 – 2013 school year.  


 


For the 2011 – 2012 school year, Concordia Charter School had a total of 81 students; 


11 of those students were classified as special education for a of 14% special education 


students.  


For the 2012 – 2013 school year, Concordia Charter School has a total of 89 students; 


14 of those students were classified as special education for a percentage of 16% 


special education students.  


The state of Arizona has an average of 10 % of special education students, Concordia has 14-16 percent. 


A higher than average percentage of special education students is a significant financial challenge to a 


small school. Since state and federal monies do not fully fund the costs of providing special education to 
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students, it is much more difficult for a small school to spread the costs of educating special needs 


students over a larger general education population.  


 


Prior to the 2012-2013 school year, Concordia used an outsourced related service provider model to 


provide special education services for students.  


 


Where this model provided 100% statutory compliance with both federal and state ESA and IDEA 


mandates, services to students were dictated by a visiting professional’s schedule rather than the ebb of 


and flow of daily student life.  


 


For the 2012 – 2103 school year, the school board and administration made the decision to invest in an 


in-house special educator. This staff member was on campus five days a week and was able to be more 


responsive to student and teacher needs while still providing all mandated services. The school 


continued to use an outside vendor for related service providers including speech and language services, 


occupational therapy and school psychology services.  


 


In addition, the in-house staff member became responsible for all special education documentation and 


paperwork. Prior to this, the paperwork was completed by the out-sourced staff using a Microsoft Word 


based program.  


 


With a desire to increase monitoring of student growth and compliance, the school determined it should 


purchase a web-based electronic software program for IEPs. After an investigation and comparison of 


various products that provide electronic IEP services, the school purchased The IEzP program from 


InTerfy Solutions, Inc. http://www.interfy.com/. This web-based electronic system provides the school 


a manageable and workable tool to monitor the progress of special education students and provide a 


seamless, continuous monitoring of student growth.  


 


Partially as a result of hiring the in-house staff and purchasing the IEP program, the school earned 100% 


compliance on the annual ADE audit of special education services and programs.  


 


2. Special Education Curriculum – 


 


The majority of Concordia’s special education students are provided education in a fully inclusive 


placement as their LRE (least restrictive environment) as determined by their IEP. During the 2012 – 


2013 school year the school began an ability group model for providing instruction in math and language 


arts. The special education students are grouped with their peers in ability-leveled groups. The 


curriculum in those groups is the same for the special education students and their peers. (1a, 1b, and 


2a) Additionally, the special educator has assisted the regular educators with ways to differentiate 


within the small groups. 


 



http://www.interfy.com/
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Two students are provided an alternative curriculum for reading. The school uses Nanci Bell’s Seeing 


Stars and Visualizing and Verbalizing as the primary intervention for those two students. Explode the 


Code by School Specialty, Inc. is used for guided practice. 


 


Instruction –  


 


System of Monitoring – no different for special education than regular education, see sections 1a, 1b, 


and 2a. 


 


Assessment – 


 


 Each special education student is progress monitored via the Renaissance Learning Assessments, both 


the STAR Reading and STAR Math products. In addition, the special educator uses the data from the SRA 


McGraw Hill’s Open Court Reading Intervention program’s assessments to create the special education 


progress notes.  


 


Professional Development –  


 


Comprehensive Plan and assessments of PD implementation is the same for the special education 


teacher and regular education, see sections 1a, 1b, and 2a. In addition, the special education teacher is a 


member of SEAA – Special Education Administrators of Arizona, and of the local and national councils 


for Exceptional Children. She has participated in the at least one specific PD opportunity for special 


educators each quarter.  


 


Accountability  


 


Curriculum criteria, instruction, assessment, are no different for special education than regular 


education, see sections 1a, 1b, and 2a. 


 


Academic Persistence –  


 


All except one of the special education students enrolled on the first day of school were still enrolled on 


the day this report was submitted. One other student joined the school after the first 10 days, stayed 


about 3 months, and then moved on.  


 


Growth of special education students during the 2012 – 2013 school year.  


 


In 2011- 2012 the school had 11 special education students enrolled. In the 2012 – 2013 school year, 


one student was exited from special education and 4 were identified as eligible for special education. 


The school currently provides special education to 14 students.  
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AIMS Data:  


 


On the spring 2012 AIMS test 6 Special Education Students took the AIMS exam. Having an “n” of 6 


makes data analysis challenging. Nonetheless, the data is presented in the charts on the following pages. 


 


2012 Spring AIMS Pass/Fail for Special Education Students: Reading: 5 of the 6 students passed reading.  


 


2012 Spring AIMS Pass/Pail for Special Education Students: Mathematics 4 of the 6 special education 


students passed math. 


 


Student Growth based on STAR data. 


 


The student growth based on the STAR data is shown on the labeled charts below.  Closer examination 


of the data indicates that those special education students within 2 standard deviations of the norm 


made significant growth. However, for the three students outside the two-standard deviations from the 


norm showed little or no growth. This data poses the question how does a school help students in the 


lowest first or second percentile? Although Concordia has not determined a way to achieve this, neither 


have most of the schools in Arizona. However, this poses a significant challenge to the school when one 


out of five students in the 6th grade fall in the first percentile, the data appears that 20% of the students 


Falling Far Below.  
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3a. State Accountability and Overall Rating 


 


Our current overall rating is 57.1875.  We are very close to the 63 mark.  With our tweaks to 


professional development in data analysis and scaffolding, the hiring of a full-time principal, 


continuing a strong program of parent communication, better and earlier detection of the three 


factors of SPED, ELL and poverty that touch many of our students’ lives, we predict even greater 


improvement each year to come. 


 


To improve our overall school opportunities many new programs were also introduced this 


year.  A regular 30 minute Physical Education Program began in the spring for our 5th and 6th 


grades with 4th grade joining in a few weeks later.  Also introduced were violin lessons for 11 of 


our students in 3rd to 6th grade in the spring.  Our 4th-6th grades participated in the first ever 


Concordia Charter School Science Fair.  Three students placed first and grand champion.  Those 


students went on to compete at the Fountain Hills Regional Science Fair taking first place in 


Elementary Level Engineering and Elementary Level Chemistry.  Winning first place in their 


division made them eligible to compete in the Intel Arizona State Science Fair where both 


projects and all 3 students received fourth place in their divisions.   


 


Concordia continues to strive to provide the best education possible to our students who face 


many challenges.  The growth we have seen has been tremendous from where we started.  


Each year the students are a little less behind when starting a new academic year. In the 2013-


2014 school year, we will finally be seeing many of our students at grade level when entering 


into the new academic year. 
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Appendix B 


Math AIMS 2011 3rd Grade 
Overall 330.25 
Number and Operations 56 
Number Sense 57.25 
Numerical Operations 59.75 
Estimation 43.75 
Data Analysis 40.75 
Statistics 68.75 
Systematic Listing, Counting, 
vertex 12.5 
Patterns, Algebra and Functions 63.75 


Patterns 81.25 
Functions, Relationships 53.75 
Geometry and Measurement 52 
Geometric Properties 79.25 
Measurement 25 
Structure and Logic 68 
Algorithms 68 
Total 56 
National Percentile Math 38.25 
National Stanine Math 4.25 


 


Math AIMS 2011 4th Grade 


Overall 352.25 
Number and Operations 54.25 
Number Sense 57.00 
Numerical Operations 55.25 
Estimation 43.75 
Data Analysis 52.25 
Statistics 62.50 
Probability, Counting, Vertex 43.75 


Patterns, Algebra and Functions 52.00 
Patterns 61.50 
Algebraic Representations 49.00 
Geometry and Measurement 56.75 
Geometric Properties 67.50 
Coordinate Geometry 30.00 
Measurement 63.75 
Structure and Logic 58.25 
Algorithms 58.25 
Total 53.25 
National Percentile Math 28.75 
National Stanine Math 3.75 
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Math AIMS 2012 3rd Grade  
Overall 336.3 
Number and Operations 60.3 
Number Sense 61.0 
Numerical Operations 65.1 
Estimation 44.4 
Data Analysis 58.8 
Statistics 77.3 
Systematic Listing, Counting, 
vertex 39.8 
Patterns, Algebra and Functions 54.3 
Patterns 53.1 
Functions, Relationships 54.9 
Geometry and Measurement 46.5 
Geometric Properties 50.2 
Measurement 42.8 
Structure and Logic 47.0 
Algorithms 48.1 
Averge of Concepts 53.6 
Total 55.2 
National Percentile Math 31.4 
National Stanine Math 3.9 


 


Math AIMS 2012 4th Grade  
Overall 364.8 
Number and Operations 57 
Number Sense 60.4 
Numerical Operations 51.8 
Estimation 65 
Data Analysis 52.8 
Statistics 85 
Probability, Counting, Vertex 20 
Patterns, Algebra and Functions 70 
Patterns 52 
Algebraic Representations 82.8 
Geometry and Measurement 60 
Geometric Properties 48 
Coordinate Geometry 80 
Measurement 55 
Structure and Logic 52.8 
Algorithms 52.8 
Overall Average 59.09 
Total 59 
National Percentile Math 43.8 
National Stanine Math 4.8 


 


Math AIMS 2012 5th Grade  
Overall 356.50 
Number and Operations 44.67 


Number Sense 48.83 
Numerical Operations 41.67 
Estimation 41.67 
Data Analysis 44.67 
Statistics 33.33 
Probability, Counting, Vertex 50.00 
Patterns, Algebra and Functions 50.00 
Patterns 44.00 
Algebraic Representations 41.67 
Geometry and Measurement 45.17 
Geometric Properties 66.67 
Coordinate Geometry 56.67 
Measurement 76.67 
Structure and Logic 40.67 
Algorithms 40.67 
Total 47.33 
National Percentile Math 31.50 
National Stanine Math 3.83 
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Appendix C – Mathematics AIMS 
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Appendix D – Reading AIMS 
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Appendix E 
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Demonstration of Sufficient Progress 


DSP Evaluation 
 


Charter Holder Name:  Concordia Charter School 


School (s): Concordia Charter School, Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission 


Site Visit Date: February 5, 2015 


Purpose of Demonstration of Sufficient Progress:      


☒ Annual Monitoring  


☐ Interval Review 


 ☐ Renewal  


 ☐ Failing School  


☐ Expansion Request 


Academic Dashboard Year: 


☒ FY2013   


☒ FY2014 


 


Evaluation Overview: 
The following serves as an evaluation of the Demonstration of Sufficient Progress process and includes:  


 An overall rating for each area of Curriculum, Monitoring Instruction, Professional Development, Assessment, and Data.  
o Whether questions were sufficiently answered at the site visit 
o Whether documents provided by the Charter Holder serve as sufficient evidence of implementation of described processes 
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Area I: Data  


School Name: Concordia Charter School 
 


Data for All Applicable Measures and Subgroups 


1. What year-over-year comparative data demonstrates improved academic performance? Describe and provide data for each measure that 
does not meet the Board’s standards in the relevant Academic Dashboards. Clearly label all data to demonstrate which measure(s) it 
addresses. 


Measure 
No Data 
Required  


Data Required  
Comparative 


Data Provided 


Insufficient 
Comparative 


Data Provided 


Data Does 
Demonstrate 
Improvement  


Data Does Not 
Demonstrate 
Improvement 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) – Math ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) – Reading ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) Bottom 25% – Math ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) Bottom 25% – Reading ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


2a. Percent Passing – Math ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


2a. Percent Passing – Reading ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


2b. Subgroup, ELL – Math ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


2b. Subgroup, ELL – Reading ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


2b. Subgroup, FRL – Math ☒ ☐     


2b. Subgroup, FRL – Reading ☒ ☐     


2b. Subgroup, students with disabilities – Math ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


2b. Subgroup, students with disabilities – Reading ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 
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School Name: Concordia Charter School – Navajo Mission 
 


Data for All Applicable Measures and Subgroups 


1. What year-over-year comparative data demonstrates improved academic performance? Describe and provide data for each measure that 
does not meet the Board’s standards in the relevant Academic Dashboards. Clearly label all data to demonstrate which measure(s) it 
addresses. 


Measure 
No Data 
Required  


Data Required  
Comparative 


Data Provided 


Insufficient 
Comparative 


Data Provided 


Data Does 
Demonstrate 
Improvement  


Data Does Not 
Demonstrate 
Improvement 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) – Math ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) – Reading ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) Bottom 25% – Math ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) Bottom 25% – Reading ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


2a. Percent Passing – Math ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


2a. Percent Passing – Reading ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☒ 


2b. Subgroup, ELL – Math ☒ ☐     


2b. Subgroup, ELL – Reading ☒ ☐     


2b. Subgroup, FRL – Math ☒ ☐     


2b. Subgroup, FRL – Reading ☒ ☐     


2b. Subgroup, students with disabilities – Math ☒ ☐     


2b. Subgroup, students with disabilities – Reading ☒ ☐     
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DATA OVERALL RATING 


Evaluation of DSP Report 


Meets 


☐ 


Does Not Meet 


☐ 


Falls Far Below 


☒ 


The area of Data is evaluated as Falls Far Below. The Charter Holder failed to provide sufficient comparative data and analysis for one or more required 
measures and has provided data that demonstrates comparatively declining academic performance year-over-year for the two most recent school 
years for one or more of the required measures.  


Data provided does not demonstrate improved academic outcomes for the following required measures: 


Concordia Mesa 
1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) – Math 
1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) – Reading 
1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) Bottom 25% – Math 
1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) Bottom 25% – Reading 
2a. Percent Passing – Math 
2a. Percent Passing – Reading 
2b. Subgroup, ELL – Math 
2b. Subgroup, ELL – Reading 
2b. Subgroup, students with disabilities – Math 
2b. Subgroup, students with disabilities – Reading 


Concordia Navajo Mission 
1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) – Math 
1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) – Reading 
1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) Bottom 25% – Math 
1a. Student Median Growth Percentile (SGP) Bottom 25% – Reading 
2a. Percent Passing – Math 
2a. Percent Passing – Reading 
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Area II: Curriculum 


 


Evaluating Curriculum 
1. What is the Charter Holder’s process for evaluating curriculum? How does the Charter Holder evaluate how effectively the curriculum enables 


students to meet the standards? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


2. How does the Charter Holder identify gaps in the curriculum? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


Adopting/Revising Curriculum 
3. What is the Charter Holder’s process for adopting or revising curriculum based on its evaluation processes? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


4. Who is involved in the process for adopting or revising curriculum? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


5. When adopting curriculum, how does the Charter Holder evaluate curriculum options to determine which curriculum to adopt? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 
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Implementing Curriculum 


6. What is the Charter Holder’s process for ensuring consistent implementation of the curriculum across the school(s) operated by the Charter Holder? 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


7. What tools exist that identify what must be taught and when it must be delivered? How does the Charter Holder ensure that all grade-level standards 
are covered within the academic year? 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


8. What is the expectation for consistent use of these tools? How are these expectations communicated? 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


9. What evidence is there to demonstrate usage of these tools in the classroom and alignment with instruction? 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


Alignment of Curriculum 


10. How does the Charter Holder know the curriculum is aligned to standards? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 
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Adapted to Meet the Needs of Subgroups  
11. How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum addresses the needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%/non-proficient 


students? 


☐ Not applicable 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


12. How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum addresses the needs of English Language Learners (ELLs)? 


☐ Not applicable 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


13. How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum addresses the needs of Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) students? 


☒ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


14. How has the Charter Holder ensured that the curriculum addresses the needs of students with disabilities? 


☐ Not applicable 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 
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CURRICULUM OVERALL RATING 


DSP Report Evaluation 


Meets 


☐ 


Does Not Meet 


☒ 


Falls Far Below 


☐ 


The area of Curriculum is evaluated as Does Not Meet. As demonstrated by the evidence provided at the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder has consistently 
implemented a limited curriculum approach. At the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder  sufficiently demonstrated the following components of these required 
elements:  


 implementing curriculum  


 addressing the curriculum needs of relevant subgroup populations  


However, at the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder failed to sufficiently demonstrate the following components of these required elements: 


 evaluating curriculum, because the Charter Holder did not provide sufficient evidence to address: 


o What is the Charter Holder’s process for evaluating curriculum? How does the Charter Holder evaluate how effectively the curriculum enables 
students to meet the standards? 


o How does the Charter Holder identify gaps in the curriculum? 


 adopting/revising curriculum, because the Charter Holder did not provide sufficient evidence to address: 


o What is the Charter Holder’s process for adopting or revising curriculum based on its evaluation processes? 


o Who is involved in the process for adopting or revising curriculum?  


o When adopting curriculum, how does the Charter Holder evaluate curriculum options to determine which curriculum to adopt? 


 ensuring curriculum is aligned with Arizona’s College and Career Ready Standards, because the Charter Holder did not provide sufficient evidence to 
address: 


o How does the Charter Holder know the curriculum is aligned to standards? 
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Area III: Assessment 


Assessment System 


1. What types of assessments does the Charter Holder use?   


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


2. What was the process for designing or selecting the assessment system? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


3. How is the assessment system aligned to the curriculum and instructional methodology? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


4. What intervals are used to assess student progress? How does the assessment plan include data collection from multiple assessments, such as 
formative and summative assessments and common/benchmark assessments? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


Analyzing Assessment Data 


5. How does the assessment system provide for analysis of assessment data? What intervals are used to analyze assessment data?   


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


6. How is the analysis used to evaluate instructional and curricular effectiveness? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


7. How is the analysis used to adjust curriculum and instruction in a timely manner? What intervals are used to adjust curriculum and instruction? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 
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Adapted to Meet the Needs of Subgroups 


8. How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%/non-proficient students? 


☐ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


9. How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment needs of English Language Learners (ELLs)?   


☐ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


10. How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment needs of Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) students? 


☒ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


11. How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment needs of students with disabilities? 


☐ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 
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ASSESSMENT OVERALL RATING 


DSP Report Evaluation  


Meets 


☐ 


Does Not Meet 


☐ 


Falls Far Below 


☒ 


The area of Assessment is evaluated as Falls Far Below. As demonstrated by the evidence provided at the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder has 
implemented no efforts or fragmented, ad hoc efforts to assess student performance on expectations for student learning, and to evaluate and adjust 
curriculum and instruction based on analysis of student assessment data. The efforts lack intentionality and/or prior planning, and are not consistently 
implemented.  


At the DSP site visit the Charter Holder failed to sufficiently demonstrate the following components of these required elements: 


 assessing student performance based on clearly defined performance measures aligned with the curriculum and instructional methodology using 
data collection from multiple assessments, such as formative and summative assessments, and common/benchmark assessments, because the 
Charter Holder did not provide sufficient evidence to address: 


o What was the process for designing or selecting the assessment system? 


o How is the assessment system aligned to the curriculum and instructional methodology? 


o What intervals are used to assess student progress? How does the assessment plan include data collection from multiple assessments, such 
as formative and summative assessments and common/benchmark assessments? 


 analyzing assessment data to evaluate instructional and curricular effectiveness, because the Charter Holder did not provide sufficient evidence to 
address:  


o How does the assessment system provide for analysis of assessment data? What intervals are used to analyze assessment data?  


o How is the analysis used to evaluate instructional and curricular effectiveness?  


 adjusting curriculum and instruction in a timely manner based on assessment results, because the Charter Holder did not provide sufficient evidence 
to address: 


o How is the analysis used to adjust curriculum and instruction in a timely manner? What intervals are used to adjust curriculum and 
instruction? 


 addressing the assessment needs of relevant subgroup populations, because the Charter Holder did not provide sufficient evidence to address: 


o How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%/non-proficient 
students? 


o How is the assessment system adapted to meet the assessment needs of English Language Learners (ELLs)?   
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Area IV: Monitoring Instruction 


Monitoring the Integration of Standards 


1. What is the Charter Holder’s process for monitoring the integration of standards into classroom instruction? How does the Charter Holder monitor 
whether or not instructional staff implements an ACCRS-aligned curriculum with fidelity? 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


2. How does the Charter Holder monitor the effectiveness of standards-based instruction throughout the year? 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


Evaluating Instructional Practices 


3. What is the Charter Holder’s process for evaluating the instructional practices? How does this process evaluate the quality of instruction? 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


4. How does this process identify individual strengths, weaknesses, and needs?   


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


Providing Analysis and Feedback to Further Develop Instructional Quality 


5. How does the Charter Holder provide feedback on strengths, weaknesses, and learning needs based on the evaluation of instructional practices?   


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


6. How does this Charter Holder analyze this information? What does the data about quality of instruction tell the Charter Holder? What has the 
Charter Holder done in response? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 
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Adapted to Meet the Needs of Subgroups 


7. How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is meeting the needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%/non-proficient 
students? 


☐ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


8. How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is meeting the needs of English Language Learners (ELLs)? 


☐ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


9. How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is meeting the needs of Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) students? 


☒ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


10. How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is meeting the needs of students with disabilities? 


☐ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 
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MONITORING INSTRUCTION OVERALL RATING 


DSP Report Evaluation 


Meets 


☐ 


Does Not Meet 


☒ 


Falls Far Below 


☐ 


The area of Monitoring Instruction is evaluated as Does Not Meet. As demonstrated by the evidence provided at the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder 
has consistently implemented a limited instructional monitoring approach.  


At the DSP site visit the Charter Holder sufficiently demonstrated the following components of these required elements:  


 monitoring the integration of Arizona’s College and Career Ready Standards into instruction  


 evaluating instructional practices 


However, at the DSP site visit, the Charter Holder has failed to sufficiently demonstrate the following components of these required elements:   


 providing analysis and feedback to further develop instructional quality and standards integration, because the Charter Holder did not provide 
sufficient evidence to address: 


o How does the Charter Holder provide feedback on strengths, weaknesses, and learning needs based on the evaluation of instructional 
practices?   


o How does this Charter Holder analyze this information? What does the data about quality of instruction tell the Charter Holder? What 
has the Charter Holder done in response? 


 evaluating instructional practices targeted to address the needs of relevant subgroup populations, because the Charter Holder did not provide 
sufficient evidence to address: 


o How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is meeting the needs of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%? 


o How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is meeting the needs of English Language Learners (ELLs)?  


o How does the Charter Holder monitor instruction to ensure it is meeting the needs of students with disabilities? 
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Area IV: Professional Development 


Professional Development System 


1. What is the Charter Holder’s professional development plan? 


☒ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


2. How was the professional development plan developed?  


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


3. How is the professional development plan aligned with instructional staff learning needs? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


4. How does this plan address areas of high importance?  


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


Supporting High Quality Implementation 


5. How does the Charter Holder support high quality implementation of the strategies learned in professional development sessions?    


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


6. How does the Charter Holder provide the resources that are necessary for high quality implementation? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


Monitoring Implementation 


7. How does the Charter Holder monitor the implementation of the strategies learned in professional development sessions? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 
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8. How does the Charter Holder monitor and follow-up with instructional staff to support and develop implementation of the strategies learned in 
professional development? 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


Adapted to Meet the Needs of Subgroups 


9. How does the professional development plan ensure that instructional staff receives the type of development required to meet the needs of students 
with proficiency in the bottom 25%/non-proficient students? 


☐ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


10. How does the professional development plan ensure that instructional staff receives the type of development required to meet the needs of English 
Language Learners (ELLs)? 


☐ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


11. How does the professional development plan ensure that instructional staff receives the type of development required to meet the needs of Free and 
Reduced Lunch (FRL) students? 


☒ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☐ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 


12. How does the professional development plan ensure that instructional staff receives the type of development required to meet the needs of students 
with disabilities? 


☐ Not applicable 


☐ Documents presented serve as detailed evidence of implementation of each 
of the relevant described processes, and thus are evaluated as sufficient.  
 


☒ Documents presented do not demonstrate evidence of implementation of 
processes to address the required elements, and thus are evaluated as 
insufficient. 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OVERALL RATING 


DSP Report Evaluation 


Meets 


☐ 


Does Not Meet 


☐ 


Falls Far Below 


☒ 


The area of Professional Development is evaluated as Falls Far Below. As demonstrated by the evidence provided at the DSP site visit, the Charter 
Holder has implemented no efforts or fragmented, ad hoc efforts to provide professional development that is aligned with instructional staff learning 
needs, focuses on areas of high importance, addresses the needs of relevant subgroup populations, and supports high quality implementation; and 
monitoring follow-up to support and develop implementation of the strategies learned. The efforts lack intentionality and/or prior planning, and are not 
consistently implemented.  
At the DSP site visit the Charter Holder failed to sufficiently demonstrate the following components of these required elements: 


  Providing professional development that is aligned with instructional staff learning needs and focuses on areas of high importance, because the 
Charter Holder did not provide sufficient evidence to address:  


o How was the professional development plan developed? 
o How is the professional development plan aligned with instructional staff learning needs? 
o How does this plan address areas of high importance? 


 supporting high quality implementation of the strategies learned in professional development, because the Charter Holder did not provide 
sufficient evidence to address: 


o How does the Charter Holder support high quality implementation of the strategies learned in professional development sessions?    
o How does the Charter Holder provide the resources that are necessary for high quality implementation? 


 monitoring and providing follow-up to support and develop implementation of the strategies learned in professional development, because the 
Charter Holder did not provide sufficient evidence to address:  


o How does the Charter Holder monitor the implementation of the strategies learned in professional development sessions? 
o How does the Charter Holder monitor and follow-up with instructional staff to support and develop implementation of the strategies 


learned in professional development? 


 Providing professional development that addresses the needs of relevant subgroup populations, because the Charter Holder did not provide 
sufficient evidence to address:  


o How does the professional development plan ensure that instructional staff receives the type of development required to meet the needs 
of students with proficiency in the bottom 25%? 


o How does the professional development plan ensure that instructional staff receives the type of development required to meet the needs 
of English Language Learners (ELLs)? 


o How does the professional development plan ensure that instructional staff receives the type of development required to meet the needs 
of students with disabilities? 
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Evaluation Summary 


Area Evaluation of DSP 
Meets Does Not Meet Falls Far Below 


Data ☐ ☐ ☒ 


Curriculum ☐ ☒ ☐ 


Assessment ☐ ☐ ☒ 


Monitoring Instruction ☐ ☒ ☐ 


Professional Development ☐ ☐ ☒ 
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Demonstration of Sufficient Progress Evaluation Instrument 


Charter Holder Name: Concordia Charter School, Inc.                       
School Name: Concordia Charter School 
Date Submitted: 5/7/13 


Required for:  Review - Annual Report                                                               
 
Evaluation Completed: 6/14/13; 2/26/2014 


 
I = Result after initial evaluation 
S = Result after evaluation of information collected from the site visit  


 
Measure  


Acceptable 
Not 


Acceptable 
Comments 


1a. Student Median Growth Percentile 
(SGP) 
Math 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards.  The narrative and data 
provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that 
contributes to increased student growth in Math. This area of the measure scored 
Meets because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of Math 
curriculum as adapted by the school and aligned with Core Knowledge including 
curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson plans with standards identified.  The 
school has revised the delivery pattern for Saxon Math in an effort to increase 
student growth in Math. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures. . The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a system for 
monitoring and documenting increases in student growth in Math. This area of the 
measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided 
benchmark assessment data reports on growth and instructional planning but did 
not provide data from other measures the school uses to monitor student growth in 
Math, including ALEKS Math.  There was no evidence of the process the school uses 
to review and analyze the data to inform instructional decisions. 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


 
Professional Development: The narrative does not describe a professional 
development plan based on identified teacher learning needs. The narrative and data 
provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional 
development plan that contributed to increased student growth in Math. This area of 
the measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder 
provided evidence of professional development for teachers and staff members 
aligned with teacher learning needs which included training on implementing the 
curricular programs aligned to Arizona’s College and Career Ready Standards, 
training on how to implement the Renaissance Learning STAR Math assessment 
program and training on implementing ALEKS Math. However, the charter holder 
did not provide a professional development plan that includes follow-up and 
monitoring strategies or focuses on high-quality implementation. 
 
Limited data provided demonstrated increased results from Fall benchmark 
administration to Spring administration using STAR Math. Student growth 
percentiles demonstrated, for the most part, typical growth for the grade level 
provided.     
 


1b. Student Median Growth Percentile 
(SGP) Bottom 25% 
Math 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative and data provided 
did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to 
increased student growth for students with growth percentiles in the lowest 25% in 
Math. This area of the measure scored Meets because, at the site visit, the charter 
holder provided evidence of Math curriculum as adapted by the school and aligned 
with Core Knowledge including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson plans 
with standards identified.  The school has revised the delivery pattern for Saxon 
Math in an effort to increase student growth in Math. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures. The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for 
monitoring and documenting increases in student growth for students with growth 
percentiles in the lowest 25% in Math. This area of the measure scored Approaches 
because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided benchmark assessment data 
reports on growth and instructional planning but did not provide data from other 
measures the school uses to monitor student growth in Math for the bottom 25%, 
including ALEKS Math.  There was no evidence of the process the school uses to 
review and analyze the data to inform instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum. The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
contributed to increased student growth for students with growth percentiles in the 
lowest 25% in Math. This area of the measure scored Approaches because, at the 
site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of professional development for 
teachers and staff members aligned with teacher learning needs which included 
training on implementing the curricular programs aligned to Arizona’s College and 
Career Ready Standards, training on how to implement the Renaissance Learning 
STAR Math assessment program and training on ALEKS Math program. However, 
the charter holder did not provide a professional development plan that includes 
follow-up and monitoring strategies or focuses on high-quality implementation. 
 
Limited data provided demonstrated increased results from Fall benchmark 
administration to Spring administration using STAR Math. Student growth 
percentiles demonstrated, for the most part, typical growth for the grade level 
provided.  Growth in Math for students in the bottom 25% was not identified.      
  


1b. Student Median Growth Percentile 
(SGP) Bottom 25% 
Reading   


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative and data provided 
did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to 
increased student growth for students with growth percentiles in the lowest 25% in 
Reading. This area of the measure scored Meets because, at the site visit, the 
charter holder provided evidence of Reading curriculum adopted by the school and 
aligned with Core Knowledge approach including curriculum maps, pacing guides, 
and lesson plans with standards identified.  In addition to Core Knowledge Reading 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


K-3, the school uses Spalding and My Reading Coach.  
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures.  The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for 
monitoring and documenting increases in student growth for students with growth 
percentiles in the lowest 25% in Reading. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided benchmark 
assessment data reports on growth and instructional planning but did not provide 
data from other measures the school uses to monitor student growth in Reading.  
There was no evidence of the process the school uses to review and analyze the 
data to inform instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum.  The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
contributed to increased student growth for students with growth percentiles in the 
lowest 25% in Reading. This area of the measure scored Approaches because, at the 
site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of professional development for 
teachers and staff members aligned with teacher learning needs which included 
training on implementing the curricular programs aligned to Arizona’s College and 
Career Ready Standards, training on how to implement the Renaissance Learning 
STAR Reading assessment program and training on Spalding. However, the charter 
holder did not provide a professional development plan that includes follow-up and 
monitoring strategies or focuses on high-quality implementation. 
 
Limited data provided demonstrated increased results from Fall benchmark 
administration to Spring administration using STAR Reading. Student growth 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


percentiles demonstrated, for the most part, low growth in Reading for the grade 
level provided.    


2a. Percent Passing 
Math 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards.  The narrative and data 
provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that 
contributes to increased student proficiency in Math. This area of the measure 
scored Meets because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of 
Math curriculum as adapted by the school and aligned with Core Knowledge 
including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson plans with standards 
identified.  The school has revised the delivery pattern for Saxon Math in an effort 
to increase student growth in Math. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures.  The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for 
monitoring and documenting student proficiency in Math. This area of the measure 
scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided 
benchmark assessment data reports on growth and instructional planning but did 
not provide data from other measures the school uses to monitor student 
proficiency in Math, including ALEKS Math.  There was no evidence of the process 
the school uses to review and analyze the data to inform instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum.  The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for professional development 
that contributed to increased student proficiency in Math. This area of the measure 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence 
of professional development for teachers and staff members aligned with teacher 
learning needs which included training on implementing the curricular programs 
aligned to Arizona’s College and Career Ready Standards, training on how to 
implement the Renaissance Learning STAR Math assessment program and training 
on ALEKS Math program. However, the charter holder did not provide a 
professional development plan that includes follow-up and monitoring strategies or 
focuses on high-quality implementation.  
 
Limited data provided. 


2a. Percent Passing 
Reading 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative and data provided 
did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to 
increased student proficiency in Reading. This area of the measure scored Meets 
because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of Reading 
curriculum adopted by the school and aligned with Core Knowledge approach 
including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson plans with standards 
identified.  In addition to Core Knowledge Reading K-3, the school uses Spalding and 
My Reading Coach. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures.  The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for 
monitoring and documenting student proficiency in Reading. This area of the 
measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided 
benchmark assessment data reports on growth and instructional planning but did 
not provide data from other measures the school uses to monitor student 
proficiency in Reading.  There was no evidence of the process the school uses to 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


review and analyze the data to inform instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum.   The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
contributed to increased student proficiency in Reading. This area of the measure 
scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence 
of professional development for teachers and staff members aligned with teacher 
learning needs which included training on implementing the curricular programs 
aligned to Arizona’s College and Career Ready Standards, training on how to 
implement the Renaissance Learning STAR Reading assessment program and 
training on Spalding. However, the charter holder did not provide a professional 
development plan that includes follow-up and monitoring strategies or focuses on 
high-quality implementation. 
 
Limited data provided. Limited data provided at the site visit demonstrated 
increased results from Fall 2012 benchmark administration to Spring 2013 
administration using STAR Reading. Student proficiency data provided by the school 
demonstrated mixed results from 2011 to 2012 AIMS in Reading.     
 


2b. Composite School Comparison 


(Traditional and Small Schools only)  


Math 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative and data provided 
did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to 
increasing student proficiency in Math for ELL students, FRL students, and students 
with disabilities. This area of the measure scored Meets because, at the site visit, the 
charter holder provided evidence of Math curriculum as adapted by the school and 
aligned with Core Knowledge including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson 
plans with standards identified.  The school has revised the delivery pattern for 
Saxon Math in an effort to increase student growth in Math. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided.. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures. . The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for 
monitoring and documenting student proficiency in Math for ELL students, FRL 
students, and students with disabilities. This area of the measure scored Approaches 
because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided benchmark assessment data 
reports on growth and instructional planning but did not provide data from other 
measures the school uses to monitor student proficiency in Math, including ALEKS 
Math.  There was no evidence of the process the school uses to review and analyze 
the data to inform instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum. The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
contributed to increased student proficiency in Math for ELL students, FRL students, 
and students with disabilities. This area of the measure scored Approaches because, 
at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of professional development 
for teachers and staff members aligned with teacher learning needs which included 
training on implementing the curricular programs aligned to Arizona’s College and 
Career Ready Standards, training on how to implement the Renaissance Learning 
STAR Math assessment program and training on ALEKS Math program. However, 
the charter holder did not provide a professional development plan that includes 
follow-up and monitoring strategies or focuses on high-quality implementation.   
 
Limited data provided. 


2b. Composite School Comparison 


(Traditional and Small Schools only)  


Reading 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards.  The narrative and data 
provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that 
contributes to increasing student proficiency in Reading for ELL students, FRL 
students, and students with disabilities. This area of the measure scored Meets 
because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of Reading 
curriculum adopted by the school and aligned with Core Knowledge approach 
including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson plans with standards 
identified.  In addition to Core Knowledge Reading K-3, the school uses Spalding and 
My Reading Coach. 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures.. The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for 
monitoring and documenting student proficiency in Reading for ELL students, FRL 
students, and students with disabilities. This area of the measure scored Approaches 
because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided benchmark assessment data 
reports on growth and instructional planning but did not provide data from other 
measures the school uses to monitor student proficiency in Reading.  There was no 
evidence of the process the school uses to review and analyze the data to inform 
instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum. The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
contributed to increased student proficiency in Reading for ELL students, FRL 
students, and students with disabilities. This area of the measure scored Approaches 
because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of professional 
development for teachers and staff members aligned with teacher learning needs 
which included training on implementing the curricular programs aligned to 
Arizona’s College and Career Ready Standards, training on how to implement the 
Renaissance Learning STAR Reading assessment program and training on Spalding. 
However, the charter holder did not provide a professional development plan that 
includes follow-up and monitoring strategies or focuses on high-quality 
implementation. 
 
Limited data provided. Limited data provided at the site visit demonstrated 
increased results from Fall 2012 benchmark administration to Spring 2013 
administration using STAR Reading. Student proficiency data provided by the school 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


demonstrated mixed results from 2011 to 2012 AIMS in Reading.    


2c. Subgroup Comparison 
(2b. for Alternative)  


ELL 


    Math 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative and data provided 
did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to 
increasing student proficiency in Math for ELL students. This area of the measure 
scored Meets because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of 
Math curriculum as adapted by the school and aligned with Core Knowledge 
including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson plans with standards 
identified.  The school has revised the delivery pattern for Saxon Math in an effort 
to increase student growth in Math. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures. The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for 
monitoring and documenting student proficiency in Math for ELL students. This area 
of the measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder 
provided benchmark assessment data reports on growth and instructional planning 
but did not provide data from other measures the school uses to monitor student 
proficiency in Math for ELL students, including ALEKS Math.  There was no evidence 
of the process the school uses to review and analyze the data to inform 
instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum. The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


contributed to increased student proficiency in Math for ELL students. This area of 
the measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder 
provided evidence of professional development for teachers and staff members 
aligned with teacher learning needs which included training on implementing the 
curricular programs aligned to Arizona’s College and Career Ready Standards, 
training on how to implement the Renaissance Learning STAR Math assessment 
program and training on ALEKS Math program. However, the charter holder did not 
provide a professional development plan that includes follow-up and monitoring 
strategies or focuses on high-quality implementation.  
 
No data specific to ELL students provided. 


2c. Subgroup Comparison 
(2b. for Alternative)  


FRL 


   Math 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative and data provided 
did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to 
increasing student proficiency in Math for FRL students. This area of the measure 
scored Meets because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided evidence of 
Math curriculum as adapted by the school and aligned with Core Knowledge 
including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson plans with standards 
identified.  The school has revised the delivery pattern for Saxon Math in an effort 
to increase student growth in Math. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures.   The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for 
monitoring and documenting student proficiency in Math for FRL students. This area 
of the measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder 
provided benchmark assessment data reports on growth and instructional planning 
but did not provide data from other measures the school uses to monitor student 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


proficiency in Math, including ALEKS Math.  There was no evidence of the process 
the school uses to review and analyze the data to inform instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum. The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
contributed to increased student proficiency in Math for FRL students. This area of 
the measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder 
provided evidence of professional development for teachers and staff members 
aligned with teacher learning needs which included training on implementing the 
curricular programs aligned to Arizona’s College and Career Ready Standards, 
training on how to implement the Renaissance Learning STAR Math assessment 
program and training on ALEKS Math program. However, the charter holder did not 
provide a professional development plan that includes follow-up and monitoring 
strategies or focuses on high-quality implementation.  
 
Limited data provided demonstrated increased results from Fall benchmark 
administration to Spring administration using STAR Reading. Student growth 
percentiles demonstrated, for the most part, low growth in Reading for the grade 
level provided.     
 


2c. Subgroup Comparison 
(2b. for Alternative)  


FRL 


    Reading 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards. The narrative and data provided 
did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to 
increasing student proficiency in Reading for students with disabilities. This area of 
the measure scored Meets because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided 
evidence of Reading curriculum adopted by the school and aligned with Core 
Knowledge approach including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson plans 
with standards identified.  In addition to Core Knowledge Reading K-3, the school 
uses Spalding and My Reading Coach. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes the beginning stages of a comprehensive 
assessment system based on clearly defined performance measures.  The narrative 
and data provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for 
monitoring and documenting student proficiency in Reading for FRL students. This 
area of the measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder 
provided benchmark assessment data reports on growth and instructional planning 
but did not provide data from other measures the school uses to monitor student 
proficiency in Reading.  There was no evidence of the process the school uses to 
review and analyze the data to inform instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum. The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
contributed to increased student proficiency in Reading for FRL students. This area of 
the measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder 
provided evidence of professional development for teachers and staff members 
aligned with teacher learning needs which included training on implementing the 
curricular programs aligned to Arizona’s College and Career Ready Standards, 
training on how to implement the Renaissance Learning STAR Reading assessment 
program and training on Spalding. However, the charter holder did not provide a 
professional development plan that includes follow-up and monitoring strategies or 
focuses on high-quality implementation. 
 
Limited data provided at the site visit demonstrated increased results from Fall 
2012 benchmark administration to Spring 2013 administration using STAR Reading. 
Student proficiency data provided by the school demonstrated mixed results from 
2011 to 2012 AIMS in Reading.     


2c. Subgroup Comparison 
(2b. for Alternative)  


Students with  disabilities 


    Math  I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards The narrative and data provided 
did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that contributes to 
increasing student proficiency in Math for students with disabilities. This area of the 
measure scored Meets because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided 
evidence of Math curriculum as adapted by the school and aligned with Core 
Knowledge including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson plans with 
standards identified.  The school has revised the delivery pattern for Saxon Math in 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


an effort to increase student growth in Math. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative and data provided did not 
demonstrate that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of 
the AZ Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan 
review process and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough 
observations or formal teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did 
provide blank forms for formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are 
allocated but no documentation to support that the forms have been used or that 
there is a process for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes an approach that is not comprehensive nor 
aligned with the curriculum. The narrative and data provided did not demonstrate 
that the school implemented a plan for monitoring and documenting student 
proficiency in Math for students with disabilities. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided benchmark 
assessment data reports on growth and instructional planning but did not provide 
data from other measures the school uses to monitor student proficiency in Math, 
including ALEKS Math.  There was no evidence of the process the school uses to 
review and analyze the data to inform instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum. The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
contributed to increased student proficiency in Math for students with disabilities. 
This area of the measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter 
holder provided evidence of professional development for teachers and staff 
members aligned with teacher learning needs which included training on 
implementing the curricular programs aligned to Arizona’s College and Career 
Ready Standards, training on how to implement the Renaissance Learning STAR 
Math assessment program and training on ALEKS Math program. However, the 
charter holder did not provide a professional development plan that includes 
follow-up and monitoring strategies or focuses on high-quality implementation.  
 
Limited data provided. 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


2c. Subgroup Comparison 
(2b. for Alternative)  


Students with  disabilities 


    Reading 


 I/S 


Curriculum: The narrative does not describe efforts to develop or address school 
curriculum aligned with Arizona Academic Standards.  The narrative and data 
provided did not demonstrate that the school implemented a curriculum that 
contributes to increasing student proficiency in Reading for students with disabilities. 
This area of the measure scored Meets because, at the site visit, the charter holder 
provided evidence of Reading curriculum adopted by the school and aligned with 
Core Knowledge approach including curriculum maps, pacing guides, and lesson 
plans with standards identified.  In addition to Core Knowledge Reading K-3, the 
school uses Spalding and My Reading Coach. 
 
Instruction: No description was provided. The narrative did not describe a process for 
formal evaluations of teachers. The narrative and data provided did not demonstrate 
that the school implemented a plan for monitoring the integration of the AZ 
Academic Standards into instruction. This area of the measure scored Approaches 
because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided the lesson plan review process 
and sample lesson plans, but no completed walkthrough observations or formal 
teacher evaluations were provided.  The charter holder did provide blank forms for 
formal and informal teacher evaluations and how CSFs are allocated but no 
documentation to support that the forms have been used or that there is a process 
for conducting informal and formal evaluations.     
 
Assessment: The narrative describes an approach that is not comprehensive nor 
aligned with the curriculum.  The narrative and data provided did not demonstrate 
that the school implemented a plan for monitoring and documenting student 
proficiency in Reading for students with disabilities. This area of the measure scored 
Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter holder provided benchmark 
assessment data reports on growth and instructional planning but did not provide 
data from other measures the school uses to monitor student proficiency in Reading 
for students with disabilities.  There was no evidence of the process the school uses 
to review and analyze the data to inform instructional decisions. 
 
Professional Development: The narrative describes an approach that is not 
comprehensive nor aligned with the curriculum. The narrative and data provided did 
not demonstrate that the school implemented a professional development plan that 
contributed to increased student proficiency in Reading for students with disabilities. 
This area of the measure scored Approaches because, at the site visit, the charter 
holder provided evidence of professional development for teachers and staff 
members aligned with teacher learning needs. Activities included training on 
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Measure  
Acceptable 


Not 
Acceptable 


Comments 


implementing the curricular programs aligned to Arizona’s College and Career 
Ready Standards, training on how to implement the Renaissance Learning STAR 
Reading assessment program, training on Spalding, and professional development 
to support students with disabilities. However, the charter holder did not provide a 
professional development plan that includes follow-up and monitoring strategies or 
focuses on high-quality implementation. 
 
Limited data provided. No additional data specific to students with disabilities was 
provided. 


3a. A-F Letter Grade  State Accountability 
System 


 I/S 


 
The narrative and data provided did not demonstrate that the school is increasing 
student growth and proficiency or meeting targets as described in the A-F Letter 
Grade Model.  The school’s letter grade dropped from C in 2012 to D in 2013. 
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Academic Performance


Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission CTDS: 07-85-30-103 | Entity ID: 90776


General Site Contact Inspections Grades Governing Body FY Data Site Visits Member Campuses Amendments


Academic Performance


Edit this section.


Concordia Charter School - Navajo Mission


2012
Small


Elementary School (K-6)


2014
Small


Elementary School (K to 3)


1. Growth Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight


1a. SGP
Math 19 25 25 19 25 25
Reading 39 50 25 39.5 50 25


1b. SGP Bottom 25%
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0


2. Proficiency Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight


2a. Percent Passing
Math 13 / 50 50 7.5 23.1 / 52.1 25 7.5
Reading 9 / 66.4 50 7.5 15.4 / 70.7 25 7.5


2b. Composite School
Comparison


Math -36.5 25 7.5 -31.7 25 7.5
Reading -60.1 25 7.5 -59 25 7.5


2c. Subgroup ELL
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0


2c. Subgroup FRL
Math 12 / 42.1 50 7.5 20.8 / 46.4 50 7.5
Reading 7 / 61.3 50 7.5 12.5 / 63.8 25 7.5


2c. Subgroup SPED
Math NR 0 0 NR 0 0
Reading NR 0 0 NR 0 0


3. State Accountability Measure Points
Assigned Weight Measure Points


Assigned Weight


3a. State Accountability D 25 5 D 25 5


Overall Rating Overall Rating Overall Rating


Scoring for Overall Rating
89 or higher: Exceeds Standard
<89, but > or = to 63: Meets Standard
<63, but > or = to 39: Does Not Meet Standard
Less than 39: Falls Far Below Standard


38.75 100 33.12 100



http://online.asbcs.az.gov/schools/edit/performance/1621/concordia-charter-school-navajo-mission
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1   [Charter Holder Name] 
 


CONSENT AGREEMENT 


 This Consent Agreement (“Agreement”) is made by and between [Charter Holder 


Name] (“[Charter Holder Name]”) and the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools (“Board”), 


collectively referred to herein as the “Parties.”     


RECITALS 


1. Charter schools are established to provide a learning environment that will 


improve pupil achievement.  A.R.S. §§ 15-101(4) and 15-181(A).  


2. [Charter School(s) Name(s)](“the School(s)”) is/are (a) charter school(s) 


authorized to operate under the sponsorship of the Board.  The School(s) operate(s) pursuant to a 


charter between [Charter Holder Name] and the Board.          


3. The School(s) is/are currently authorized to serve students in grades [identify 


grades the school(s) is/are authorized to serve].   


4. The Board is charged by Arizona Revised Statutes (“A.R.S.”) § 15-183(R) with 


exercising oversight and administrative responsibility for the charter schools it sponsors.  


5. In implementing its oversight and administrative responsibilities, the Board 


grounds its actions in evidence of the charter holder’s performance in accordance with the 


performance framework adopted by the Board.  A.R.S. § 15-183(R).  The Academic 


Performance Framework adopted by the Board defines its academic performance expectations 


for the charter schools it sponsors.  


6. Under its Academic Performance Framework, the Board annually compiles 


Academic Dashboards for charter schools sponsored by the Board.  A school can earn an Overall 


Rating of Exceeds, Meets, Does Not Meet, or Falls Far Below the Board’s academic standard. A 


Charter Holder that operates one or more charter schools that have received an Overall Rating of 
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Does Not Meet or Falls Far Below the Board’s academic standard in the current or prior year 


does not Meet the Board’s academic performance expectations.   


7. A Charter Holder that does not Meet the Board’s academic performance 


expectations and that operates a charter school that has received an Overall Rating of Does Not 


Meet or Falls Far Below the Board’s academic standard in the current year must submit required 


information pursuant to the Board’s Academic Intervention Schedule. The Board uses this 


required information to determine whether the Charter Holder can demonstrate it is making 


sufficient progress toward the academic performance expectations set forth in the Board’s 


Academic Performance Framework.  


8. The Board may revoke a charter at any time if the Board determines that the 


charter holder has failed to meet or make sufficient progress toward the academic performance 


expectations set forth in the Board’s Academic Performance Framework.  A.R.S. § 15-


183(I)(3)(a).   


9. In [Month Year], [Charter Holder Name] was assigned a Performance 


Management Plan (“PMP”) as an academic intervention because one or more schools operated 


under its charter did not meet the Board’s level of adequate academic performance. 


10. In October 2014, the Board released the FY2014 Academic Dashboards. The 


School(s) earned an Overall Rating of Does Not Meet the Board’s academic standard for fiscal 


year (“FY”) 2014 (July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2014). In December 2014, the Charter Holder 


was notified of the requirement to submit a Demonstration of Sufficient Progress (“DSP”) as the 


required information under the Academic Intervention Schedule.     
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11. Based on the information presented during the DSP review, [Charter Holder 


Name] failed to meet or make sufficient progress toward the academic performance expectations 


set forth in the Board’s Academic Performance Framework.   


12. At its meeting on April 13, 2015, the Board determined that there is sufficient 


basis to issue a Notice of Intent to Revoke the charter of [Charter Holder Name] on the basis of 


[Charter Holder Name]’s failure to meet or make sufficient progress toward the academic 


performance expectations set forth in the Board’s Academic Performance Framework.  The 


Board, however, directed its staff to work with [Charter Holder Name] to reach a consent 


agreement prior to June 30, 2015 for the purpose of restoring the charter holder to acceptable 


performance under the terms and conditions set by the Board.   


AGREEMENT 


13. In consideration of the Parties foregoing their option to proceed with charter 


revocation proceedings, it is in the best interest of the Board and [Charter Holder Name] to 


mutually resolve this matter.   


14. In settlement of matters relating to the revocation of [Charter Holder Name]’s 


charter, the Parties have agreed to the following terms and conditions: 


A. [Charter Holder Name] amends its current charter contract to add the following 


provision:  Beginning no later than July 1, 2015, [Charter Holder Name] shall implement the 


action steps identified in the Performance Management Plan (attached at Attachment A to this 


Agreement) and any additional steps necessary to implement a comprehensive improvement plan 


(as identified in the evaluation and technical guidance provided to [Charter Holder Name] on 


February 2, 2015 and attached at Attachment B to this Agreement), and shall submit 


documentary evidence to the Board of [Charter Holder Name]’s implementation of the action 
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steps identified above in this paragraph at quarterly intervals (“quarterly report”) on the 


following dates: October 1, 2015, January 1, 2016, April 1, 2016, July 1, 2016, October 1, 2016, 


January 1, 2017, April 1, 2017, and July 1, 2017.  


B. The Charter Holder shall provide internal benchmarking data disaggregated by 


math and reading from [identify the source of the data e.g., Renaissance Learning, Galileo, 


AIMS Web, textbook based assessments, district created assessments, etc.] for the School’s 


administrations of [identify the months benchmark assessments are administered] benchmark 


assessments. All data shall be provided to the Board with the corresponding quarterly report. For 


each of these benchmark assessment administrations the Charter Holder shall provide data 


analysis and underlying support data aligned to the subject specific measures
1
 used by the Board 


in its Academic Dashboard as follows:    


(i) Student Growth Percentile (“SGP”) [1.a.]
2
 – for  all students who 


[describe any reasonable limitations on data that will be provided  - this may include 


limiting data to students who will be identified as FAY because they have been enrolled 


since the beginning of the year, or identifying that data will be disaggregated for 


“persistent” students and “non-persistent” students.  ], the data shall demonstrate 


[describe the information that will be provided from the data that speaks directly to this 


measure (i.e., the amount of growth the school gets within a school year from its 


students). In this case some examples include “the percentage of students scoring high 


growth on the Galileo Growth and Achievement Report” or “the average change in 


years of growth since the beginning of the school year” or “the median change in 


                                                           
1
 The “subject” references either Math or Reading. Each subject is considered a separate “measure” on the Board’s 


Academic Performance Dashboard.   
2
 References provided in brackets identify the subject specific measures on the Board’s Dashboard that aligns with 


the data to be provided. 
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students’ scores from the first benchmark assessment”. The data identified for this 


measure must speak directly to growth within the year.]; and 


 (ii) SGP Bottom 25% or Improvement
3
 [1.b.]  – for  all students who 


[describe any reasonable limitations on data that will be provided - this may include 


limiting data to students who will be identified as FAY because they have been enrolled 


since the beginning of the year, or identifying that data will be disaggregated for 


“persistent” students and “non-persistent” students.  In measures like this one that are 


specific to “subgroups” this should also define the subgroup. In this case some 


examples include, “all students who scored FFB on the prior year state assessment”, 


“all students who scored FFB on the first benchmark assessment”, or “all 11
th


 and 12
th


 


grade students who have not passed the AIMS”], the data shall demonstrate [describe 


the information that will be provided from the data that speaks directly to this measure 


(i.e., the amount of growth the school gets within a school year from its students). In 


this case some example may be “the percentage of students scoring high growth on the 


Galileo Growth and Achievement Report” or “the average change in years of growth 


since the beginning of the school year” or “the median change in students’ scores from 


the first benchmark assessment”. The data identified for this measure must speak 


directly to growth within the year.]; and 


 (iii) Percent Passing [2.a.] – for all students who [describe any reasonable 


limitations on data that will be provided - this may include limiting data to students 


who will be identified as FAY because they have been enrolled since the beginning of 


the year, or identifying that data will be disaggregated for “persistent” students and 


                                                           
3
 If the School is classified as an Alternative School at any point, the reporting of this data shall align to the 


“Improvement” measures in the Board’s Academic Performance Framework. 
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“non-persistent” students.  ], the data shall demonstrate [describe the information that 


will be provided from the data that speaks directly to this measure (i.e., how many 


students are meeting grade-level expectations). In this case some examples include “the 


percentage of students meets or exceeds according to the Galileo Aggregate Multi-Test 


with Benchmark Performance Level” or “the percentage of students performing at 


grade level”. The data identified for this measure must speak directly to how students 


are performing in relation to grade-level expectations.]; and 


(iv) Percent Passing ELL [2.c.] – for all students identified as English 


Language Learners (“ELL”) who [describe any reasonable limitations on data that will 


be provided-  this may include limiting data to students who will be identified as FAY 


because they have been enrolled since the beginning of the year, or identifying that 


data will be disaggregated for “persistent” students and “non-persistent” students.  In 


measures like this one that are specific to “subgroups” this should also define the 


subgroup (i.e., students who have been identified as ELLs).], the data shall demonstrate 


[identify the information that will be provided from the data that speaks directly to this 


measure (i.e., how many students are meeting grade-level expectations). In this case 


some examples include “the percentage of students meets or exceeds according to the 


Galileo Aggregate Multi-Test with Benchmark Performance Level” or “the percentage 


of students performing at grade level” or “the percentage of students reclassified as 


Fully English Proficient”. The data identified for this measure must speak directly to 


how students are performing in relation to grade-level expectations.]; and 


(v) Percent Passing FRL [2.c.] – for all students identified as free and 


reduced-price lunch (“FRL”) eligible who [describe any reasonable limitations on data 
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that will be provided - this may include limiting data to students who will be identified 


as FAY because they have been enrolled since the beginning of the year, or identifying 


that data will be disaggregated for “persistent” students and “non-persistent” students.   


In measures like this one that are specific to “subgroups” this should also define the 


subgroup (i.e., students who have been identified as Free or Reduced Lunch Eligible).], 


the data shall demonstrate [describe the information that will be provided from the data 


that speaks directly to this measure (i.e., how many students are meeting grade-level 


expectations). In this case some examples include “the percentage of students meets or 


exceeds according to the Galileo Aggregate Multi-Test with Benchmark Performance 


Level” or “the percentage of students performing at grade level”. The data identified 


for this measure must speak directly to how students are performing in relation to 


grade-level expectations.]; and 


 (vi) Percent Passing SPED [2.c.] – for  all students identified as students with 


disabilities (“SPED”) who [describe any reasonable limitations on data that will be 


provided this may include limiting data to student who will be identified as FAY 


because they have been enrolled since the beginning of the year, or identifying that 


data will be disaggregated for “persistent” students and “non-persistent students.  In 


measures like this one that are specific to “subgroups” this should also define the 


subgroup (i.e., students who have an IEP).], the data shall demonstrate [describe the 


information that will be provided from the data that speaks directly to this measure 


(i.e., how many students are meeting grade-level expectations). In this case some 


examples include “the percentage of students meets or exceeds according to the Galileo 


Aggregate Multi-Test with Benchmark Performance Level ” or “the percentage of 
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students performing at grade level” or “the percentage of students meeting their IEP 


goals” or “the median percentage of IEP goals met”. The data identified for this 


measure must speak directly to how students are performing in relation to grade-


level/student expectations.].     


C.   The internal benchmarking data identified in paragraph 14(B)(i-vi) and 


disaggregated by math and reading from [identify the source of the data e.g., Renaissance 


Learning, Galileo, AIMS Web, textbook based assessments, district created assessments, etc.]  


for the School’s administrations of [identify the months benchmark assessments are 


administered] benchmark assessments shall demonstrate improved academic performance as 


defined below: 


(i)(a) SGP Math [1.a.] – the data shall not demonstrate any decline in academic 


performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the prior 


year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 10 percentage points from 


the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the prior year; and 


(i)(b) SGP Reading [1.a.] – the data shall not demonstrate any decline in 


academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in 


the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 10 percentage 


points from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the prior year; 


and 


(ii)(a) SGP Bottom 25% or Improvement Math [1.b.]  – the data shall not 


demonstrate any decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark 


assessment administration in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of 
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no less than 10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year; and  


(ii)(b) SGP Bottom 25% or Improvement Reading [1.b.]  –the data shall not 


demonstrate any decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark 


assessment administration in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of 


no less than 10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year; and 


(iii)(a) Percent Passing Math [2.a.] – the data shall not demonstrate any decline 


in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration 


in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 10 percentage 


points from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the prior year; 


and  


(iii)(b) Percent Passing Reading [2.a.] – the data shall not demonstrate any 


decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 


10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the 


prior year; and 


(iv)(a) Percent Passing ELL Math [2.c.] – the data shall not demonstrate any 


decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 


10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the 


prior year; and 
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(iv)(b) Percent Passing ELL Reading [2.c.] – the data shall not demonstrate any 


decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 


10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the 


prior year; and 


(v)(a) Percent Passing FRL Math [2.c.] – the data shall not demonstrate any 


decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 


10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the 


prior year; and 


(v)(b) Percent Passing FRL Reading [2.c.] – the data shall not demonstrate any 


decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 


10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the 


prior year; and 


(vi)(a) Percent Passing SPED Math [2.c.] – the data shall not demonstrate any 


decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 


10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the 


prior year; and 


(vi)(b) Percent Passing SPED Reading [2.c.] – the data shall not demonstrate 


any decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year and the data shall demonstrate an increase of no less than 
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10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the 


prior year. 


15.  If [Charter Holder Name] fails to timely provide the evidence identified in 


paragraph 14(A) or fails to provide the data that meets the requirements to demonstrate 


improved academic performance identified in paragraphs 14(B)(i-vi) and 14(C)(i-vi) for any of 


the schools operated under this agreement, [Charter Holder Name] shall terminate its operation 


of that school at the end of the corresponding fiscal year.  


16.   [Charter Holder Name] shall terminate its operation of the School at the end of the 


corresponding fiscal year if upon release of the FY 2015 or FY2016 Academic Dashboard for the 


School, with sufficient data and weighting to calculate an Overall Rating (Overall Rating does 


not equal NR), the School does not meet at least one of the following conditions:  


i. Receives a performance level of either Meets or Exceeds standard in the 


Composite School Comparison measure [2.b.] or Improvement measure [1.b.] 


for both subjects (reading and math); or 


ii. Receives a performance level of either Meets or Exceeds standard in the SGP 


measure [1.a.] for both subjects (reading and math); or  


iii. Shows no decline in performance level in any subject specific measure [1.a., 


1.b., 2.a., 2.b., and 2.c. for all subgroups] to Does Not Meet or Falls Far 


Below standard from the prior year’s Academic Dashboard and reflects an 


increase in the performance level for at least 50% of the subject specific 


measures containing data and that were rated Does Not Meet or Falls Far 


Below standard in the prior year’s Academic Dashboard. 
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17. If upon release of the FY 2015 or FY2016 Academic Dashboard for the School, the 


School’s performance level ratings in any of the subject specific measures identified on the 


Academic Dashboard and in  paragraphs 14(B)(i-vi) and 14(C)(i-vi)  are a “Meets” or 


“Exceeds”, the [Charter Holder Name] will not be subject to the requirement to “demonstrate an 


increase of no less than 10 percentage points from the corresponding benchmark assessment 


administration in the prior year” for the subject area that “Meets” or “Exceeds.”    [Charter 


Holder Name] shall remain subject to all other terms of paragraphs 14(C)(i-vi),  including the 


requirement that “the data shall not demonstrate any decline in academic performance from the 


corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the prior year,” for all subject specific 


measures identified on the Academic Dashboard and in the subsections of paragraphs 14(B)(i-


vi).    


18.   If upon release of the FY 2015 or FY2016 Academic Dashboard for the School, the 


School’s Overall Rating is a “Meets” or “Exceeds”, the [Charter Holder Name] will not be 


subject to the requirement to “demonstrate an increase of no less than 10 percentage points from 


the corresponding benchmark assessment administration in the prior year” for the subject area 


that “Meets” or “Exceeds.”    [Charter Holder Name] shall remain subject to all other terms of 


paragraphs 14(C)(i-vi),  including the requirement that “the data shall not demonstrate any 


decline in academic performance from the corresponding benchmark assessment administration 


in the prior year,” for all subject specific measures identified on the Academic Dashboard and in 


the subsections of paragraphs 14(B)(i-vi).    


19. If the School meets the terms required under this Agreement to continue operating 


after FY2017, the School’s continuing academic performance will be monitored in accordance 


with the Board’s Academic Intervention Schedule.   
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20.  The persons executing this Agreement on behalf of the Parties hereby represent and 


guarantee that they have been authorized to do so, on behalf of themselves and the entity they 


represent.   


21.  This Agreement shall constitute the entire agreement between the Parties with 


respect to the subject matter hereof and may not be modified or amended except by written 


instrument, signed by each of the Parties hereto.   


22.  Each party is responsible for its own legal fees and costs in this matter. 


 


ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS 


 


_________________________________ 


By: Janna Day 


President, Arizona State Board for Charter Schools 


Date: ________________ 


 


 


[CHARTER HOLDER NAME], INC   


 


___________________________ 


By:  [Charter Representative Name] 


Charter Representative, [Charter Holder Name] 


Date: _________________ 


 







































